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Summary

This dissertation is concerned with the 
development of a faster than real time transient model 
of a power system. The development of a distributed 
processing system is described together with the 
associated peripheral devices and high speed 
communications link.

The development of the system software and 
associated progrsunming tools is described in order to 
show the logical progression from hardware design 
through to software development to produce the firmware 
that has the capability of enabling the development of 
a real time model.

Various methods of simulating the transient model 
of dynamic systems are discussed with the emphasis on 
speed of solution of such systems. A high spee# method 
of simulating dynaunic systems is presented y^hich is 
implemented under a multi-microprocessor environment.

Coordinated controls using accel1eration are then 
applied to these models to produce verification of the 
validity of the dynaunic model produced.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

The principal symbols used in this thesis are listed as follows. 
Symbols which do not appear in the list will be defined in the 
text as they are introduced.

V^/V^ = stator voltages in d and q axis
respectively

V = field voltagefd
V = field voltage referred to the armature
^ circuit

i i = stator currents in d and q axis
^ respectively

i = currents in field d and q axis damper
^ winding respectively

= stator resistance in d and q axis windings
I I = resistances in field d and q axis damper

^ winding respectively

^ ^ = stator flux linkages in d and q axis
^ respectively

I I = flux linkages in field d and q axis
'»'fd Id, n q  damper

X X = total reactances of field and d and q
^ ^  axis damper windings respectively
IX n/ X = mutual reactances between any pair of d

axis windings and between the q axis 
windings respectively

I

= synchronous reactances in d and q axis
respectively

' = d axis transient reactance

" " = d and q axis subtransient reactances
^d' respectively

I
e = q axis voltage behind transient impedance

It II
e,, e = d and q axis voltage behind subtransient

^ impedances respectively
I I

= d axis transient open and short circuit time
constants respectively (sec.)



- d axis subtransient open and short circuit 
time constants respectively (sec.)

*̂ q = q axis subtransient open and short circuit
time constants respectively (sec.)

i I

^qo' *̂ q = q axis transient open and short circuit
time constants respectively (sec.)

P = electrical terminal power
Te = air gap torque

= mechanical torque

= damping factor

= inertia constant (KWS/KVA)

M = H/Trja

Wgff^ = rated frequency (rad/s and Hz respectively)

= instantaneous angular velocity of rotor
(rad/s)

^ = rotor slip speed (rad/s)

5 = rotor angle (rad)/small increment

= voltages at infinite busbar and machine
terminals respectively

R^, = transfer resistance and reactance
respectively

X^ = transmission line resistance and reactance
respectively

X^ = generator transformer resistance and
reactance respectively

p = differential operator d/dt

g = Laplace operator

^ = time (sec.)

= reference to excitation regulator

= state feedback signal to excitation system
'̂ ref

y = derivative feedback signal of A.V.R.
s



= torque reference to governing system

ip = state feedback signal to governing system
i
k , k ” time constants of diesel governor controller

Z = Z transform operator

z = time advance of one unit time step

A = prefix to denote a deviation about the
initial operating point

0 = subscript to denote steady state value

r = subscript to denote reference

~ postfix to denote logical inversion
1

a Laplace Transform

$ = Prefix to denote hexadecimal value



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Trends in modern generation systems

Modern power g'eneration systems have become large 
and expensive items of equipment. The capital 
investment in plant on a power system has become the 
major item of expenditure in a power generation system. 
These costs have risen due to on-going developments in 
power system design. The early plants were both small 
cuid thermally inefficient by todays standards. The 
demand for larger generation plant and better thermal 
efficiencies have produced power stations which can 
produce 2600 MW from four generating sets. In parallel 
with this increase in the physical size of generation 
plant additional pressures have been brought to bear. 
The pressures have, in the main, been for environmental 
reasons, which have restricted the ammount of overhead 
transmission lines available auid the siting of new 
plants in densely populated regions. These pressures
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have combined to produce the modern power system which 
has large thermally efficient power stations with the 
minimum of interconnection to the rest of the system. 
These pressures have resulted, in the case of small 
systems such as islands, oil rigs and naval vessels 
having large efficient plant, that under light loading 
conditions may cause the power generation system to be 
reduced to one item of plant on the whole system.

In 1912 C.A. Parsons installed a 25 MW 
turbo-generator set. This set the basic form of a 
turbo-generation plant. Ever since a steady increase 
in unit output has occurred. This has happened largely 
due to the improvement in engineering techniques and 
materials rather them by fundamental improvement in the 
basic form of a turbo-generator. In particular cooling 
of the rotor of the machine has enabled large increases 
in unit output. In the early 1950*s hydrogen cooling 
appeared with more recently cooling by water which has 
allowed significant increases in unit output. These 
trends towards large items of power plant more remote 
from the users of the generated power has resulted in a 
reduction in stability of the plant. The large capital 
cost of these systems coupled with the increasing 
stability problems has resulted in more simulation 
studies of power systems via numerical methods with a
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trend to faster execution and more complex simulation 
of the systems.

1.2 Synchronous stability

The stability of a system of interconnected
dynamic components is its ability to return to a normal
or steady state operation after having being subjected

1,2
to some form of disturbance.

In power systems there can be two sources of 
instability; the loss of synchronism between 
synchronous machines and the stalling of asynchronous 
loads. The former is more probable and as such has 
been given much wider attention. When operating a 
power system, a true steady state can never be achieved 
due to the constant load changes on the system as the 
users increase and decrease their load demamds during 
the day. For this reason, two forms of stability are 
normally defined for power systems. Thooo are steady 
state and transient stability. Steady state stability 
is defined as the ability of the system to maintain 
synchronous operation during the normal load chamges 
and other disturbances that are regarded as part of the 
normal operation of the power system. Transient 
stability is defined as the ability of the system to
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maintain or recover synchronism after a sudden and 
large transient disturbance to the system. A typical 
large disturbance is taken as a three phase short 
circuit physically close to the generation plant, 
typically on the high voltage terminals of the
generator transformer.

When such a large disturbance is applied to a 
system, the voltage at that point collapses and 
prevents the transmission of power from the generator 
to the power system. This has the result of creating a 
power inbalance in the generation system between the 
input mechanical power and the output electrical power. 
The excess power must be dissipated either as increased 
electrical losses or as accelleration of the rotor. 
For the initial part of the transient, the high values 
of current cause such large losses that an angular
backswing results. The size of this backswing is small 
and can generally be neglected. Neglecting this
backswing the excess energy increases the angular 
momentum of the rotor which will cause the angle
between the rest of the system and the machine to be 
increased. When the fault is subsequently cleared, 
power transfer is resumed and, as long as the excess 
kinetic energy can then be transferred into the power 
system, the machine will return to synchronous
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operation. This leads to a definition of the first 
swing transient stability to state whether the machine 
will remain in synchronism subsequent to a severe 
fault.

1.3 Sub-optimal control

The major purpose of transient stability studies 
is to improve the control or response of a system. 
When designing controllers or producing auxilary 
feedback parameters, two- items must be taken into 
account. Firstly, the control must be observable auid 
measurable. Secondly the control signal must provide a 
contribution to the control of the system. In order to 
provide control, the feedback signal must embody or be 
one or more states of the system. Practical signals 
include shaft speed̂ , terminal poweV ̂  and frequency 
deviation^

One approach to improve the transient performance
7of the system was by use of optimal controls. These 

techniques required a linearised model of the 
performance of the system and then used the matrix 
Ricatti equation to produce the optimal controller. 
This requires access to every system state to produce 
the optimal controller and, whilst it is feasable, this
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approach could not be regarded as a practicable
solution to the problem.

The use of sub-optimal controls rather than
optimal controls provided a much more useful control 

8,9,10,11regime. This approach led to the reduction in the
number of system states required and allowed
non-linearities to be taken into account properly.
Reducing the system states then poses the problem of
which states of the system to use in the sub-optimal

12,13,14
controller. Several authors iiave discussed the 
reduction of the states, with the most popular being 
electrical power Pe, direct axis current. Id, and
acceleration.

Acceleration has proven to be the most useful
15

signal to use in a sub-optimal control scheme on the 
grounds of being both measurable and containing the 
most inherent phase advance. The approach taJcen was to 
provide coordinated control of both the excitation auid
governing systems. The use of a fast acting high

16
ceiling automatic voltage regulator (A.V.R.) together
with a fast acting electro-hydraulic governor has 
enabled significant improvements to be made to the 
action of the system whilst under transient fault 
conditions.
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1.4 Simulation bv numerical methods

There have been numerous studies of the transient 
response of power systems. These have been mainly made 
by numerical methods in off line digital computer 
studies. The general trend of these studies has been
to larger more complex software simulating more complex 
models of the systems. This trend has resulted in am 
ever increasing demauid for more processing power from 
the computational system. These computer systems have 
until recently been large mainframe computers that do 
not, and cannot, make response speed guarantees to any 
individual user of the system. The sheer cost of these 
mainframe systems has meant that it has been 
unrealistic to dedicate a single computing system to be 
used as a one user simulation tool.

The advent of the third generation of single chip 
microprocessors has changed this aspect of computing. 
These devices have opened up avenues of computing 
hitherto felt to be too expensive and not cost
effective. These processors allow large scale cheap 
computing power to be placed at the user's command. 
The low cost of these devices enables computational 
systems to be placed under the direct control of one 
user or task and remove the overheads of having
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multiple users on a single system.

This provides a very dramatic jump in the
computing power directly available to the user. Large 
computing studies may now be undertaken with guaranteed 
response times and elements of real time working cam be 
incorporated. The user has, in this latest generation 
of microprocessors, a full scale micro-computer with
all the capabilities and features of its more expensive
and physically larger rivals, both in mini and
mainframe computing.

The computing user who is involved in simulation 
studies no longer needs to be tied to the traditional 
computing methods. He can now extend the role of 
simulation studies from the purely theoretical aspects 
to direct on line studies, where his computing system 
is running in parallel with the system under study or 
control.

1.5 Evolution of digital systems

It has been thirty years since the invention of 
the transistor, cuid in this brief period there have 
been more inventions and more scientific and 
engineering accomplishments them in all times previous.
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The field of digital electronics has been the greatest 
contributor of new products for these accomplishments.

The cost of hardware components has been 
decreasing with time as new and more powerful 
semiconductor devices have been developed. 
Simultaneously, the cost of developing these devices 
into computer systems has been falling rapidly. In the 
early 1950*s, the figures were 7-8 million U.S. 
dollars which has plummeted to a few thousauid of 
dollars today.

This decrease in cost with ever increasing 
complexity of devices has been a later day fairy tale 
for the semiconductor industry. The reason behind this 
phenomenal success has been the increase in the number 
of components per individual silicon chip. In the 
early 1960*s the number of transistors were counted in 
tens, today the VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) 
devices can have of the order of 70,000 transistors per 
chip, which is less than an order of magnitude away 
from large scale computing systems.

At the end of the 1960*s, large scale integration 
(thousands of cells per chip) had been reached. It was 
at this point that the semiconductor manufacturers
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reached an impasse. If they continued to increase the 
number of cells per chip, the high degree of 
specialization would preclude volume production and the 
benefits of LSI would be lost. In fact, the only area 
in which LSI appeared to be feasable was in memories, 
primarily RAMs.

At this stage there was one other area in which 
LSI appeared to be feasable, that of the single chip 
calculator. These devices could be made with LSI 
technology giving all the functions of a micro-computer 
on a single chip. This application gaved the volume 
production the semiconductor industry needed to 
maintain its impetus. It was then a logical step to 
take the calculator chip with its 'mask programmed ' 
instructions and design a standard machine that could 
be programmed to a variety Of jobs.

The next logical step in LSI was the design of the 
general purpose microprocessor, a computer C.P.U. on 
silicon. By interfacing the microprocessor to memory, 
larger more powerful microcomputers begem to replace 
special hardwired logic.
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1.6 Evolution of the microprocessor

The earliest microprocessors were not very 
powerful and could not be regarded as general purpose 
computational devices. They were limited by the 
available technology and by the perceived market for 
these devices.

Microprocessors were limited in the number of 
registers, data path width and instruction set power 
primarily because the technology could not place enough
active devices on a single silicon chip. Other

18limitations such as having too small an address space
19

and awkwardness of address computation may be 
attributed as much to prevailing perceptions of the
uses of these devices as to the restraints imposed by

20
technology. These perceptions gave limited
applications to microprocessors such as industrial 
controllers, simple logic sequencers and general 
purpose logic devices.

With the realization that microprocessors, given 
the correct architecture, could compete cUid win in 
competition with traditional computing methods produced 
the second generation of devices with the basic 
microprocessor technology, MOS (Metal On Silicon),
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advancing steadily in the last few years, most notably 
in circuit density. This means that, in terms of 
devices per chip, the industry has gone from the early 
microprocessors of 5,000 to 10,000 transistors per chip 
to present devices with 25,000 to 70,000 transistors. 
As these devices have been increasing in density the 
speed and power disappation have improved 
correspondingly due to the reduction in gate 
capacitance and cell volume as the cell sizes have 
decreased.

As device complexity has increased, their 
designers have made their designs more regular and 
flexible. Most modern microprocessors now boast a 
large and regular instruction set with wide data paths 
cUid a comprehensive set of registers. This together 
with a better structured architecture has improved the 
performance of microprocessor systems. The current 
state of the art devices are now so powerful that they 
are claimed to execute faster than some of the most
common minicomputers in current use such as the PDF

21
11/45.

1.7 Distr ibuted/Multiorocessor systems

The advent of the third generation of
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microprocessor systems has resulted in a large increase 
in computational power. This computational power is 
however limited with a typical third generation 
microprocessor having the capability of executing 
approximately one million instructions per second (1 
MIP). Although this computational power is large, it 
represents an absolute limit which cannot be exceeded.

The current trend to bypass this limit has been 
the development of multi-microcomputer systems. Such 
systems consist of a conglomeration of cooperating, 
individual microcomputer systems, where each 
microcomputer system consists of a microcomputer, 
software and peripherals. These multi-processor 
systems are a direct derivation from techniques that 
have long been in use in mainframe computing. 
Typically a modern mainframe computer will consist of 
one or more central processing units surrounded by 
front end (I/O) processors which may then in turn 
connect to intelligent terminals or other systems by 
remote communication links. Current systems have taken 
these techniques and applied the low cost, high 
performance technology available today to produce the 
modern distributed processor system.

The use of distributed processing accrues several
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advantages to the user. The reliability and 
survivability of a system is greatly increased due to 
the distribution and duplication of system units in the 
processing system. The user gains more processing 
power, typically in a well designed system this can be 
almost 100% of every processing unit in the system. 
The system will have increased responsiveness as it is 
capable of executing jobs in parallel with other tasks 
unlike the serial response of a single processor 
system. Distributed processing systems give the 
advantage of providing increased modularity and ease of 
expansion due to the regular nature of a distributed 
processing system.

1.8 Real time simulation

With the processing power now available, it became 
a" logical step to têüce this technology to produce a 
computing machine that had an exceptionally high data 
manipulation capability and used to implement some of 
the previous studies that had heretofor been limited in 
response speed and apply them to this new computational 
system.

It was felt that these applications would allow 
simulation of the system under study to be made in
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'faster than real time*, enabling data to be produced 
faster than was necessary to execute in parallel with 
the physical plant being simulated. This interaction 
of plant and simulation equipment can then be used in 
mauiy different ways. The model of the plant will have 
internally representations of various states of the 
model which are not easily measured via analogue 
equipment. These internal signals can then be used as 
conventional control signals as to give state feedback 
to the physical plant.

This is, however, of limited use and could never 
justify the use of such a powerful item of computing 
equipment. Applications that hold more interest are 
the application of model reference control techniques 
where the model is the reference against which a 
comparison of the performance of the real system is 
made and corrective measures are made to compensate for 
the discrepancies.

Of even more interest is the use of such 
computational systems to produce parameters for the 
system under study. System identification should be a 
logical application of a real time model, where the 
model will run in parallel with the plant over large 
periods of time. By comparison of the differences
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between the plant and the model, the parameters of the 
plant should be produced by a continuous estimation 
technique modifying the paramters inside the real time 
model.

The purpose of this dissertation is to show the 
application of modern digital techniques to produce a 
high speed general purpose computational system that 
has the capability of producing such a real time model 
for a turbogenerator system and its associated control 
loops. This computational system will then be applied 
to a model of a turbogenerator to produce a real time 
transient model for such an item of generation plant. 
The sub-optimal control schemes discussed in section
1.3 will be applied to the real time model to show 
correlation between off-line and on-line modelling 
techniques.



CHAPTER 2

Real Time Multi-Proceasina System hardware description

2.1 Introduction

The advent of the latest generations of hardware 
in the field of digital electronics, most notably in 
the latest 16 bit micro-processors, has enabled the 
solution of computational tasks hitherto limited to 
large mainframe computers by the size of the 
computational problem, both in storage and processing 
requirements. This new hardware enables the solution 
of an individual problem to be undertaken by relatively 
cheap means using dedicated processing systems. The
problem to be solved for this study was the solution of

22 23
the fifth order Park's equations for a synchronous 
generator, together with simulation of the governing 
(speed control) and excitation control loops cuid a 
simple model of the transmission lines and loads.

The intention was for solution of the aüaove
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equations in 'real-time* which requires the 
computational system to solve the equations in 'faster 
thaui real-time'. A definition must be made here of the 
term 'real-time', as this term is used in mamy 
different systems and contexts. For the purpose of 
this study 'real-time' will be taken as the time 
necessary to solve all of the equations of the 
generator, AVR, Governor, transmission lines and load 
whilst maintaining stability of the integration 
techniques and producing output data at the saune rate 
as the real system the computer system is simulating.

For this system 'real-time' requires am 
integration period below three milliseconds, preferably 
faster to ensure stability of the integration to fast 
transients.

2.2 Processing systems

2.2.1 The choice of processina systems

A digital processing sytem capable of the solution 
of this problem will be relatively complex because of 
the vast aunount of calculation that must be done in a 
relatively short time-period. This obviously increases
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the cost of the hardware of the processing system from 
that of a simple single central processor unit, to that 
of a much larger, more complex system. This raising of 
the cost . limitation allows a choice of four different 
meauis of solving the computational problem : - array 
processing, analogue computing, mainframe computing or 
distributed processing.

2.2.2 Array processing

An array processor is a mathematical tool that 
consists of an 'array* of very simple mathematical 
processing units, normally offering add, subtract , 
multiply and divide facilities. Calculation is 
performed in fixed point binary or integer format, 
although more expensive devices can calculate in 
floating point binary format. The advantage of these 
array processors is twofold,

1. The processors are very fast and can solve the 
simple mathematical operations listed above in 
microseconds.

2. Since the processors are arranged in an array 
the computation can be processed in parallel,
i.e. many different computational tasks can
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be processed simultaneously, enabling an 
exceptionaly high throughput of mathematical 
calculations.

As with all systems, there are disadvantages
aswell as advantages to array processors auid the major 
ones consist of :-

1. Arithmetic operations on an array processor 
are severely limited in the functions that 
they “ can carry out.The higher order 
mathematical operations auid floating point 
operations are a rarity in these processors 
and, if these functions are present, an 
inevitable order of magnitude is added to the 
cost of the devices.

2. Array processors are non-Intelligent in that 
they must always be a 'slave' processor to a 
more intelligent 'master' device. As array 
processors are just 'mathematical tools' they 
have no inherent intelligence, and further 
more, no capability of ever having such 
intelligence. This means that am array 
processor must be coupled to some form of 
intelligent device that will undertake the
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control and data handling needed to make the 
array processor function.

3. Array processors are difficult to use 
efficiently. The inherent nature of 'array*
type devices makes it difficult to produce
software or firmware that makes efficient use 
of the processing units, since efficient use 
means very large scale sub-division of the
processing tasks.

4. Array processors are expensive, since they 
have a very specialized and limited 
application. This, together with the high 
cost of software or firmware needed to make 
the devices function, plus the cost of the 
intelligent master device, make array 
processors very expensive. This high cost 
maüces array processors difficult to justify , 
especially if the user is considering simple 
expansion of the system to use more than one 
array device.

2.2.3 Analogue Computing
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Analogue computers have been very popular for 
simulating the response of dynamic systems. They have 
the ad vault ages of being relatively fast in their 
response times. An analogue computer should easily 
match the performance demauids of the specification for 
integration times.

They do however have some serious disadvantages

1. The severe constraints on signal size cause 
scaling problems which become extreme when the 
order of the system to be studied becomes very 
large

2. Signal noise auid component non-linearity cam 
affect the response of the computer

3. Reconfiguration of am analogue computer cam be 
very time consuming amd complex amd, although 
hybrid machines can overcome some of these 
problems, the cost of such equipment cam 
become prohibitive.

2.2.4 Ma inf r aune Computers
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The current merging of boundaries between the 
various levels of computing (micro, mini, mainframe) 
makes the distinctions between the various types of 
machine very Indistinct auid it has become very 
difficult to define precisely where a machine stops 
being called a mini-computer and starts being called a 
main-frame. For the purposes of this discussion 
mainframe computing is taken as a piece of computing 
equipment with a throughput in excess of 10 million 
instructions per second (MIPs) together with a large 
cunount of memory both core RAM and rotating disk memory 
using typically a minimum of one mega-byte of RAM and 
ten mega-bytes of disc storage. Mainframe computers 
are also regarded to have a large multi-user operating 
system with high level language support auid full system 
protection.

These types of computers obviously have a very 
large throughput especially when computers such as the 
KRAY 1 or CYBER 205 are considered which caui achieve in 
excess of 20 MFLOPs (million floating point operations 
per second ). This measure of computing power is 
obviously ideal when considering a computing task such 
as the real time solution of a large order dynaunic 
model in real time. However there are three major 
disadvantages to mainfraune computers when considering
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real-time dedicated applications.

1. Mainfraune computers are extremely expensive 
both to purchase and maintain auid caui be 
considered prohibitively expensive for 'single 
user' applicatons

2. Ma inf r aune computers as a whole are generally 
unable to guarantee response times or a 
pecentage share of the available processing 
resources in a real time context. This is 
mainly due to the large number of users/tasks 
active in any mainframe computer at any one 
time, which the computer attempts to service 
within a reasonable time period.

3. Due to the structure of the machines cuid their 
operating systems, mainframe computers tend 
not to allow easy access to low level machine 
code programming. This forces the user to use 
a higher level language. This coupled 
together with the necessarily large time spent 
in executive services can mean that a very 
large increase of computational time is needed 
to solve the task.
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2.2.5 Distributed processing

In the last few years, it has become popular to
use distributed processing systems instead of a single
large central processing unit. This has been 
especially true in the field of mainframe computing 
where, to increase throughput of a system, a number of 
tightly coupled central processing units are used. 
Distributed processing has also found a niche in
process control applications where low power, cheap 
processing units will control a single machine or
process. The low power units are in turn controlled by 
a more powerful master via a much 'looser* coupling 
them the mainframe system This master may then be 
ovcruoen by a sucessive master whose responsibility is 
to the much larger integrity of the overall process.

Distributed processing has some obvious advantages

1. A distibuted processing scheme increases 
throughput of a computational process by 
enabling the sub-division of the process to 
separate tasks that may be calculated in 
parallel on separate processors and, due to 
the inherent high power of the individual
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processors, this sub-division may be made at 
very obvious sub-levels in the overall 
process, as oppossed to individual calculation 
levels in array processors.

2. The individual processors are already 
'intelligent' and will function in such a 
means as to allow simple debugging procedures 
that can be applied to the separate sub-tasks.

3. A distributed processing system is flexible,
it can be simply expanded to cover more
complex tasks amd should be simple to
reprogram to facilitate the solution of a very 
different computational task.

4. Compared with the cost of array processing
systems, the cost of a distributed system can 
be lower than an array processing system but
not by the significant amount that would
preclude choice of an array processing system.

5. The software needed to make the system 
function can be developed on aui individual 
system, the overall speed of the computations 
assessed and then applied to the distributed
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system. Thus separating out software 
development and the application of the 
software to a distributed parallel processing 
system , enables the throughput of the 
software to be much higher. This higher 
throughput is of obvious advantage as software 
devolpment rarely falls below 50% and cam 
exceed 85% of the total devlopment cost of the 
system, both in man-hours and in capital cost.

Distributed processing have disadvantages when 
compared with array processing and analogue computing. 
The major one worth consideration is the speed of 
computation, as the latest generation of 
micro-processors cannot perform arithmetic calculations 
at the Scune speeds as array processors, especially when 
compared to floating point operations. This
disadvantage cam be offset by the use of arithmetic 
processors or co-processors to enhauice the arithmetic 
capaüDility of the micro-processor.

2.2.6 Selection of the processor system

The decision was made to use a distributed 
processing system based on micro-processor C.P.U.s as
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It was felt that the increased computational power of 
array processing was offset by the inflexibility, cost, 
difficulty of use when compared to a micro-processor 
based solution.

Once the decision had been made on the type of 
computational facility to use, the micro-processor used 
as the system basis had to be chosen. At the time of 
the decision (early 1980) there were four distinct 
rivals for the processor. They were:-

24 - -
1. The Texas TMS990D

25
2. The Intel 18086

26
3. The Motorola MC68000

27
4. The Zilog Z8000

All the then currently available 8 bit devices
were not taken into consideration due to the inherent
disadvantage of 8 bit bus devices have over 16 bit bus
devices when using extended precision mathematical 
operations.

The decision was on the basis of the analysis
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found in appendix A and from this analysis it was 
concluded that the Motorola device, the MC68000 was the 
most suitable. The decision was based on the MC68000*s 
superiority in arithmetic calculations, the speed of 
bus accesses and its extensive instruction set.

2.3 The Motorola MC68000 based processina unit

As stated above the Motorola MC68000 micro 
processor was chosen to be the central processing 
device. The MC68000 is a 16 bit micro processor that 
cam run at up to 8Mhz (10.5 Mhz) clock rate. The 
processor cam hamdle 8 bit (byte), 16 bit (word), 32
bit (long word) and individual bit amd binary coded 
decimal data types. It has a very comprehensive amd
large set (18) of 32 bit internal registers, 7 address, 
8 data, 2 stack pointers and a status register. There 
are 7 interupt levels with 256 interrupt vectors. The 
processor cam access its data bus both synchronously 
amd asynchronously and controls direct memory access 
arbitration. The MC68000 has a system of traps for
locating illegal instructions, odd addresses, bus
exceptions amd callu to executive routines, with two
states of privilege (user or supervisor) that enaüsle 
monitor amd user prograuns to be virtually independent 
of each other.
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The processor features full bus arbitration to 
allow the use of direct memory access by other devices 
or allow a very tightly coupled multi-processor scheme 
with individual processors sharing the same bus.

The MC68000 has a large family of support chips 
both dedicated 68000 family devices (which are 
specifically developed for the MC68000) and full 
compatibility with the MC6800 and MC6809 "families". 
This large range of devices, covering communications 
devices, direct memory access, memory mamagement and 
peripheral drivers greatly simplifies the designer's 
task when constructing a processing system.

2.4 Specification of requirements

Before a system cam be built a full specification 
of the requirements of the system must be made. This 
must cover all envisioned uses or applications of the 
system. Failure to provide a complete specification 
can result in a system that is inefficient or unwieldy 
in one or more of its applications. For the MC68000 
proceessing units the major requirement was that the 
system should be capaüDle of multi-processor operation 
with high speed tramsfer of data between individual 
processors.
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There are many ways of achieving the above 
requirement. The major ones are :-

1. All the individual processors are 'tightly 
coupled' to a single bus amd each processor 
competes with all other processors for use of 
this bus. All peripheral devices amd most 
memory will reside on this bus with very 
little local or on-board memory or peripherals 
on the individual processing unit. This type 
of configuration allows very efficient use of 
the resources available to be made, as all 
devices amd R.A.M. are shared between the 
processors. Inter processor communication is 
also simple since all that is needed is to 
define certain places in the Global R.A.M. to 
be the transfer area together with some 
semaphore flags in R.A.M. to show current 
ownership of the tramsfer area.

As long as the bamdwidth of the bus is 
higher tham the access speed of the individual 
processors, i.e. the R.A.M. or peripherals 
cam complete data transfers faster tham the 
individual processors cam, the bus cam be time 
sliced amd no significant overhead for
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simultaneous use of the bus by different 
processors will occur. However there are 
significant drawbacks to this approach, they 
are : -

As the bus has a 1Imited bandwidth there 
is am absolute upper bounds on the number 
of devices that cam use the bus 
efficiently thereby limiting the expansion 
capability of the system.

Bus arbitration and timing becomes very 
complex due to the large number of devices 
on the bus, especially if time slicing is 
introduced.

3. As the bus bandwidth must be high, all 
common resources such as RAM amd 
peripherals must be high speed in order to 
allow the full utilization of bus 
bandwidth. This causes the cost factor of 
the system to rise dramatically as 
specialist high speed components are
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required.

4. A failure of one processing system will 
have a high likelihood of bringing the 
rest of the system to a halt by hanging 
the bus.

2. The processors can be provided with 'Global 
memory', i.e. memory that is common to all 
processors in the network. Each processing 
system will have its own on board R.A.M. and 
peripherals, and will be able to function 
independently of the other processors. The 
global R.A.M. can be used as a transfer area 
or 'mailbox' in which a processor will deposit 
data for retrieval by another processor later. 
The major diadvantage of this type of 
multi-processor scheme is that the control 
address amd data lines needed to connect a 
processor to the global R.A.M. cam be large 
in number. This will have the result of large 
unwieldy cable runs between the processing 
systems amd the global memory. If there is 
also a requirement to have more tham one metre
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of distance between individual systems there 
will be a requirement for line drivers and 
line receivers in significant quantities for 
the interconnection to the global R.A.M. and 
processors.

3. Each processor functions as an individual unit 
with no requirement for external services. 
Communication between processing systems will 
be made via a high speed dedicated 
communications link. If this link is
structured correctely, the number of 
connecting lines can be kept to a minimum. 
The processor will also be able to function 
asynchronously with the communications link,
i.e. the processor can request a
communication function from the communications 
link Euid then return to its normal processing 
whilst the request is serviced. This type of 
system is easily expanded. As addition of 
extra units just adds extra nodes to the
communications network.

Due to the asynchronous nature of the 
communications with the processing systems.
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there can be 'phase* delays on the transfer of 
data between one system and another , of 
orders of magnitude significantly higher than 
with the previously defined types of systems.

The choice of the type of configuration to use was 
very difficult as none of the methods above were an 
improvement on the others by significant amounts. Thus 
consideration had to made of all the possible uses and 
applications of the system. The requirements were :-

1. The system must be flexible and expandable. 
Users of the system should be able to 
reconfigure and reprogram in the minimum of 
time and without unnecessary complications. 
This restriction was important due to the 
large capital expenditure on the simulation 
system, auid that no unnecessary inflexibility 
should be built into the system.

2. The basic unit should, if possible, function 
as a micro-computer to run aui operating system 
auid high level programming languages. This 
requirement was especially important with 
regard to software development time. The 
addition of the prograunming tools auid
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languages that a micro computer operating 
system can provide, will reduce the time spent 
on software development by more than 50%.

3. The individual processing units should be 
capable of direct digital control (D.D.C.). 
This function is cui obvious follow through 
from real time simulation, as if a system is 
capable of simulating the response of a 
dynamic system, a logical step can be to 
provide control signals for the real system.

From this set of criteria it was felt that the 
distributed processing system, based on individual 
processing units connected by a dedicated 
communications link, gave the most flexiblity and 
adaptability to the set of requirements.

The system was based on a double Euro-card 
stcuidard rack per individual processing unit. These 
racks had either 9 or 22 slot double Euro-card extended 
depth (210mm) card positions, which would provide the 
necessary expansion space for future development work. 
As each individual system was to function as a stand 
alone unit, each processing unit had to be provided 
with memory euid peripherals. The basic hardware
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requirements were :-

1. Hardware reset to monitor software.

2. Capability of communication via two RS232 
standard serial I/O ports.

3. Random access memory expandable in steps of 
more than 64 kilo-bytes.

4. Front panel control, status euid information 
displays.

5. Hardware capability to improve the MC68000's 
mathematical ability.

6. Graphics capability for display of data.

7. Direct memory access for high speed peripheral 
devices.

8. Rotating disk storage.

2.5 Description of hardware
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Most of the previous requirements were implemented 
on a single double Euro-card to provide the necessary 
flexiblity aind interchangeabi 1 ity of functions. Items 
such as graphic controllers or disc controllers are not 
required in every processing unit, but they are needed 
to be transportable between units. The card sets have 
been almost completely taken from prototype wire-wrap 
cards to printed circuit boards to facilitate ease of 
construction of an individual processing unit. A 
typical construction time for a processing unit with 
printed circuit boards is typically 10 maui-days. 
Hardware development on the processing units is
virtually complete, with all the major requirements for 
the system having been met. The only serious 
modifications that remain to be made to the processing 
units are the addition of the Motorola 'MC68000 family* 
support chips, which have yet to be produced by
Motorola. The complete structure of the processing 
unit is shown in Figure 2.1

2.5.1 Central processing unit

The C.P.U. card provides the central control of 
the system. The card consists of a MC68000 L-8
micro-proccssor as described previously. The card
provides the system clock and buffering to drive the
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backplane. This card was specified to taike a physical 
end of the backplane and termination networks as shown 
in Figure 2.2 were provided. These termination 
resistances help to reduce noise levels on the 
backplane. Additional signals were also provided to 
the backplane to give page decodes for the peripheral 
devices as defined in Appendix B. These page decodes 
provide two signals such that M6800b defines that the 
current published address lies within the synchronous 
access cycle page and lOPAGEb defines that the current 
published address lies within the asynchronous access 
cycle page. These decodes significantly simplify 
design of peripheral cards. The C.P.U. card provides 
a set of timing signals for the asynchronous devices, 
which decode the time in clock cycles from the start of 
a memory access on the backplane. This card also 
provided the facility for two MC68451 Memory mcinagement 
units.

The memory management unit (M.M.U.) provides 
address translation auid protection over the whole of 
the MC68000*s 16 mega-byte address space. Each M.M.U. 
provides 32 separate secfments of variable sizes which 
can be used to separate User and Supervisor memory 
spaces and program and data spaces. The MC68451 cam 
also provide memory mamagement for other bus masters
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such as direct memory access controllers. This type of 
facility provides the basis for multi-tasking / 
multi-user operating systems to give full protection to 
each individual user / task from corruption by another 
user / task.

The C.P.U. also provides timeout signals for bus 
accesses that do not complete such that if after 50 
micro-seconds the current bus cycle has not completed, 
the C.P.U. card will pull the BERRb line and terminate 
the cycle.

Expansion capability on the C.P.U. card was left 
for the MC68450 direct memory access controller, 
MC68230 parallel interface / timer and the MC68881 
floating point co-processor to be added when these 
devices become available.

2.5.2 Eorom/Rom card

This card provides all the non volatile memory 
available to the processing unit. The card will accept 
upto 16 Eprom/Rom chips in packing sizes of 1 kilo-byte 
by 8 bits ( Ik by 8 ), 2k by 8, 4k by 8 Eproms/Roms and 
8k by 8 Roms. Variable access time devices cam be used 
amd speed of access is defined by links on the card.
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The Eprom/Rom size is switch selectable amd the card 
base address cam be amywhere within the 16 mega-byte 
address space on a boundary defined by the current 
memory size of the card.

Any of the industry stamdard Eproms/Roms cam be 
used, with the differing power supply and signal 
requirements being controlled by purpose built chip 
headers used to link the correct signals and supplies 
to the chip.

A switchaible option was provided to reflect the 
• bottom 8 bytes on the board the card to location 0 to 7

in the memory map to allow publication of the reset
vector from non-volatile memory.

2.5.3 Quarter meoa-bvte R.A.M. card

The quarter mega-byte R.A.M. card provides 256 
kilo bytes of high speed random access memory. The 
card uses the 64 kilo-bit by one dynaunic ramdom access 
memory chips with 200 nano-second access times.

The memory card features full error detection amd 
correction. Error rates with dynaunic R.A.M. have
increased by about five times with every R.A.M.
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28,29
integration, because of the decrease in gate 
capacitance per memory cell used to increase the 
packing density of the chip. The decrease in 
capacitance results in less charge being stored per 
cell and, as this charge decreases, the probability of 
am alpha particle 'hit* on that cell destroying the 
charge increases hence the reliability of the memory
decreases. Use of error detection amd correction will

30,31
increase memory reliability by a factor of 60.

The error detection amd correction adds 60 
nano-seconds to the access times of the chips, but 
allows the correction of one bit of bad data pm: 16 bit 
word without amy interference in operation of the 
processing system. Double bit errors cannot be 
corrected but are detected. In order to implement 
error detection amd correction, six check bits per 16
bit word are used ( syndrome bits ) amd a modified

32
Haunmming code is used to detect the error. Errors in 
the syndrome bits are also detected amd corrected.

The R.A.M. card has various modes of operation. 
It can detect amd correct errors without informing the 
processor, bus error the system if double or single bit 
errors are detected, or bus error the system only when 
double bit errors are detected. The R.A.M. card base
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address can be switch selected within the 16 mega-byte 
address on any 256 kilo-byte boundary. There is the 
additional option for switching out the bottom 8 bytes 
when the card has base address zero to allow another 
device to publish the reset vector information.

2.5.4 Floating point unit

The floating point card provides the additional 
mathematical aüsility that the MC68000 lacks. The board 
contains upto fouf floating point processors, each with 
individual switch selectable interrupt vectors.

These processors can run asynchronously with the 
MC68000, enabling the user to request functions from 
the arithmetic processors and then continue operations 
elsewhere. Two different types of floating point 
processors can be used in this card, the AM9511 or the 
AM9512.

The AM9512 provides I.E.E.E. standard
compatibility. Double precision and single precision 
floating point operations are supported, giving add, 
subtract, multiply amd divide in either data type.

The AM9511 has 16 and 32 bit two's complement
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integer add, subtract , multiply and divide. The 
processor also provides single precision floating point 
add, subtract, multiply and divide together with square 
root, sine, cosine, tangent, arc sine, arc cosine, arc 
tangent, common logarithms, natural logarithms, 
exponential and power functions. This wide range of 
operations gives the user significant speed improvement 
when making high precision mathematical operations.

2.5.5 High resolution graphics

The high resolution graphics card provides 512 
point by 256 screen resolution on a non interlaced scan 
or 512 points by 512 points on an interlaced scan. The 
graphics system has three bit planes, which provide the 
user with eight simultaneously displayable colours.

Each bit plane contains two pages of display 
memory amd these pages can be displayed and written 
separately. This allows high speed dynamic graphic 
displays without any erase and redraw operations being 
visible on the screen, thereby giving the effect of 
continuous motion on the display.

The graphics controller is a high speed device 
which can write at a maximum rate of one pixel per 700
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micro-seconds and at an average rate of 900,000 pixels 
per second. The graphics system is a simple device to 
use as it contains a hardware character set and a 
hardware vector plotter. The hardware vector plotting 
encüDles high speed graph plotting on the screen.

The graphics card features a light pen which 
enables user interaction with the display on the 
screen. Each bit plane cam be set to be written, 
erased or write protected when the graphic controller 
accesses the memory. Correct usage of these selections 
will allow modifications to the display memory to 
either set a pixel to a specific colour or to 
superimpose one colour on amother to produce a blend of 
colours.

2.5.6 Bus display amd peripherals

This card contains all peripherals that were 
specified as being absolutely necessary for minimal 
operation of a processor unit. These consist of two 
asynchronous communication interface adapters
(A.C.I.A.s) with eight individually switch selectable 
baud rates from 110 baud to 9600 baud. The A.C.I.A.s 
drive two RS232 chamnels, using industry stamdard 25 
pin dee range sockets. A prograunmaüsle timer with three
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independant counter channels which can count at a rate 
of 0.8 Mega-hertz to zero hertz, by means of user 
selectable links is included. These timers can be used 
as counters, frequency measuring, period measurement or 
watchdog timers. There was also provided a seven 
segment display controller which controls 8 seven 
segment displays with either Hexadecimal or a modified 
code (code B) is also provided.

As this card was specified to be located at the 
opposite end of the backplane to the C.P.U. 
terminations were provided on all address, data and 
control busses. These terminations are situated at 
each physical end of the backplame with the result that 
no line is unterminated at its ends. This will reduce 
system noise due to reflection of signals from 
unterminated lines when signals switch on a line.

The bus display card connects to a front panel 
with approximately 80 L.E.D.s giving the user 
information on current logic levels on the processor 
backplane. This front panel contains Reset and Abort 
(non-maskable interrupt) switches which are debounced 
by the display card before passing to the backplane.
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2.5.7 Floppy disk controller

51
The floppy disk controller was based on a Western 

Digital chip set and the card can control upto four 8 
inch or 4.25 inch disc drives, with single or double 
density format and single or double sided disks.

The disc controller has variable sector size, from 
128 byte sectors to 1024 byte sectors. When using 1024 
by to sectors the formatted capacity of an 8 inch double 
sided disc is 1.232 mega-bytes. The controller cam 
perform all the user required finctions from disk 
formatting, track read, track write , multiple sector 
read or write through to single sector read or write. 
The disc controller automatically performs any head 
seeks that are necessary before performing the required 
read or write operation.

The floppy disk controller card has a high speed 
direct memory access interface to allow high density 
efficient operation of the disk systems. This device 
interface reduces the time spent in device driver 
software allowing a higher percentage of C.P.U. time 
to be spent on executing user programs.
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2.5.8 Cluster terminal controller

The cluster terminal controller is based on the 
MC68121 intelligent peripheral controller, which is 
effectively a MC6801 processor with 128 bytes of dual 
ported R.A.M. and a set of semaphore registers.

The controller can control upto 128 separate 
terminals, but with the present system controls 8 
MC6850 A.C.I.A.s. The card functions as a front end or 
co-processor to the MC68000 system. The software 
residing in the controller handles all the functions 
normally associated with terminal driver software, and 
passes data to and from the terminals and the MC68000 
on a line by line basis, via the dual ported R.A.M. 
This reduces C.P.U. overhead when hcuidling terminal 
devices when there are a large number of terminals 
connected to one system.

2.5.9 Direct memory access controller

Due to the non availôibility of the Motorola 
MC68450 direct memory access controller chip a D.M.A. 
controller based on byte wide devices was developed. 
The controller selected was the Advéuiced micro devices 
AM9517 which can transfer data in byte wide blocks with
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upto 64 kilo-bytes in one operation.

The D.M.A. controller card contains two of these 
devices thereby providing upto 8 separate direct memory 
access channels of which two can be memory to memory 
chamnels amd the rest cam be peripheral driver 
channels. The card cam D.M.A. into amy 64 kilo-byte 
page inside the address space of the MC68000. The 
controllers are allowed to cross page boundarys, with 
the card detecting boundary crossing amd adjusting the 
base address accordingly.

The card also features a daisy chain control which 
allows D.M.A. controller cards to be daisy chained 
down the MC68000 backplane to allow increase in the 
number of D.M.A. chaume Is available, by the addition 
of extra D.M.A. controller cards.

2.5.10 Unibus interface

With the large number of peripheral devices
available for the Digital Equipment Corporation's

33
stamdard Unibus it was felt that a compatible interface 
should be designed.

The Unibus interface allows the MC68000 to read
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and write data into and out of a standard Unibus 
backplane. The 18 bit addressing range of the Unibus 
is relocatable anywhere within the MC68000's address 
space.

In addition to the normal read and write ability. 
Unibus interrupts to the MC68000 and direct memory 
access requests to the MC68000*s backplane are 
supported. The Unibus bus masters (D.M.A. devices) 
are limited in that the specification of the interface 
allows only D.M.A. to and from the MC68000 bus to the 
Unibus bus master.

D.M.A. requests to the local Unibus memory will 
cause unpredictable results. This was specified to 
reduce D.M.A. access time. If the interface card has 
to wait to detect whether there is valid memory in the 
Unibus, the bus cycle time will be doubled and all 
D.M.A. transfers are assumed to be to the MC68000 bus.

2.5.11 Auxilarv I/O card

The auxilary I/O card provides some additional 
input/output devices to enhance the capability of the 
system. The card provides the user with a high speed 
D.M.A. link to a Marksman disc system. This drive is
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a high quality, high performance disk drive. Data 
transfer is at a maximum rate of 3 mega-bytes per 
second from upto an intelligent disc controller. The 
controller can control upto two Winchester technology 
disc drives with capacities from 40 to 160 mega-bytes.

This card provides high speed parallel 
communications via the MC68230. This device provides 
versatile double buffered parallel interface with high 
speed direct memory access to the MC68000 bus. The 
parallel bus can be upto 16 bits wide with user 
selectable handshake options. Bidirectional and 
unidirectional busses are allowed via this device.. The 
MC68230 also provides a 24 bit wide counter with a 5 
bit pre-scaler which can operate as a periodic counter 
or a single shot counter or as a watchdog timer at any 
frequency upto 8 mega-hertz.

2.6 Communications link

In order for the MC68000's to function as a 
multi-processor system , a form of high speed 
inter-processor communications was required.

For the purposes of the real time simulation 
studies, the specification was for one byte per
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micro-second transfer rate. This transfer rate was the 
minimum acceptable rate, and the transfer rate should 
be made much higher in order to facilitate more 
efficient operation of the complete system. It was 
felt that a more acceptable transfer rate would be 
almost an order of magnitude higher.

For ease of use, the communications network should 
maintain a simple easy to use interface to the 
processor auid as much as possible of the communeiations 
protocol and message switching should be left as the 
specific responsibility of the communications network. 
The link should be easy to reconfigure in its 
operation, i.e. the devices should be able to quickly 
switch from master to slave in a master / slave system 
or reconfigure nodes in a full arbitration system.

A number of choices of communications systems and 
protocols are available. However most of the terminal 
driver, modem protocols and systems did not operate 
fast enough to warrcuit consideration.

Of the systems available for consideration most 
were local area networks (L.A.N.s). That is, 
communication systems that had been designed for medium 
length cable runs (upto 1000m) with serial transmission
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links between nodes, whose main purpose was to bring 
large amounts of low power intelligence together into a 
coherent network.

The most attractive candidate for the
communications link of this kind was 'Ethernet*.

34,35,36
Ethernet is a global multiple access bus system, with a 
maximum of 1024 nodes (stations) connected to a single 
piece of shielded coaxial cable (the global multiple 
access bus). The transmission rate is specified as 10 
million bits per second with a maximum station 
separation of 2500 metres. Ethernet is a full 
contention system with asynchronous operation of nodes. 
If two devices attempt simultaneous transmissions on 
the global bus, these stations must detect the 
'collision' and release the bus and rearbitrate.

Ethernet has some obvious attractive features in 
that it can transmit data at high speed over relatively 
large distances with only a single piece of coaxial 
cable between stations. The major problem with am 
Ethernet standard communications system was the 
complexity of the hardware since Ethernet supports a 
complex hardware and software protocol.

The additional drawback with Ethernet was the data
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link layer protocol. Figure 2.2 shows the structure of 
a frame or packet that is defined by the Ethernet 
standard. This frame can have major overheads if the 
number of data bytes to be transmitted is low. If the 
minimum number of bytes (46) is transmitted, the 
theoretical maximum data rate is 53.5% of the physical 
data rate, or 5.35 million bits per second (0.67 
million bytes per second). With this loss in effective 
transmission speed, the data rate specification has not 
been met.

Ethernet was considered to be the best of the 
L.A.N.s available and had been found unacceptable. The
major other communication networks that were considered

37 38 39
were Cambridge ring, X25, 1553 and the bit/byte
oriented protocols.

Cambridge ring is a communications network 
developed at the Computer science laboratory at
Ccunbridge. Its packet structure shown in figure 2.3 is 
similar to the that of the Ethernet packet. The 
communications medium consists of a twisted pair cable 
with a physical data rate of upto 10 million bits per 
second. The packet (s) are a fixed size and are 
constantly circulating around the communications ring 
in the manner shown in Figure 2.4. If the packet is
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marked empty, the node slots the required information 
and addresses into the packet, which will then be sent 
to the receiving station. Cambridge ring suffers from 
exactly the same problems as the Ethernet systems 
previously described.

The X25 is a packet structured point to point 
message switching system. The packet will be 
transmitted from one node to another and if the 
receiving node is not the receive address the link will 
'bounce* the packet further up the link. Its data rate 
was less thaui 1 megabyte and including the node 
overhead to 'bounce' packets was therefore never 
seriously considered to be useful.

The 1553 bus is a military standard master/slave 
system which was found to be much too slow to warrauit 
serious consideration.

The bit amd byte oriented protocols have the 
advantage of being incorporated into many V.L.S.I. 
chip sets and are thus easy to implement, but again, 
the data rates of these systems, typically less them 
one megabyte per second, proved to be unacceptably 
slow.
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The conclusion was made from the study of
available techniques that a L.A.N. solution would be 
unacceptably slow and there would not be any purpose 
built devices available to function as a communications 
link at the desired transmission rates. The only 
solution left available was to produce a purpose built 
communications system.

Once the decision had been made to implement a 
communications link that was purpose built, there
remained the task of selecting the structure and 
protocol of the link. There were three main choices 
for the configuration of the link, star, loop and 
global multiple access bus. These configurations are 
shown in Figure 2.5.

The star configuration consists of the network of 
processors connected to a central point by 
communication links. The central point can be 
dedicated hardware or cuiother processing system and has 
the responsibility of routing messages between the
separate nodes of the communications link. This type 
of link is very common auid presents only a modicum of 
difficulty in design and construction. However there 
are serious defects in a star configuration. The major 
fault lies in the fact that a single unit has the
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responsibility for all the message switching and that 
the system bandwidth will be limited by the rate at 
which the central node can switch data between the 
processors amd not by the physical data transmission 
rate. There caui also be a reliability problem with 
star configurations since, if the central node develops 
a fault it is normally impossible to take any 
corrective action to recover operation of the complete 
system.

The most common ring system is the Cambridge ring, 
which utlizes fixed size data packet(s) that 
continuosly circulate around the data link. Devices 
wishing to transmit data on the link utilize this 
packet when no other node is using the packet. The 
ring configuration can be flexible and reasoned)ly fast, 
although it côui impose a restrictive overhead due to 
the fixed packet size and can be unnecessarily complex 
to design.

The global bus system consists of a master bus to 
which every communication node is attached. 
Arbitration for use of this bus cam be either full 
contention, where each node detects the link available 
amd hamdles amy collisions that occur, or time slot 
where each node is given a specific time slot for
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taking control of the bus.

The method that was the most attractive solution 
was the global bus, due to the ease of expansion and 
high data rates possible but to simplify the design, 
time slot arbitration was chosen. The transmission 
media chosen was 40 way twisted pair ribbon cable using 
each twisted pair as a balanced current loop, thus 
allowing 20 signals to appear on the global bus. The 
width of data was set to be eight bits (byte) to 
increase the effective data throughput.

Due to the short distances between processing 
units it was felt that a synchronous transmission 
system would be used .

The transmission link operates at 8 mega-byte per 
second transfer rate, with arbitration being controlled 
by 4 lines, reset, last byte, error and clock . Each 
unit has a unique identifier associated with it in the 
range 0 to 15. After power up the master clock board 
(the synchronizing board) will generate a reset to the 
link. This causes each communications node to pre-load 
a four bit counter with that node's identifier which 
will then count continuously for the duration of the 
links powered up state, enabling the link to maintain
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time slot information. The last byte signal, if 
active, will then allow a node to publish data on the 
link from the start of its time-slot continously. It 
has then the responsibility to publish last byte at the 
end of its transmission. If the synchronizing board 
detects inactivity on the link it will continuously 
publish last byte until link activity is resumed. A 
timing diagram for this arrangement is shown in Figure 
2.6.

The packet structure of the link is shown in 
Figure 2.7, where the process number is totally 
disassociated with the physical link nodes. Each link 
is programmable as to the data length and the process 
numbers that it will receive or transmit. This 
software selectable process transmit / receive permits 
dynamic code relocation between processors to be 
completely transparent to the user software. This 
relocation Ccui be caused by a multi- processor / 
multi-tasking operating system switching tasks or by an 
error recovery action on detection of a node failure.

2.7 Summary of hardware configuration

This section gives a brief summary of the current 
state of hardware development and the significant
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problems that occurred in design and development.

The multi-processing system consists of a
processing node or unit which contains the following.

1. A central processing unit card conataining a 
Motorola MC68000 with backplane terminations, 
backplauie timing generators, power up reset 
and all the drive buffers for the backplane. 
This card was regarded as a straightforward 
design exercise with only the addition of 
direct memory access to the system and memory 
mamagement to the card presenting any 
problems.

2. A quarter of a mega-byte dynaunic R.A.M. card. 
The size of the memory chips together with the 
total size of the card as memory was large 
enough to preclude parity error checking or no 
checking at all. The addition of error 
detection amd correction was regarded as being 
absolutely necessary. This addition required 
a complex logic design as E.D.C. has am 
implied double memory access for each bus 
access although backplame data is available 
shortly after the first memory access. To
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ensure that there was not any unnecessary 
delays on the backplane this logic had to work 
extremely fast, with the sequencing signals on 
the memory card being run at 30 nano-second 
intervals. The result of the design has been 
a high speed, low error rate memory card with 
flexible characteristics.

3. An Eprom/Rom card containing upto 16 
Eproms/Roms in amy size from Ik by 8 to 8k by 
8, with amy industry stamdard Eprom/Rom 
useable in this card at amy access speed.

4. A floating point card that contains four 
Advamced micro devices AM9511/AM9512 in amy 
combination. The floating point processors 
cam function completely asynchronously with 
the MC68000 amd each other. This required the 
provision of some complex arbitration logic 
between the four individual processors. The 
asynchronous problem was comlicated by 
runnning the processors from a common clock 
which resulted in their outputs sometimes 
falling coincident with each other. This 
forced logic design from a stamdard 
asynchronous logic approach to a psuedo
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synchronous design to guarantee performance.

5. A display driver and peripherals card 
containing backplane terminations, A.C.I.A.s, 
timers amd status drivers. This card was a 
relatively simple design exercise with only 
significant problems being due to the chip 
density amd power supply requirements of the 
card. The card has so mamy terminations amd 
drivers on board, that amy of the on board 
devices switching cam cause large variations 
in current drawn amd hence the rail voltages 
will vary if careful attention to the supplies 
is not taücen.

The nodes are connected together by a 
high speed communications network. After a 
thorough literature amd product search it was 
felt that there was not available a suitable 
communications link that had a high enough 
data rate. The result was the development of 
a purpose built very high speed communications 
link. This link is a complex device. There 
are two reasons for this, the first being the 
high speed of the communications eliminating 
'bit slice' or processor technology, as these
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devices could not function fast enough. The 
limiting speed factor at present being the 
access time of the memory in which the 
transmit or receive data is placed. The 
second, is that the communications link has a 
complex protocol, which reduces overhead on 
the processing system. To allow this protocol 
to function at the transmission rates desired 
it had to be completely implemented in 
hardware.

There has also been developed a 
micro-computer system with various disk 
drives, interfaces auid graphic systems. This 
arose as an offshoot of the multi-processor 
system. The current state of development of 
the hardware being regarded as beyond the 
current 'state of the art' in such systems. 
The development of this micro-computer with 
its operating system has proven so powerful 
that it is now being reintegrated with the 
multi-processor system.

A detailed description of all the 
hardware cam be found in the appendices.
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CHAPTER 3

System Software Development

3.1 Introduction

When 'developing any computing or processing 
system, a set of prograunming tools and utilities need 
to be developed. Software development will always be 
expensive on both the programmer's and the processing 
system's time and any technique that will reduce this 
Overhead must be regarded as an essential requirement.

The use of programming tools and utilities reduce 
software development time in two ways

1. Reduction in overhead due to the reduction in 
prograunming time.

2. Elimination of duplication of effort when 
using stauidard functions that are common 
between mauiy pieces of code.
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The normal method of providing programming tools 
and utilities is by the development of a monitor or an 
operating system, together with a selection of 
programming languages. This approach was felt to be 
excessive for the requirements of the initial software 
developments. Which for the real-time simulation need 
all program code to be developed at machine code level.

Development of monitors, programming languages and 
operating systems all take significant amounts of 
development time. When large numbers of users have 
access to the systems, this approach can be very 
economic in terms of overall development times. With 
the real-time software, developed at machine code 
level, a large amount of the previous developments 
would have been irrelevant and a more simplistic 
approach was taken.

The approach used was to provide a set of low 
level progrcunming tools, together with a debug package.

/

3.2 Software requirements

Software to be developed would of necessity have
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some elements of multi-tasking or asynchronism 
associated with them. This immediately obviated the 
simplistic approach to the system software in that it 
had to be re-entrant code and fully asynchronous with 
any other code running in the processing system.

Most of the system software had to be associated 
with input / output devices, the A.C.I.A.s, the 
prograunmable timer module (P.T.M.), the floating point 
units and the graphic devices. These devices can be 
regarded as asynchronous in their operation but cannot 
be regarded as re-entrant. Hence a form of queuing and 
device interrupt handling was required.

These device handling primitives are part of the 
central core of a multi-tasking asynchronous 
environment and may be compared with device drivers in 
operating systems. The software had to be be modular 
and expandable for ease of expansion of the system. It 
also had to be flexible. Wherever possible the 
software has to make as little use as possible of 
device specific information and to place routines that 
need device specific information into separate modules 
or subroutines.

The other major requirement for system software
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was for use with convert functions, which allow the 
user to tcüce data in cuiy format, i.e. floating point, 
ASCII or integer aind convert to and from user
compatible information (normally text). A natural 
consequence of providing these sort of routines was the 
addition of a debug package. This package uses the
cüDove routines to provide the user with the ability to
examine and modify data in any format in any location
in memory.

3.3 Input / Output sub-svstem

The I/O sub-system forms the basis of device
handling between all asynchronous devices amd the
user's software. The system contains all the
primitives necessary for queuing, initializing and
handling completion for any input / output device.

Entry into a system must be considered carefully 
and maximum protection to both the user's task and to
the integrity of the I/O system must be maintained. As
the MC68000 central processing unit contains the
facility for the addition of memory management, the
simplest form of protection for system software is to 
make it 'invisible' to the user's software. This is 
done by using the memory manager to inhibit or 'map
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out* the system software from the user's memory map. 
With the normal MC68000 C.P.U.s these memory management 
units were not fitted, as there was not any requirement 
for these devices in a dedicated simulation system. 
However the I/O system was structured to enable the use 
of memory protection if it was felt to be necessary.

To structure an I/O system to function with memory 
management a means of entering the software, which can 
be completely 'mapped out' of the users memory space, 
and exiting cleanly must be found.

The meauis of entering code that does not appear in 
a user ' s memory space is made on the MC68000 by means 
of exception processing, specifically the TRAP 
instruction. To understand exception processing, some 
knowledge of how the MC68000 and its M.M.U. interfaces 
.is necessary.

The MC68000 publishes status information to state 
whether the current cycle is a supervisor data, 
supervisor program, user data or user program. This 
information is used by the M.M.U. to decide which set 
of memory maps and locations in physical memory to use 
for the current cycle. Supervisor or user space is 
defined by a bit in the status register of the MC68000.
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This bit can be changed from supervisor to user by the 
processor but not vice versa. The only method of 
placing the processor in supervisor state is by an 
exception. Exceptions are defined as interrupts, TRAP 
instructions, errors and privilege violations.

When the processor enters am exception process, 
the status register bit is chauiged to supervisor, am 
exception vector is fetched from supervisor data memory 
amd prograun execution will continue from this point 
after saving the old program counter amd status 
register on the supervisor stack. The flow for this is 
shown in Figure 3.1

The TRAP instruction was chosen as the meams of 
entering the I/O sub-system, specifically TRAP 12, with 
parameter passing via a data packet. This packet was 
structured as shown in Figure 3.2. This packet had to 
be passed to the I/O sub-system. There were two 
choices for passing this packet, by a pointer or via 
the users stack. The passing of the packet was defined 
to be via a pointer to the packet in address register 
A6. It was felt that dynamically creating the packet 
on the stack was too slow amd cumbersome to be 
effective. This entry to the I/O system was defined to 
be of the form
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LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get the packet
; address

TRAP 12 ;Enter I/O sub-system
BCS ERROR ; If CS error

The I/O sub-system was created as a set of 
primitive routines all linked to each other by a set of 
tables in fixed locations in memory. These primitives 
were queuing, dequeuing, device initialization, 
interrupt amd I/O completion.

The queuing routines are the routines that 
directly interface to the users TRAP 12 call amd are 
the only routines to function completely synchronously 
with the user's software.

The queuing routines check whether the primary 
function code is correct before queuing of the packet 
is allowed. This code is used as the reference or 
offset into taÜDles for information concerning a 
particular device. Thus the function code cam be 
referred to as a device number as each function code 
will uniquely identify a device amd am erronous 
function code will have unpredictable results. The 
routine functions as shown in Figure 3.3, entering the 
packet address on the device queue if there is room.
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otherwise setting the carry on the users status
register and exiting back to the user.

The queuing routine then attempts to wake up the 
device by calling that device's initialization routine. 
The initialization routine will call the dequeuing
routine. Figure 3.4 and, if the device is active, the
dequeue will fail amd the driver routine exits. 
Otherwise, the packet is placed on the device's active 
list amd the function is started up.

The interrupt routine of a device hamdles all the 
intermediate stages of the function such as buffer 
replenishment. On exit from the interrupt routine, the 
I/O completion routine is entered.

The I/O completion routine performs the final 
stage of the input / output. It will place the
function return codes in the packet, remove the packet 
from the device's active list amd will then start up 
the asynchronous service, if available.

The asynchronous service is am optional user 
defined routine that will be called at I/O completion 
time. Due to the asynchronous nature of I/O devices, 
the user prograun may not be halted waiting for a
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function to be completed. In these cases, the user 
usually needs a function to handle the result of the 
I/O completion and this function is the asynchronous 
service.

When all of this processing is complete, the I/O 
function will recall the device initialization in an 
attempt to start up another function on that device, 
with a final exit to the interrupted task that was 
previously executing.

It cam be seen that this form of I/O system has 
met both the asynchronous amd reentrant specifications. 
It also guarantees zero data loss to other tasks as all 
registers that are required by the sub-system are saved 
on entry amd restored on exit.

3.3.1 A.C.I.A.s driver

The A.C.I.A.s enaUale direct communication with the 
user at a terminal. Most terminals cam have a large 
protocol system associated with them which cam cause 
the size of the driver software to become large. In 
order to avoid these complications, the driver assumes 
that the terminal is a simple V.D.U. amd does not 
attempt amything more tham a minimal protocol.
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The A.C.I.A.s are fully asynchronous in transmit 
and receive amd they cam tramsmit amd receive data 
simultaneously. Thus the driver software could be 
divided into two independant chamnels operating 
completely separately. The major problem with this is 
when the user has entered input mode, output text will 
be allowed to interfere with the user's information on 
the terminal. This undesirable characteristic has been 
overcome in the driver software by forcing the read amd 
write buffer operations to be synchronous with each 
other.

To allow for terminal protocols the driver has 
been structured with two output amd one input channels. 
These chamnels are totally invisible to the user, who 
will only see a single bidirectional chamnel to the 
driver.

The two output chamnels consist of a multi-echo 
buffer amd the normal output streaun associated with the 
users output data. The multi-echo buffer always takes 
precedence over the users streaun in that there will 
always be output from the multi-echo if data is 
available in it.

The multi-echo buffer is filled in either of two
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ways, directly from the users output buffer or
indirectly via the input stream. The users buffer will 
place characters in the multi-echo buffer if it 
attempts to output special or non-printing characters
and the multi-echo buffer will then contain a
multi-character representation of this character. The 
input streaun will fill the multi-echo buffer by normal 
character echoing in full duplex mode, or by 
recognizing special control sequences, or by character 
conversion for non-printing characters in full duplex 
mode.

This has enabled the following protocols :-

1. <cr>, <esc>, control Z as line terminators.

2. Screen erase of characters by delete.

3. Re-echo of buffer by control R

4. Buffer erase by control U

5. XON/XOFF protocol

Having made the chamnels synchronous in output amd 
input, there could have been a problem in tasks that
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require input, but require to output text if no input 
is available. In the synchronous system, if the read 
is queued in and active, no other operation can be 
started until the read completes.

To overcome this, the driver 'monitors input 
during idle'. If characters are received whilst the 
driver is in the idle state, it will enter input mode 
cuid, on completion of input, will call an unsolicited 
asynchronous service routine that was previously 
def ined by the user.

3.3.2 Floating point driver

The floating point driver allows the user to 
perform operations with the floating point processors 
without the need to write device specific code. The 
initialization routines will not mêüce any check on the 
validity of the sub-function code, which is the command 
byte for the floating point processor. This cam cause 
the operation of one of these devices to cease due to 
the issuing of an illegal commamd. The speed of the 
floating point processors is so high that checking this 
function code was felt to be an unacceptable speed 
restriction on the total throughput.
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A method of routing commands to individual 
floating point processors has not been implemented and 
the driver will always choose the next available unit. 
The driver will also pass back all error information 
available to the user from the floating point unit.

After use of this driver code, it was discovered 
that the ratio of time spent executing the I/O system 
software to the time spent by the floating point unit 
calculating was 10:1. This was due to the high 
software overhead in queuing and dequeuing the user 
packet. It was decided that, for real-time work, this 
overhead was unacceptable.

In order to overcome this problem, a faster 
floating point system was developed (SUPERFAST). This 
system takes an identical packet but via TRAP 11. 
There is no error checking of any sort in this system 
amd asynchronous services are not supported. This 
system was primarily meamt for use by developed 
software, as code will run approximately four times 
faster using this method. However, in the development 
of software, the slower system should be used to allow 
better error checking amd debugging.
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3.3.3 Programmable timers

The three timers on the processing system were 
regarded as one device. This allows common code to be 
used as each timer uses common code to operate. In 
effect the timers are regarded as individual units on a 
common device.

The driver will allow single shot interrupts or 
continuous modes of counting. If the continuous mode 
is used, the user has to provide an asynchronous 
service routine but if this is not provided the driver 
will fail the request. In continuous mode, the driver 
will call the asynchronous service every time the 
counter completes.

3.3.4 Graphics driver

The graphics device was regarded as one of the 
most complex devices to use, having a large set of 
functions and abilities.

As with all complex devices, the software 
associated with them must of necessity be complex. The 
complexity of the graphic driver software arises from 
the large number of functions that the driver provides
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for the user.

Any single path through the software has been
coded for high speed execution, typically less tham 30 
instructions for initializing the operation amd less 
tham 50 instructions in the interrupt routines. This 
was felt to be acceptable with the total length of the 
initializing amd interrupt code being over 1300
instructions long.

The graphics device cam be used as a terminal as 
it has a hardware character set. The only limitation 
with using the graphics device as a terminal is the 
lack of hardware scrolling, causing the scrolling of 
lines to be slower tham that of a normal terminal.

To speed execution of the software, the driver was 
heavily table oriented. The initialization routine has 
a few lines of common code for function range checking, 
bounds checking etc., but will then fetch, from a 
table, the address of a subroutine that performs the 
action for the required sub-function.

The initialization routines will set a function in 
progress in the drivers database before exiting. This
function is only loosely associated with the
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sub-function code in the calling packet. Each
sub-function can be sub-divided into a set of actions
that are required to be performed. These actions can
be common between mamy different sub-functions. These 
actions on completion may then require a different 
action to be performed.

All of the actions are performed in the interrupt 
service routine for the driver. The service routine 
maintains a table of action routines associated with 
the function values which it uses to call the required 
action.

This approach has kept the graphics driver
software modular, efficient and expandaible. There has 
obviously been some reduction in overall speed of the 
graphics device by making the driver code flexible and 
multi-functional, although this reduction in speed is 
very small emd has not yet been shown to be 
significant. At present, a typical 500 point graph 
appears too fast for the user to observe it being 
drawn.

The graphic package has several features which are 
available as sub-functions.
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Sub-function 1, the scrolling write uses the 
previously defined screen scrolling region to display 
characters on the screen, scrolling the screen if 
necessary. This sub-function allows the user to 
display text on the graphics device using it as a 
normal terminal.

The second sub-function, 2, set scrolling region 
parameters sub-function allows the user to define the 
character colours, heights, widths and orientations, 
the cursor colour, the background colour, the top and 
bottom of the screen scrolling region and whether flip 
memory pages amd fast screen erase is allowed.

Subfunction 3, the redisplay scrolling area by 
forcing a scroll, allows the user to redisplay text 
that was previously displayed, but could have been 
erased or destroyed by displaying graphical information 
on the screen.

Subfunction 4, the erase screen sub-function, 
allows the user to clear a whole memory page to a 
single background colour.

The graphic plotting sub-function No. 5, provides 
the primitive for plotting a graph on the display
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terminal. The routine plots a standard buffer on the
screen. The algorithm can best be represented as :-

LET plot(packet) BE 
$(
LET length - packet1pkt.buffer.length 
LET buffer - packet!pkt.buffer.address 
XREG buffer 10 
YREG buffer II 
COLREG buffer 12 
LINEMODE buffer 13 
FOR i “ 4 to length-2 by 2 DO 

$(
XVECT,YVECT buffer Ii,buffer I(i+1)
$)

COLREG buffer I(length-1)
$)

A picture plot sub-function No. 6, allows the 
user to display a defined character on the screen in 
any position from a predefined buffer. Fast movement 
of the defined picture is allowed as there are only two 
absolute screen positions in the defined character, all 
the rest are relative vectors.

The plotting algorithm can be defined as
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LET picture.draw(packet) BE 
$(
LET length * packetlpkt.buffer.length 
LET buffer = packet!pkt.buffer.address 
XREG buffer 10 
YREG :» buffer II 
COLREG := buffer 12 
LINEMODE := buffer 13 
FOR 1 * 4 to length-2 by 4 DO 
$(
XREG,YREG :=

XREG+buffer i1,YREG+bufferI(1+1) 
XVECT,YVECT :=

buffer!(1+2),buffer !(1+3)
$)

COLREG : « buffer I(length-1)
$)

This algorithm produces very flexible auid fast 
drawing of predefined shapes.

The complexity of the graphics device means that 
It Is almost Impossible to produce software that will 
meet every feature of the device. An additional 
sub-function. No. 7, the disconnect Interrupt vector, 
allows the user to take control of the graphics device
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away from the graphics driver and connect to a users 
task.

Sub-function No. 8, the connect interrupt vector, 
reconnects the driver software to the graphics device 
auid is the reverse operation to sub-function 7.

An erase non-scrolling region sub-function No. 9, 
allows the user to preserve scrolling region textual 
information on the screen whilst erasing the 
non-scrolling area of the screen to a background 
colour.

The direct write sub-function No. 10, allows the 
user to directly display characters in any size, 
colour, orientation, in any . position on the screen. 
This function is usually used to annotate drawings and 
text.

The get parameters sub-function No 11, returns the 
current page values for screen display and write. This 
is used when the user wishes to display graphical 
information, auid needs to find in what state the 
scrolling functions left the screen.

The final graphic sub-function No 12, is get light
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pen hit which will return the current X, Y values of 
the last light pen hit if one is available.

3.4 Convert functions

The convert functions consist of the functions 
that convert textual information into machine readable 
forms or vice versa. Almost every piece of software 
will have a requirement for some form of conversion 
routines.

The common method of introducing these routines
into a program is via a set of macro calls included
from a system libary of common programming tools. 
However, this could no be easily implemented in this 
;ase since the only available MC68000 assembler did not 
support these operations and could not be simply 
donverted to provide such operations.

The approach tadcen was similar in form to the
input / output sub-system. The convert routines enter
via a trap call, TRAP 13, with a packet address being 
passed in address register AS. The definition of the 
packet is shown in Figure 3.5. These routines are 
conversion routines amd are hence completely 
synchronous. The return to the user program signifies
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completion of the conversion or flag of an error 
condition. Very little overhead was introduced into 
the conversion routines compared with direct in line 
code, as with a synchronous program operation, no queue 
structures have to be maintained, providing all code is 
guaranteed to be reentrant. Several defined functions 
were used.

The first of these, functions 0,1,4 Convert to 
hexadecimal,decimal,floating point, take a value from 
the input buffer and convert it to a textual 
reprensentation of that value, either as hexadecimal, 
decimal or floating point depending on the function
code, conversion from a floating point reprensentation 
was the only routine that could not be made precise.
This conversion was complex as Figure 3.6 shows and, 
due to the nature of the conversion, a loss of
significance can occur which is associated with the 
implicit divisions involved. This occurs despite 
maintainance of 64 bit internal accuracy of 
intermediate results and the two most insignificant 
digits cannot be guaranteed, although this is
associated with the specific value to be converted.

The second functions 3,4 Display on port 0, portl, 
take a 16 bit value auid display this on the four seven
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segment displays of either port 0 or port 1 in 
hexadecimal. This allows rapid trauisfer of information 
to the user with insignificant overheads to the users 
program, typically less than 30 micro-seconds.

Display of decimal data was felt to be unnecessary 
as binary coded decimal data types are supported by the 
MC68000.

Finally, functions 5,6,7 convert from 
hexadecimal,decimal,floating point, are the reverse 
process to functions 0,1,4. They take textual 
information and convert them to binary representations 
of the hexadecimal, decimal or floating point values. 
The method of conversion ensures that all conversions 
are exact, including the floating point conversions, as 
there is not any implicit loss of accuracy due to the 
loss of remainder from division operations.

3.5 Debug packages

The above conversion routines allowed the 
development of a debug package to be extremely simple. 
The debug routines were primarily intended for ease of 
program development and allow the user to exeunine or 
modify any location in memory.
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The memory locations cam be exaunined as byte, word 
aind long word formats in ascii, integer, hexadecimal 
auid as long word floating point values. To enable ease 
of use the routines were defined to use the minimum of 
keystrokes to open, close, chauige current opening mode 
auid sequence up or down consecutive memory locations. 
Typically, the number of characters associated with am 
operation is one keystroke, although multiple
operations cam be combined together with multiple 
keystrokes.

3.6 Data logging

When using a system that cam perform large numbers 
of calculations, a significant amount of data will be 
produced. This data will, in some cases have to be
stored on a permanent media amd converted into 
ptintable output.

The ultimate aim for this storage amd output media 
will be the addition of a multi-processor based 
operating system which will contain disk storage amd 
graphic output devices connected on a network. This 
aim is long term amd, to date, only the preliminary 
work has been done in the form of a single processor
operating system amd the provision of all the necessary
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hardware.

For the shorter term, data storage and final 
output were to be made on a P.D.P. 11/34 running the 
RSX-llM operating system. The storage of this data 
does not have to be high speed as it is intended 
primarily for archiving data. This relaxation of the 
speed requirement allows the use of RS232 terminal 
lines running at 9600 baud to store the data.

RSX-llM cannot make guarantees about the time it 
will take to service equal priority user tasks and 
this, coupled with the slow speed of data transmission, 
gives a large time period for data tramsfer between 
machines.

This time period was in excess of any values 
regarded as acceptable to the real time simulation 
response requirements and to this emother asynchronous 
system using the I/O sub-system was developed.

This system is shown in full in Figure 3.7 with 
its packet structure shown in Figure 3.8. TRAP 10 is 
used to enter the transfer software with parameter 
passing via a packet whose address is in A6. It runs 
asynchronously with the users task and uses the I/O
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system to transfer 1024 byte blocks of data at a time 
to the P.D.P. 11/34. Asynchronous service requests 
from the I/O sub-system cause the transfer buffers to 
be replenished with an asynchronous service request to 
the issuing user task on tramsfer completion, if 
required.

The transmission of data cannot be regarded as 
re-entrant so that the transfer system maintains queues 
of packets to be transferred.

To maintain compatibility with machines other than 
a P.D.P. 11/34 (some of which will only transfer 
printable ascii characters) each byte of data is sent 
as two nibbles of printable ascii characters. This has 
the effect of halving the effective data rate, but 
maintains compatibility with other.machines.

3.7 Tripos operating system

As mentioned previously, an operating system has 
been provided for the MC68000 system. At present, it 
does not handle multi-processor configurations but work 
is under way to provide this.

This operating system, was originally developed at
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the Computing Science laboratory at Cambridge. It has
been designed to be a portable operating system as

40
Tripos is mainly written in BCPL which is a systems 
programming langauge, with only some primitives, the 
scheduler, and the device drivers written in machine 
code.

Tripos is a multi-tasking operating system, with a 
small amount of multi-user capability. The multi-user 
capability is limited by the lack of protection that 
the system gives to the user tasks. It has a large 
number of programming tools that are associated with 
operating systems (editors, assemblers, compilers 
etc.). There is a multi-device filing system using a 
stcuidard tree structure for both directory# and user 
files. Tripos maintains a priority basis for ' tasks 
which allows specific dedication of resources to tasks 
to made on the basis of priority.

Tripos is a very simple system to add devices 
since it has a simple well, defined structure. The 
drivers needs INIT, initializing code, followed by a 
START routine and INT an interrupt routine. Inclusion 
from the I/O sub-system proved to be extremely simple 
with START being compatible with the device 
initialization code and INT being directly interfacable
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with the I/O sub-system interrupt routines. The
queuing amd dequeuing amd I/O completion primitives of 
the I/O sub-system have comparaüDle routines in Tripos, 
so the calls to these routines only needed to be 
substituted. It took approximately half a day to 
transport the graphics driver (the largest driver) from 
the I/O sub-system to Tripos with only minor code
chamges to make it function.

Tripos is the initial basis for developing the
next stage of the multi-processor system. The addition 
of memory protection amd multi-processor scheduling via 
the high speed communications link should provide the 
system with the flexibility amd ease of development
that will match the current state of development of the 
hardware.
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CHAPTER 4

Theoretical Power System Models

4.1 Introduction

The model used for the real time simulation

studies is shown in Figure 4.1. This machine is based
10 11 14

on the models used by Lee, Lu and Hazell which is

designed to be representative of a 500 MW

turbogenerator set in current use by the C.E.G.B.. The

transmission system parameters are based on the values

for Pembroke power station.

It was not intended to make a serious study of

this system with regard to improving performance or

efficiency of the system in the transient or dynamic

modes of operation, but rather to take comparisons

between the theoretical real time models and studies 
14 11

made by Hazell and Lu so that trends could be

confirmed. There was also an intention to eventually 

take these studies beyond the infinite bus type of
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system, where the external bus which represents the 

rest of the power system can be regarded as an infinite 

power source. The model to be used then becomes 

slightly different and more importantly some of the 

assumptions become less valid.

4.2 The synchronous machine

The model of the synchronous generator is based on
22,23

the Park's 2-axis equations for an idealized 

synchronous machine. The Park's equations are obtained 

by transforming the original stator phase variables

into components on the pole amd interpole axes, the
2,41

direct auid quadrature axes respectively. This results 

in d.c. values under steady state balanced conditions, 

with a large decrease in computational time to simulate 

transient operation of the machine.

In this study, balauiced conditions were assumed, 

allowing zero sequence variables to be ignored. The 

windings of an idealized machine are shown in Figure

4.2. The current paths in the rotor on the direct and 

quadrature axes, together with any deliberate dcimping 

windings, are represented by a single closed coil on 

each axis.
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To obtain the equations for the idealized machine, 

the following assumptions are applied.

1. A current in any winding produces an mmf wave, 

which is sinusoidally distributed around the 

airgap.

2. Hysteresis effects are neglected.

3. There is no interaction between the direct and

quadrature axes. That is a component of mmf

acting along the direct axis, is assumed to

produce a sinusoidally distributed flux wave 

in the direct sixis only Similarly quadrature 

mmf produces a sinusoidally distributed flux 

wave in the quadrature axis.

The flux linkage equations in the direct cuid

quadrature axes and the generated voltage equations can 

be obtained from Figure 4.2, in which the algebraic 

signs correspond to generator action.

Flux linkage equations:

f d^f d“^ad^d‘̂ ^ad^ld ^ ^

^ d = ^ a d ^ f d - V d + W l d
^ïd"*adifd"*ad^d+*lld^ld ^ ^
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4.4
^Iq *aq^q^*llq^lq ^*5

Voltage equations:

d^f d 4. 6
V d = P ^ d / W o - w ^ q / W g - r ^ i a  4 . 7

0=p ^Id'^^^o'^^ld^ld 4.8
+w^q/w^-r^iq 4.9

0=P4iq/Wo+riqiiq 4.10

Airgap torque equations:

V ^ d ^ q - V d  4

For this and subsequent models, the equation of 

motion of the rotor is given by:

Mp^6 =Tj^-Tg-K^p6/io^ 4.12

and the machine terminal voltage is given by:

v^= /(Vq+V^) 4.13

Saturation may be modeled by making the machine

reactances a function of the flux levels in the iron
41

circuits. However, saturation effects have been
42

neglected, since it has been shown that saturation has

little effect on transient stability, which is the
43

prime concern of these studies. In the swing equation
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the damping coefficient Kd is assumed constant. Values
44,45

for Kd may be estimated, but the value is never known 

precisely due to turbine damping and the lack of 

precision in other machine parameters.

Equations 4.6 to 4.13 provide a seventh order

representation that takes account of the decay of

stator flux linkages, which give rise to power

frequency oscillation in the machine axis voltages auid 

currents. It also predicts the initial braking torque

which gives a rotor backswing observed on site tests at
46

the inception of the fault. The equations cam be 

rewritten in operational form suitable for the 

computational solution by eliminating rotor currents.

Ped. = ((Xq-*q)iq-ed)/T"qo * 1 4
pe^=(Vf-,(x^-x”)i^-eg)/T^o 4.15

PSq=(eq-(Xd-*a)id-Sq-

‘̂ 1 +T2*did-TkdVf) /?do)
4.16

VP<VVd>/“o +“<®d+Vq)/“o-Vd 4.17
Vq=T(-e^ -Xqiq) /u)^+o) (eg-x^i^) / w - r ^ i q 4.18

To reduce computational time, it is possible to 

reduce the order of the representation. By neglecting 

the decay of stator flux linkages, machine speed 

variation and the less significant terms, the fifth 

order representation is obtained in the form:
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pe_3=((Xq-Xg)ig-e^)/Tq^ 4.19

peq=(V^-(x^-x^)i^-eq)/T^o 4.20
P^ .= (e_-(x ,-x-) i ,-e_)/T, 4.21q q _d d d q do

4.22
4.23e =v +r 1 +x i q q a q q q

II II II II 4.24
T e = e d i d + S q i q - ( ^ d ’ ^ q ' ^ d ^ q

The elimination of power frequency terms 

associated with the stator flux decrement allows an 

increase in integration step length. As integration 

time was felt to be a significant problem in producing 

the real time model, this fifth order model was chosen 

as the basis for the study. Subsequent timing 

investigation have shown that this was not a problem of 

significant magnitude, auid the seventh order problem 

would have been introduced into the studies if the 

necessary number of processing systems and enough time 

for software development had been available during this 

study.

There can be a requirement for a further reduction 

in computational time. This was not required in this 

study, but in subsequent investigations could become a 

requirement when simulating large systems where the 

physically remote stations have some effect on the 

local systems but not enough to warrant complex
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simulations. In these cases, the possibility arises to 

simulate more than one generator per processing unit. 

This can be accomplished by neglecting the action of 

the dcunper windings, resulting in the third order model 

in the form:

peq= (V^-(x^-x^) 4.25

°='^d+Vd"^q4q 4.26
I I

V y ^ a ^ q + V d  4.27
V V q - ( ^ A - V ^ a ^ q  4.28

4.3 Excitation system

The generator excitation system is shown in Figure

4.3. and is representative of most excitation systems.

The parameters are based on the machine used in the
47

Pembroke studies but has also been used by the author 

in simulating ship generator systems with different 

parameters.

The forward path consists of a simple lag 

representing the time constsuit of the exciter and, to 

maintain a high level of voltage regulation in dynamic 

conditions, these A.V.R.'s contain a high loop gain, 

which can be as high as 1000 in Naval systems. This 

dynamic requirement cam introduce instability into the 

A.V.R. loop. The introduction of rate feedback into
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the control loop is intended to solve this problem by 

stabilizing the A.V.R.. This feedback is commonly only 

used in conjunction with modern high gain A.V.R. 

systems. The actual parameters used in this study 

reflect a thyristor excitation system which allows 

bidirectional field forcing.

The following assumptions are made in the 

excitation system model.

1. The parameters do not change during transient 

conditions.

2. Saturation may be represented by simple 

voltage limits.

3. The thyristor convertor characteristics are 

linear.

4. The terminal voltage transducer is linear amd 

introduces no delays.

It is also assumed that there is no reactive power 

limiting in operation. State feedback Vi is applied at 

the terminal voltage and reference summing junction of 

Figure 4.3 and is therefore subject to A.V.R.
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dynamics.

4.4 Governing systems

Two forms of governing systems were used in this 

study, a conventional steam turbine and governor as 

fitted to the Pembroke 500 MW sets and a simple 

representation of a diesel speed control system as used 

in Naval vessels.

4.4.1 Diesel speed governor

The representation of the diesel speed control 

system is shown in Figure 4.4. It is a very simplified 

representation of a diesel governing system and, as 

such, can only be regarded as barely adequate, but will 

suffice to give a model of enough complexity to produce 

a representative response.

The time constant k3 represents the action of the 

diesel, where effects of superchargers and firing times 

of individual cylinders are ignored and the response of 

the diesel to a chcuige in fuel is a simple lag 

function. The time constants kl and k2 represent the 

action of the fuel rack and compensator.
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The forward loop gain Kg cem be as large as 100 in 

some systems to give a good dynaunic speed regulation. 

The effect of the high forward loop gain is to give a 

very fast transient response to the speed regulation 

system. As the response of the turbo-governor systems 

was much slower it was felt that this model, even with 

its limitations would give a better indication of 

numerical stability of the real time system with 

respect to integration step lengths.

4.4.2 Steam turbine governing

The steaun turbine is the conventional meams of 

driving large generator sets as converting thermal 

energy into high pressure steam amd thence to

mechanical power is regarded as one of the most cost 

effective methods of producing mechanical energy in 

generating plants.

The prime mover system consists of three major 

elements, the boiler, the governor and the turbine. 

Time constants associated with the boiler systems are 

very long compared with transient disturbances on the 

system. The boiler system can be regarded as an 

infinite steaun source which delivers steam at a 

constant temperature and pressure and is analagous to
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the infinite bus of the electrical system.

The type of turbine used in this investigation is 

a three stage axial flow system with reheater. Super 

heated steam is fed from the boiler through emergency 

stop valves and governing valves to the HP stage. 

After the HP stage, the steaun is returned to the boiler 

to boost the thermal energy of the steaun before it is 

delivered to the IP amd LP turbine stages. The LP 

stage exhausts under vacumn into the condenser where 

the steaun condenses by heat exchange with the cooling 

water. The condensate is then fed to the boiler feed 

pumps to continue the cycle. Generally the energy 

conversion in the HP is 25 to 30% of the total machine 

output amd the large storage capacity of the reheat 

system dictates that a second set of emergency stop 

valves are placed before the IP turbine stage. Also, a 

set of intercept valves are located prior to the IP 

stage. If governing is limited to the valves before 

the HP stage, the maximum control effort in the short 

term is 25 to 30% of the full load due to reheater 

delay. Clearly amy form of control which is required 

to make a contribution in the short term must control 

the intercept valves as well as the HP valves. It is 

assumed, therefore that governing action is applied 

equally to both HP and IP valves, amd that, as a
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result, all three cylinders can be assumed to be 

amalgamated into a single cylinder with a single 

control input.

Figure 4.5 shows the detailed nonlinear

representation of such a system, the system studied is
48

based on data published by HAM.

14
Hazell showed that this detailed model may be 

reduced to a more mamagable system by adopting the 

following assumptions.

1. Both the superheater amd reheater outputs are 

infinite steam sources, that is, they supply 

steam at constamt temperature amd pressure.

2. Both the HP and IP steam valves travel in 

unison amd are subject to the saune 

constraints.

3. Turbine power is a linear function of valve 

displacement over the operating ramge.

4. Turbine efficiency is constamt over the small 

speed range considered.
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5. All steam passes through the complete system.

6. Instrumentation transducers have negligible 

dynamics.

If these assumptions are accepted, then the loop 

of Figure 4.6 cam be used. The only reason for placing 

the lag with time constamt Ta in the loop is to enable 

placing of velocity limits in the control loop, since 

these limits being regarded as important to give a 

representative model of the behaviour of the governing 

system.

4.5 Transmission system

The transmission system is normally regarded as am 

important part of a system. This is the case when 

simulations are for overall improvement of the 

transient response of the system. However the eventual 

usage of the high speed simulation system will be for 

parallel operation with a real machine system. In such 

a case the simulation equipment will be required to 

take inputs from the real machine. These inputs are 

expected to be currents and voltages at the machine 

terminals.
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In a normal simulation study, these values are 

derived from the network model. The initial real time 

requirement was for a complete simulation of a system 

and, hence, a model of the transmission system was 

required. However, am extremely accurate model was not 

regarded as essential as this part of the system was 

dispensable in the long term.

To make the simulation of the transmission system 

tractable the following assumptions are made.

1. The transformer magnetising euid line charging 

currents are negligible.

2. The transformer and transmission line can be 

represented by lumped series resistance amd 

inductance.

Park's tramsformation on the three phase equations 

for the transmission system yields the following

equations in the d-q axes of the generator.

v<j=VbSin« +XtPid/Wo-*tid-"%tiq/Wo 4.29
4.30

To reduce time spent in calculations the transient 

and speed variations may be neglected so that these
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equations reduce to:

v^=VbSin6+Rbid-Xtiq 4.31

Vq=VbCOs6+Rbiq-Xbid 4.32

The transient terms in the voltage equations are 

neglected, the axes line currents become:

(ed-VbSin6)+ (X^+x^) (e^Vj^cos 6) )/D 4.33

i =((Rt+^a) (e -Vj^cos6)-(X^+x^) (e -Vising) )/D 4.34

where:

D=(*t+ra)^+(Xt+*d)(Xt+Xq) 4.35

These equations ignore transient operation of the 

transmission line. In the case of the Pembroke lines 

which are, by U.K. standards long lines and thus have 

significant transient effects, this may be 

unacceptable. However, the accurate simulation of the 

transmission line was not regarded as essential for 

this study for reasons stated ahove.

4.6 Accelleration signals

11 14
The coordinated control studies by Lu and Hazell 

both selected accelleration as the major auxilary 

control signal to apply to the control loops of both 

the A.V.R. and the governor systems.
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Measurement of this signal is a difficult

operation with the current results indicating that the

signal cam either have a small phase error and low

definition and high noise, or a higher phase error with

increased definition and lower noise. These problems
14

were highlighted by Hazell who has shown that the

optimum phase error was 27 degrees or a time shift of

of 60 milliseconds. This delay was from an eight slot
14

slotted disc transducer attached to the shaft of the 

machine.

It becomes necessary with signals with such a 

large phase delay to model this signal accurately in 

the simulation studies, otherwise meaningless results 

will occur. With a step wise integration modeling of 

these phase delays, it is a simple procedure to store 

the speed values amd delay their use in the simulation. 

It is, however, more difficult to model the noise, 

which cam be upto 50% of the input signal amd the only 

approach so far has been to reduce the quantization of 

the accelleration signal to the same levels of 

quantization that the accelleration transducers have, 

this being of the order of less tham 1 part in 32.
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4. 7 Finite/Infinite models

The eventual intention for the real time model is 

to take the infinite bus system to a finite bus system. 

This will cause slight changes to be made to the model.

The major difference between finite and infinite 

bus systems is the lack of a fixed reference around 

which the models will operate. In the infinite bus 

system, the infinite bus is a fixed speed amd voltage

reference to which all the models will refer. However,

this bus is not present in a finite system so that the 

system cannot be regarded as having a reference which 

is fixed. Two methods of solution of this problem is 

possible.

1. In a multi-machine system, the largest machine 

will be taken as a reference to which all 

other machines will refer. This involves 

continual updating of voltage and angle 

references due to the disturbances on the 

reference machine.

2. If there is not a large unit in a system, or

it is a single machine system, there cam be

difficulty in interpreting results that are
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referenced to a machine that is not relatively 

fixed with respect to the rest of the system. 

In such a case it is better to choose the 

references to be physically close to each 

individual machine and transform between the 

different references of each machine.

47
In a study by the author, the approach taJcen was 

to refer all the system equations of a machine to the 

terminals of that machine. This required slight 

modification of the generator equations:

4.36
V ~ ' ' a V “^d4d+P®d/“o+ueq 4.37

From the above equations it cam be seen that Vd 

and Vq now refer to the internal voltages of the 

machine. This approach now depends on the calculation 

of the values of the direct amd quadrature axes 

currents. Using the terminals of the machine as the 

reference has the effect of changing the load angle 

response completely since the mechanical swing 

equations for the rotor no longer directly govern the 

load angle transitions. As the load angle is now the 

angle between the rotor of the machine amd it's 

terminal voltage the load angle cam be calculated as:
6=tan-l(Vg/Vg) 4.38
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The mechanical swing equations now govern the 

transition between the reference system of one machine

and the other machines in a multi-machine simulation.
47

This approach was validated in studies by the author in
14,49,50

which results were taken from a micro-machine system 

and the trends of the results indicated correspondence 

between machine amd simulations.

A finite system is, by definition not as fixed as 

am infinite system. These possible variations 

especially of speed cam be orders higher tham those in 

am infinite system. In such a case, it may no longer 

be valid to ignore speed terms from the transient 

equations that model the machine.
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CHAPTER 5

Simulation implementation of Power System models

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the various methods used to 
obtain a real time response from the complete model of 
a power system. The generator model implemented is the 
fifth order machine representation. Various methods of 
simulation and data types are discussed with comparison
between each method. The overall emphasis is on
obtaining the fastest possible throughput of data,
whilst using the minimum number of processing systems
to produce the data.

5.2 Data types

Before starting to model a system a choice must be 
made on the method of storing the numerical data. With 
this form of simulation, there are two distinct types
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of data storage that can be used. These are integer or 
floating point.

Integer data in a micro-processor is normally 
stored as a two's complement number. The MC68000 is 
essentially a 32 bit processor and the most logical 
choice for integer data storage is 32 bit two's 
complement values. This gives the user a range of 
integer values from +4,294,967,295 to -4,294 967,296 or 
a maximum accuracy of one part in 4,000,000,000. Two's 
complement number storage is a technique that allows 
logic devices» to manipulate signed data very 
efficiently as the hardware need only be cible to 
perform unsigned binary addition to accomplish correct 
manipulation of signed two's complement data. The use 
of integer data gives a large speed advantage as the 
MC68000 has instructions that are specifically designed 
for two's complement arithmetic so that data 
manipulation will function at the hardware speeds of 
the MC68000. Integer data does pose some problems, the 
major one being the inability to cope with data that 
has a large dynamic range. If the data being used 
varies dynamically over a large rauige, the precision of 
the data can fall very dramatically due to truncations 
of the data in mathematical operations. It can even 
fall to zero and leave no significance remaining in the
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data at all. The only sensible approach to compensate 
for this is to ensure that the dynamic range of the 
data falls within acceptable limits for the word size 
of the data. The second major problem associated with 
integer data is the lack of precision after the decimal 
point. The very nature of integer data means that 
there is no information to the right of the decimal 
point. The only means of dealing with data that has
most or all of its precision to the right of the
decimal point is to scale the data. This poses 
problems when multiply and divide operations are 
performed as these operations either raise the result 
by the scaling factor again or loose the scaling factor 
completely from the data. This chamging of scaling 
factor means care must be taken when using multiply or 
divide operations or else overflow or loss in precision 
in the data can occur.

Floating point data storage is intended to 
overcome the inherent problems associated with integer 
data. Figure 5.1 shows the format of floating point 
data used by floating point processors. The mantissa 
is expressed as a 24 bit fractional value with the 
exponent expressed as an unbiased two's complement 7 
bit value having a range -64 to +63. The most
significant bit is the sign of the mantissa (
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O=positive, l=negative ), for a total of 32 bits. The 
binary point is assumed to be to the left of the most 
significant mantissa bit (bit 23). All floating point 
data values must be normalized, bit 23 must be equal to 
one, except for value zero, which is represented by all 
zeros.

The concept of floating point notation has both a 
gain and a loss associated with it. The gain is the 
ability to represent the significant digits of data 
with values spanning a large dynaunic range limited only 
by the capacity of the exponent field. For exaunple in 
decimal notation if the exponent field is two digits 
wide, and the mantissa is five digits, a range of 
values (positive or negative) from l.OOOOe-99 to 
9.99999e+99 can be accommodated. The loss is that only 
the significant digits of the value caui be represented. 
Thus there is no distinction in the representation 
between, for exaunple, the values 123451 amd 123452, 
since each would be expressed as 1.2345e+05. The 
seventh digit has been discarded. There is another 
loss associated with floating point data that is not so 
obvious. As floating point data values must be kept 
normalized, there are always two implied operations on 
the floating point data per each mathematical 
operation, one on the exponent and one on the mantissa.
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There must also be one implied test to normalize the 
data. These additional operations put significantly 
extra overhead on the mathematical operations with 
floating point data when compared with integer 
operations.

Floating point data formats are obviously the 
simplest and easiest to use in the context of a 
simulation study, where the data can have a large 
dynamic range. The only drawback with their use is the 
possible lack of ability to perform these operations 
often enough to give a real time response.

5.3 Integration techniques

The system model, as normally used, is setup as as 
set of first order simultaneous differential equations 
that define the action of the system. These equations 
are repeatedly integrated by some form of integration 
technique to produce the time response of the system 
under study. The two most commonly used techniques for 
integration are Predictor Corrector and Runge Kutta.

The predictor corrector is am adaptive integration 
process in which am integration step is made. The 
correction steps are repeated iteratively until the
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difference between successive iterates is less than a 
specified small quantity. This technique, whilst 
enabling high accuracies, especially if used with fast 
moving systems, can consume large amounts of processing 
time calculating the corrector steps. This becomes 
especially important when the system has a large number 
of non-linearities to integrate across. The specific 
nature of predictor corrector techniques maüce these 
integration processes highly unsuited to real time 
requirements as they cannot guarantee response times.

Runge Kutta methods are however an integration 
technique of fixed size. They rely on calculating the 
differential equations four times per each integration 
step. The integration consists of:

k_^hf(x^,y^) 5.1
k 2 =hf(x^+h/2,y^+k^/2) 5.2
k^=hf(x^+h/2,y^+k2/2) 5.3
k^=hf(x^+h/y^+k^) 5.4
yn+l=yn+(ki+2%2+2k3+k4)/6 5 . 5

This integration technique is derived from a 
Taylors series expansion and, as such, makes some 
important assumptions. The a±>ove equations are fourth 
order and thus assume that the higher order terms of 
the series are small or non-existent. When this is not
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the case, the integration can introduce significant 
errors at best and become numerically unstable at 
worst. This can be a problem when using Runge Kutta 
techniques for highly non-linear systems as the 
non-linearities cam effectively introduce high order 
terms into the Taylors series expansion of the 
function.

Runge Kutta methods have the disadvantage in 
having a large number of derivative equations per step 
as equations 5.1 to 5.5 show. In a real time problem, 
these numbers of calculations per step cam cause time 
limit problems. The Runge Kutta method cam have 
significant stability problems when attempting to deal 
with stiff equations. Stiff equations are those in 
which the sets of equations have decreasing exponential 
solutions with widely differing values of time 
constants to their solutions. This situation cam be 
the case when modelling generator systems and the only 
practicable solution is to lower the integration step 
length, this being yet amother undesirable practice in 
real time simulations.

In spite of the disadvantages of the Runge Kutta 
integration technique, it was felt that am attempt at 
implementing a real time model using the Runge Kutta
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should be attempted, since all previous off line 
studies were made using this technique. However it was 
felt that the large number of calculations amd the 
short integration periods necessary would cause large 
problems in implementing the model.

5.4 Runae Kutta integration techniques

This section describes the operation amd 
performance of the separate modules of the system, 
using a Runge Kutta method. The models were 
constructed into three different types.

1. Floating point

2. Fast floating point

3. Integer

The floating point models used the standard I/O 
sub-system routines as described previously which are 
called via TRAP 12. The fast floating point routines 
did not use the stamdard TRAP 12 routines for speed 
reasons, but, instead, used the SUPERFAST TRAP 10 
routines to perform identical functions without the
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need for a queuing operation to be executed. Finally 
integer versions were tried which would run faster but 
have more problems associated with them.

The integer software was based to hexadecimal
10000 ($10000) or decimal 65536. This gave the 32 bit
integer data a dynaunic range of ±32,767 down to 
±1.526e-05, which is a large dynaunic range for the 
data and, it was hoped, would maintain enough accuracy
to produce acceptable results. This was true for all
final data produced each time step. However there were 
problems with the internal or intermediate results 
generated in the calculations due to numerical 
underflows. As the integrations reached either steady 
state values or turning points, these intermediate 
values would become very small. With the number system 
based to 65,536.0 these internal values would underflow 
and become zero with the result that the response 
curves from the integrations would abruptly halt at 
points that should have been turning points of the 
response.

The solution to this problem was to extend the
accuracy of the internal products whilst maintaining 
the scune precision for the final results. The 
maintainance of precision of the final results was
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essential as the dynamic range selected was regarded as 
acceptable amd could not be chamged without causing 
serious under or overflow problems with the resultant 
data.

The raising of internal accuracy was made by 
basing all multipliers to hexadecimal $1000000 or
16,777,216.0 decimal, which is 8 bits higher tham 
previously. All internal calculations were made at 
this base until the increment had been produced, the 
increment was then lowered back to a base of 65,536.0 
and the new integral calculated. The eight lower bits 
were maintained as a continual remainder over each time 
step amd as the remainder overflowed from 8 bits the 
integral was incremented or decremented accordingly. 
When using two's complement integer arithmetic care has 
to be taken with such a procedure. If the value is 
positive then:

*31-0^*31-8^*7-0 ^ * G

where subscripts denote the bit positions of 
interest. The remainder cam obviously be extracted 
quickly from the value by masking out bits that are not 
of any interest in the value. However, this is not the 
case if the value is negative, because of the very 
nature of two's complement number systems amd the
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correct procedure for extracting the remainder is shown 
in Figure 5.2. This method is slower than direct 
masking but represents the only accurate method 
available.

Multiply cuid divide operations with integer data 
that has a scaling factor, cam cause underflow problems 
as mentioned previously. With the MC68000, this 
problem was worsened by the lack of 32 bit multiply amd 
divide instructions. The only available solution was 
to put these functions in as software routines. 
Division operations were not placed in software due to 
the complexity amd low speed of division routines. A 
division routine has to take successive approximations 
to obtain a result amd this process cam consume large 
amounts of processor time which, as such, will be a 
liabilty in real time software. Hence, all implied 
divisions in the real time software was taken as a 
multiplication by the reciprocal of the divisor. The 
flow diagram for the multiplication of two 32 bit 
values based to 65,536.0 is shown in Figure 5.3. The 
routine produces the result by taking four 16 bit 
multiplications and producing a 64 bit intermediate 
result. The extra power of 65536.0 is then removed 
from this value amd a 32 bit result is returned to the 
user.
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All the software was written in machine code, this 
being the only method of producing software that would 
function anywhere near the speeds required by the 
system. This resulted in extremely large development 
times for the initial model due to the complexity of 
the task. To improve development times of future 
models, the software was written on a modular basis. 
This did result in some slowing of the completed 
software, but this was felt to be acceptable due to the 
large development times necessary. Each individual 
module had to be functionally independant in that it 
had to maintain the integrity of it's own data as no 
assumptions could be made whether certain registers 
would remain uncorrupted by other routines. The code 
also had to be fully interruptable by any asynchronous 
task or device. With the integration method chosen, 
there were some obvious places where the task could be 
split into modules. The routines that were modularized 
were;

1. Runge, which calculates equation 5.5 eind calls 
for the differential results four times.

2. Differ, which calculates the differential 
functions multiplied by the time step length 
divided by six.
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3. Update, which calculates the function values 
according to equations 5.1 to 5.4 depending on 
the number of calls made to this routine.

4. Limits, which applies the limits and 
non-linearity information to the current data.

5. Store, which takes the calculated data at 
every communication interval and passes to the 
PDP 11/34 for off line graphical output.

6 . Error, which attempts to handle amy internal 
errors generated.

The above technique enaJoled development time on 
new software for different models to be greatly 
reduced. The only modules that needed major software 
changes for a new model were Differ auid Limits. All 
the other modules being of a general purpose nature the 
changes were of a minor nature.

5.4.1 Governor models

In this study, two models were made of speed 
control systems, one a typical turbo-generator scheme
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and the other for a diesel generator system. Both 
systems are similar in form, with the turbo-generator 
being slightly simpler to model. For this reason, all
quoted timings are for the diesel model to give worst 
case timings for the simulations.

All the timings that are quoted in this report are 
approximate timings for the responses. They were made 
using a stopwatch to time the period for tens of
thousands of integration steps and not by specifically 
calculating worst case timing paths through the
software. These timings are most probably am 
overestimation due to the inherent overhead of driving 
status information and the management of data during 
stand alone simulation runs.

When using these methods of integration, the model 
is setup as a set of simultaneous first order 
differential equations, and for the diesel governing 
system these are:

PTout=(T±n-Tout)/k3
(Kg- ( -?in) ''̂ 2 ^ 8

PW"(Tmech-Tlosses-Telec)/J

Additionally, if an infinite bus system is being 
modelled, then the load angle movement is directly
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related to the mechanical movement of the rotor by the 
equation :
p6=n 5.10

These calculations were included for the models 
that were intended for use with infinite bus 
simulations.

Figure 5.4 shows the test responses from the fast 
floating point and floating point models. The outputs, 
as expected, are completely identical. The result of
an off-line prograun that was used to verify the
validity of the machine code routines was also plotted 
and the plots are functionally identical. The test 
fault in each case was a step chainge in electrical load 
torque from zero to 0.5 per unit with aui integration 
step length of two milli-seconds. This gave the very 
typical governor step response of a large first
overshoot which is quickly daimped out.

Figure 5.5 shows the saime model using integer 
calculations. This plot has four curves, a reference 
response from the floating point in black, a model with 
all values based to 65,536.0 in blue, a model with 
internal values based to 16,777,216.0 in red and a
model with all internal calculations made at base
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4,294,967,200.0 in green. It can be seen from these 
responses that there are severe number truncation 
problems associated with the model based to hexadecimal 
$10000 cind there is a complete failure to simulate the 
governor dynamics at all. The model based to 
hexadecimal $1000000 in internal calculations makes 
some attempt at producing the governor response but 
still suffers from truncation of data problems. 
However the model based to hexadecimal $100000000 in 
internal values gives a reliable amd accurate model for 
the governor.

It was stated previously that basing internal 
calculations to hexadecimal $1000000 overcomes the 
truncation problems. However in the plot of Figure 
5.5, this is obviously not the case. The mechamical 
parts of the system have very large time constants 
associated with them, amd hence move very slowly when 
compared to the rest of the system. The use of a base 
of $1000000000 will not allow the magnitude of the 
increment in a time step to exceed one per unit. If 
this did happen in the governing model, it cam safely 
be assumed that the model must have gone unstable and 
hence would not create amy problems in the use of the 
model at this base. When using other models, it may 
not be valid to state that the internal increment will
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not change by more tham one per unit in any time step 
and, the base of hexadecimal $100000000 should not be 
used in the general case.

The timings of the various models are shown in 
Table 5.1. These timings reflect a large range of 
calculation timings. The queuing/dequeuing overheads 
of the TRAP 12 I/O sub-system are very dramatically 
highlighted by the reduction in calculation time by 
almost 30% in the transition to a non-error checking, 
non-queued floating point calculation system. This 
overhead can be reduced even further if very specific, 
non-general purpose, software routines are written for 
the floating point calculations. This procedure was 
not regarded to give enough of an improvement in 
calculation speed to warrant the large software 
development times necessary.

The integer model cam be seen to be within time 
specifications for real time simulation, in that the 
new integral cam be calculated inside the step length 
of the integration.

For the steam turbine model, the differential 
equations that define the operation of the system are:

P?out=(Tout-Tin)/Tb 5.11
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p T i n = ( G o v , n p u t - T i n > / T a 5.12

Where pTin and Tin are limited and the speed 
equations are defined by equation 4.12. Figure 5.6 
shows the typical step response for this model using 
integer calculations. The timing for the model is 
slightly faster than the previous governor model and 
uses internal values based to $100000000 for the same 
reasons as before.

Model Type Time per integration Step (mS)
Standard Floating Point 33.1
Fast Floating Point 12.2
Integer 1.75

Table 5.1 Governor Model Timings

5.4.2 A.V.R. models

Figure 5.7 shows the step responses for the Runge 
Kutta models of the A.V.R. . The floating point curve 
is in black, the fast floating point curve is in blue 
cuid the integer response in red. The step change is a 
change of input error from zero to that which gave a 
one per unit steady state output on the field. The 
curves are for am exciter time constant of 0.21 seconds 
which gives the rapid chamge of voltage shown in the 
response. As cam be seen from these curves, the
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responses are identical except for the integer version, 
which settles at a steady state value slightly smaller 
than the floating point responses.

It would appear from this response that, if the 
steady state error was acceptable, then the integer 
model would be acceptable. However, further 
investigation showed that this small discrepancy in the 
step response in a positive direction becaune severe 
when the direction of the step was reversed. This is 
quite logical when the numbering system of two's 
complement arithmetic is taken into account. A 
positive number will to truncate to zero and a negative 
value will tend to truncate to -1. Raising the 
accuracy of the internal calculations to $1000000 was 
found to give a satisfactory cure to all of these 
problems.

Table 5.2 shows the timings for the various 
methods of modelling the A.V.R. The standard floating 
point I/O sub-system routines cam again be seen to be 
producing large overheads on the response of the 
simulation. Again, the use of of the high speed 
non-queued routines produce a draunatic increase in 
response times from the simulation. The most notable 
increase is the 990 micro-seconds simulation time for
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the integer A.V.R model. This timing for the model is 
at least 50% inside real time specifications for the 
complete system.

Model Type Time per integration Step (mS)
Floating Point 33.1

Fast Floating Point 12.2

Integer 0.99

Table 5.2 A.V.R Runge Kutta Model Timings

5.4.3 Generator models

The generator models produce the simulation of the 
differential equations 4.19 to 4.21 for the transient 
electrical response of the generator. All the timings 
are for the simultaneous solution of the three 
equations. Each model has an integration step length 
of 2 milli-seconds auid a step change in direct and 
quadrature axes currents from zero to 0.1 per unit.

Figure 5.8 shows the step response for Eq" with 
the floating point model in black, the fast floating 
point model in blue and the integer version in red. 
The curves show the typical large time constant plot 
associated with a large generator. The curves are 
completely indistinguishable from each other, including 
the integer curves which are based to $10000. Even
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though there were no apparent truncation problems 
associated with this model, all of the generator 
equations were subsequently based to $1000000 to ensure 
accuracy. Figure 5.9 shows the curves for Eq* which 
are of a similar form to the previous curves, and, 
again, there is not cuiy noticeable difference between 
the integer and floating point models. Figure 5.10 
shows the response of Ed" under the same conditions. 
As expected, the speed of the response is much higher 
with steady state being reached in just over 100 
integration steps. However, there does not appear to 
be any stability problems, or any divergence between 
the floating point amd integer models. Since the 
direct axis voltage Ed" is governed by a simple lag 
function it cam be expected that this part of the model 
will remain stable under full system simulation 
conditions even with a such a small time constant 
associated with it.

Table 5.3 shows the timings for the various models 
of the generator equations. These timings are not 
completely adequate for a real time model as even the 
integer models are only just meeting real time response 
requirements and, as such, must be regarded as barely 
adequate.
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Table 5.3 Generator Model Runge Kutta Timings

Model Type Time per integration Step (mS)
Standard Floating Point 33.52

Fast Floating Point 14.5

Integer 2.3
5.5 Z-transform models

The previous section has shown that the Runge 
Kutta integration technique could be used together with 
cm integer model to produce a real time simulation of a 
generation system. However, this model would only 
barely meet real time response requirements amd would 
require a large number of processing nodes operating in 
conjunction with each other to produce the complete 
system. This approach was felt to be extremely 
inefficient and wasteful of computing resources. The 
modelling technique requires both large aunounts of data 
processing per integration timestep and small intervals 
between integrations to maintain stability.

For these reasons, the previous models were not 
pursued amy further to complete a full simulation of 
the system. Instead a different approach to the 
problem was taken. The previous techniques discussed 
all involved a common approach, that of producing a set 
of simultaneous differential equations that model the 
system and using some integration technique to produce 
the time solution to these equations. Instead of using 
differential equations, a time series representation of
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the system was chosen to give a fast throughput. The 
technique chosen to implement these time series was the 
Z transform.

5.5.1 The Z transform

The Z treuisf orm technique is associated with 
sampled data systems. It deals with linear systems in 
which the input signal is in the form of discrete 
samples (pulses) of short duration. Such systems are 
referred to as linear sampled data systems. Exaunples 
of Sconpled data systems include tracking radar, where 
data regarding targets are collected in the form of 
discrete pulses at the pulse repetition frequency, amd 
multichannel, time division, pulse modulated 
telemetering or communication systems. There are also 
sampled-data feedback systems in which the actuating 
error is supplied intermittently at discrete intervals 
of time. Digital simulation studies can be regarded as 
being in this category, as the data produced by them 
must be of a sampled nature.

Although the conventional Laplace transformation 
can be used, the analysis of sampled data systems is 
greatly facilitated by the introduction of the Z 
transformation, especially when the responses only at
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the sampling intervals are required.

An essential component of amy saonpled data system 
is the sampler, which converts a continuous signal to a 
train of regularly spaced, amplitude modulated, narrow 
pulses. The function of a sampler is illustrated in 
Figure 5.11 where the saunpler is represented by a 
simple switch. If the duration of the sampling pulses 
is small in comparison with the time constants of the
system of which the saunpler is a part, the sampled

*output f (t) cam be considered as a sequence of 
impulses occurring at the sampling instamts 
0,T,2T,3T,...., the strengths of (areas under) the 
individual impulses being equal to the values of the
input function f(t) at the respective instants. Thus

52the process cam be represented by the equation:
f (t)=f (t) 6^(t) 5.13

where the the superscript * is used to indicate 
that the function f*(t) is a discrete, saunpled 
function, and 6 (t) represents a periodic train of unit 
impulses spaced T seconds apart such that:

6 (t-nT) 5.14
n = — oo

If f(t)=0 for t<0 then equation 5.13 becomes
f*(t)=z “ f(nT)6(t-nT) 5.15

n=o
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Taking the Laplace transform of the sampled output 
function f"(t) and denote the result by F*(s) results 
in the equation:
F*(s) = i(f*(t))=i(2:“’ f (nT) <S(t-nT) )=S“ 5.16

n=0 n=0

Since s appears in equation 5.16 only in the 
exponential factor, it is convenient to introduce a new 
symbol Z such that:

5.17

SO that, from equations 5.16 and 5.17
„oo _ *F(z)=^ f (nT) z =Z(f (t) ) 5.18
n=0

Equation 5.18 defines the Z transform, F(z), of
the sampled function f^(t). F(z) is seen to be an
infinite series in powers of Z As with the Laplace
transform, this transform can be shown to be cascadable 
in that the time series of two systems A(z) and B(z) 
which have the output of the first fed into the other 
can be denoted as C(z) where:
C (z) =A'(z) B (z) 5.19

The transform of equation 5.18 does not yet show 
any computational advantages inherent in it. To show 
the computational advantages, the most commonly used
transforms in later sections will be derived.
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1. A shifted impulse function, 5 (t-nT). For this 
particular case, case f"(t)=f(t) and 

A ( 6 (t-nT))=e-"Ts 5.20

Z (6(t-nT))=z

so
5.21

If n=0, a unit impulse at t=0 results auid
Z(6 (t))=z ^=1 5.22

Equation 5.21 gives a much clearer
definition to the operator Z which can be
regarded as an operator which shifts a
function forward in time by one sampling

-1period. Hence, z Y is the previous time 
sample of Y.

2. An exponential function e Using the
fundamental relation in equation 5.18, the 
following equations cam be written directly 

Z(e^^)=2” 5.23
  5.24

Z(e3T)=l/(l_e^Tz-l) 5.25
Z(e3T)=z/(z-e^T) 5.26

3. The unit step function, U(t) cam be obtained 
from equation 5.26 by setting a=0. Thus
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Z(U(t))= l/(l-z 5.27
Z(U(t))= z/(z-l) 5.28

The above equations have direct corollaries with 
the Laplace transforms, where 5.26 is directly
compatible with
Z (ê *̂ ) =z/ ( z-e^^
Z( U (t) ) =z/(z-1)^/(U (t) ) =l/s 5.30

Using these derivations, the large reduction in 
computing power that the Z transform affords can now be 
shown. Take the form of the transfer function:

5.31
- = l/(l+sT^)

In a normal integration study the differential 
equation would be:
sy=(x-y)/T^ 5.32

This would then be solved by conventional 
integration techniques. However in the Z transform 
case

5.33
Hence

y=x+z 5.34

In the form of equation 5.34, the solution for the
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output y involves knowledge of the input x euid the 
previous output of y. This equation does not have any 
implied integrations and takes as much time to solve as 
an integration technique would to provide the 
differential equation.

The Z transforms so far derived are not yet 
complete as they have not been normalized. If used in 
the form of equation 5.34 a valid solution will not be 
presented. It caui be shown that the final value of a Z 
transform will be:

5.35
lim f(t)=lim (z-l)F(z) 
t̂ oo z->l

So in the case of equation 5.33 the final value 
will be

: . 1/(1-.” ,
X
t OO If a is positive, this equation is meaningless as 
there is not a steady state value. However, if a<0, 
then the equation is valid. The true steady state 
value of the transfer function should be 1 so the 
normalized Z transform should read:

x(z) where

E re *?  5 38
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It should be noted that the following assumptions 
have been implied throughout the previous discussion of 
the Z transform.

1. The samplers operate periodically with a 
constant sampling period T

2. The duration of the sampling is small ( 
compared with T amd the time constants of the 
system)

3. The sampling frequency (1/T) is at least twice 
the highest frequency component in the 
functions sampled.

When using the Z transform technique, care should 
be taken with the form of the implementation. 
Numerical stability problems can occur if the wrong 
approach is taken to the solution. Figure 5.12 shows 
two possible approaches to modelling a system, one via 
a set of cascaded transfer functions and the other via 
feedforwards from system states. Both of these 
techniques are mathematically valid and should produce 
identical solutions. In reality, there is a major 
difference between the two models, as the cascaded 
implementation will suffer much more from numerical
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instability problems. The reason is related to error 
terms produced by any numerical method. Any numerical 
calculation will have an implied error term and, if a 
cascaded solution is chosen, this resultant error from 
the first stage will be fed into the input of the 
second stage whose output will now contain a greater 
error term. After a very few number of such cascaded 
terms this error term can swamp the solution and 
numerical instability will result.

The use of the Z transform reduces the calculation 
time for the model by at least a factor of four when 
compared with Runge Kutta techniques. There has also 
been a timing improvement over using Runge Kutta 
methods. The overall system has proven to be more 
stêÜDle numerically and an increase in step length of
the order of 50% has been possible using the Z
transform. This can be explained in terms of the 
nature of each technique. Z transforms contain 
explicit knowledge of the behaviour of the system they 
are modelling. Runge Kutta methods do not have this 
implied knowledge, instead am assumption is made that
the response between two points cam have a curve fitted
between these points. The implied knowledge of the Z 
transform enables the increase in step length ( 
saunpling period) to be made.
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5.5.2 Governor models

Two models haVe been used in this study for the 
governing system as discussed previously. For the 
diesel system the transfer functions in the s plane 
are:
Tout _ T //T . n \Tin “ l/d+skj) 5.39

= K g ( l + s k , ) / ( l + s k 2 )

where
T = T  — T —T P AOaccell out elec losses

and
“err"“ref"“ S.43

Using equation 5.37 equation 5.39 cam be 
transformed to the z plame:

where
g3=e-T/%3 5.45

It cam be shown that the Laplace operator s cam be 
directly transferred to the Z plane as:

s l-z”^)/T 5.46

This transfer must be used with great care as the 
above equation introduces the differential operator s
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into the equations and should only be used if a time 
series cannot be solved to give the Z domain transfer 
function.

Using equations 5.46 and 5.40, the transfer 
function in the Z domain becomes:

(z) 5.47 = (1-B )K (1+k (1-z ^)/T)Al-z 6_)
werr'z'where ^

5.48

Equations 5.44 and 5.47 cam be rearranged as: 

Tcmt=(l-e3)Tin+e3:"^Tout 5.49
^in=Kg(l-B2> < )“err+B2^ ' S n  ^.SO

Now both equations 5.49 amd 5.50 contain terms of 
other components that refer to the current sampling 
instamt and, as such, cannot be solved by numerical 
methods.

Substituting for Tin in equation 5.49 results in 
the equation,

gTcut=(l-G3) (Kg'l-Gz) A )  V r  5.51

and with +62= ^Tin)+B3= \ u t

(1-62) (l+k^/T) 5.52
“2^ 1-63) K d - B j )  -:\/T 5.53
«3= d - 63)63 5.54
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equation 5.51 becomes

o u t = ^ - “2^“ '̂ “ err"“3^'Sn+B3^‘\ u t

This equation is still not soluble as the speed 
error term still contains terms of the current sampling 
instant for speed. Combining equations 5.41 and 5.28 
gives :
— “-----  = l/( d - z ” )̂ JT) 5.56
accell so that

^accell /JT+z“ îü 5.57
Then combining equations 5.55 and 5.57,

?out= ) (“ref-
+ a-z~^T.

substituting for Taccell in equation 5.58
5.58

gives
Tout=(ai-*2:"^)  ̂W  ̂ W-^elec-Tiosses) / 5.59

-z (jû)+asz ^Tin+BaZ ^Tout which rearranges to give
) ■= *l(2ef+(Telec+Tlosses) “>-“2̂  5

(“ref-(^out-Telec-^Iosses>/ +“3="\n+®3^'\ut '

let
Y=( 1+0̂  ̂/ JT) 5.61

and the torque equation becomes

ôute («i“ref-“2='^“ref+“l( ( ^eiec-Yosses^ 5.62
+“2= ( ( Tout-^elec-Yosses’ / /Y
In exact terms, this equation is not yet 

completely soluble as the electrical torque terms will 
contain current sample period information. However, to 
keep computational time down, it is assumed that the
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phasing errors due to the possible one sample error on
the electrical torque will be negligible. In fact, to
reduce computational time still further if the
-1z phasing error on speed is acceptable, then equation 

5.58 is valid. This assumption should cause 
insignificant errors, due to the large time constants 
involved in the movement of the machine rotor.

Figure 5.13 shows the step response for the diesel
governing system in blue with the Runge Kutta model
superimposed in black. From these curves, it can be 
seen that there is negligible difference between the 
models. The implementation is in 32 bit integer with 
internal multipliers based to $1000000 and rotor motion 
equations based to $100000000.

For the turbo-governor system there are slight 
differences to the equations. In Laplace transforms 
the model can be represented as:

^mech/W = 5 53
Tout^in = 5.64

Combining equations 5.37 and 5.63 amd 5.64
gives the result that 

\ech(=> / W  (=) = (1^) / 5.65
Tout(=> / ?in(=) = . 5.66

where
g ,3Bb=e"^‘̂ b  , T.^=
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Equations 5.65 and 5.66 cam be rearranged into 
the form

5.67

W = ( l ^ a >  W ^ ' ^ a W  5.68

In exact terms. Tin still contains current sample 
value terms for speed, but, as stated previously, due 
to the slow nature of the rotor of the machine, the 
phasing errors cam be ignored to save computational 
time. In this case, equations 5.67 amd 5.68 give the 
response of the system. The two limits are simple to 
apply to these equations. Tout must not exceed the 
output limits amd the chamge in Tout per time step must 
not exceed Vp/delta time.

5.5.3 A.V.R models

The s plane transfer functions for the A.V.R are:
/V^^=K/ (1+sTg) 5.69

Vg/Vg =-k̂ s/ ( l+sT̂ ) 5 - 70
Substituting, using equations 5.37 amd 5.46, 
gives the result that 

Vf(z) Ai„(2) =K(l-ag) / 5.71
Vg (z) /Vjg(z) = (1-6 2)^2 d-z"} A /  (1^ 2="̂ ) 5.72

where
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rearranging equations 5.71 and 5.72 gives
V =K( 1-6 ) V. +z"^3 V. 5.73r e in e f

Û-z"j _1 5 74

substituting In 5.73 and 5.74
Vf=K (1-6̂) (V (a-B2>Vf'^'^62= \ > + =  B/f 5.75

Equations 5.75 and 5.74 give a solution to the 
response of the A.V.R. The assumption is made that the 
phasing error of the terminal voltage is unimportant in 
this model, and hence, all inputs to the A.V.R loop are 
regarded as being completely valid for the current 
sampling instant.

The step response of the A.V.R model is shown in 
Figure 5.14 with the A.V.R response from the floating 
point Runge Kutta integration model superimposed. 
There is negligible difference between the models, with 
the Z transform model being calculated with 32 bit 
integers based to $1000000 in the internal 
calculations. The difference of the response at the 
knee of the curve is due to the higher precision of 
calculations that the integer software has over 
floating point, where due, to the different method of 
calculation the rate feedback term still has a non-zero 
effect and will dampen the response.
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5.5.4 Generator models

The response of the generator was defined by 
equations 4.19 to 4.21. From these equations, the 
Laplace transfer functions cam be derived:

5.76

V  d-^d ) 5.77
q - V V  ^d > = 5.78
Substitution, using equation 5.37 into 5.76,
gives,

®d (=) / iq (z) = (Xq-Xq ) (1-ĝ ) /( 5.79
where
-T/T "^  = ® 9° 5.80
and, rearranging, gives

Again this equation is not soluble in a strict 
mathematical sense as i q W i l l  contain present sample 
values of various components. However, accepting the 
associated phase error, enables the solution of the 
model using the above equation. This technique of 
accepting inputs that cam be regarded as external to 
the model is the only valid means of calculating the 
responses of the system amd maintain modularity between 
sub-sections of the overall model.
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Substituting 5.37 into equation 5.77 results

in the equations
e ' (z) /  (V^(z) - (x ^ -x ^ ) i^ (z )  ) = (1 -3 ')  / ( l - z “^3̂ ) 5.82

^ dwhere

which, rearranged, gives
. I . -1 5.84q = (l-Bd* (VfT(x̂ -x̂ ) i^z

The above equation can be regarded as soluble if 
Vf cind ijjphasing errors are acceptable.

Substituting, using equation 5.37 in 5.78,

gives the result that
0 (z) / (e (z) - (x -X  )i (z )) = (1 _ ^  )/ ( l-z " ^ 6  ) 5.85q q d d q %  d

where
" —T/T" 5.86

%  = ® dowhich, rearranged, gives.
" e" 5.87e = (l-Bg) ( e -(X '-X " ) i ) +z ^

^ q d d

This equation is soluble even though the it 
contains a current sampling instamt term of eq* . If 
equation 5.84 is solved before 5.87, then there will 
not be amy unknown terms in 5.87
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Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 show the step responses 
for the model in red with a reference plot superimposed 
in black on these responses. There is not any distinct 
difference between the Z transform models and the 
floating point Runge Kutta integrations. Even with the 
rapid response for e^" no deviation between the two 
methods of modelling the system can be seen.

5.5.5 Timing of the Z transform models

The previous sections have shown that the Z 
transform will give a reliable auid accurate model for 
the various dynamic components of the system. The 
object of the conversion of the model to Z transform 
was to reduce the computational time required by the 
models. Table 5.4 gives the timings for the various 
models. This shows a dramatic decrease in 
computational time for all of the components of the 
system. This decrease in computational time is in 
actual fact even greater tham the figures suggest. 
Each model was produced inside a stand alone piece of 
software that includes data logging amd user 
information and status routines. These tasks would 
normally not be executed as part of a simulation 
program amd, when the timings for the models become as 
small as those in Table 5.4, these routines will take
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up significant percentages of total processor time.

These high speeds of producing information for the 
simulation enaüDles the grouping of models into one 
processor to enable a reduction in the number of 
processor nodes needed.

Model Simulation time per step (mS)

Governor 0.424
A.V.R. 0.388

Generator 0.632

Table 5.4 Z-transform Models Timings

5.6 Auxilary equations

There is a set of auxilary equations that have to 
be solved in real time as well as the dynaunic 
equations. These equations are the terminal voltage 
equations 4.13, 4.22 and 4.23, the network equations
4.33 and 4.34 together with the electrical torque 
equation 4.28.

The solution of these equations involve as much 
work for the processing system as the solution of the 
dynamic model. For this reason, care must be taken 
with the form of the implementation of these equations.
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As the dynamic models that gave a satisfactory
response times were implemented in integer maths, it is 
pointless to implement the auxilary equations in 
anything but integer, anything else would require 
conversion routines which would slow down operation of 
the software.

The timings for the calculations of the various
auxilary equations is given in Table 5.5. All of these 
timings are small, but are not negligible in all cases. 
The only major timing problem was with the calculation 
of the terminal voltage. Equation 4.13 contains the 
square root operation which is difficult to solve using 
integer mathematics. The floating point processors
were integrated into the MC68000 system to enhance the 
capability of the MC68000 towards exactly this type of 
problem. The AM9511 can execute a square root function 
inside 220 micro-seconds and for this reason, the 
terminal voltage calculation was made in mixed mode 
arithmetic to enhance throughput.

Auxilary Equations Execution Time in (mS)
Terminal Voltage 0.93
Line Currents 0.36

Accelleration Feedback 0.118
Voltage Components 0.28

Table 5.5 Z tramsform model timings
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5.7 Full single machine implementation

The complete implementation of a single machine 
system was made on a three processor system. One 
processor was only involved in monitoring whilst the 
other two nodes calculated the system response.

The previous sections have shown that there was 
not a numerical stability problem associated with the Z 
transform model amd that the Z transforms appeared to 
be more stable numerically than the Runge Kutta 
integration techniques. For this reason, the time step 
length was increased to 3 milli-seconds, which enaibled 
the simulation to be implemented on two processors amd 
still function in real time. This increase in step 
length will normally introduce numerical instability to 
the conventional integration techniques, but did not 
present any problems when used with the Z transform. 
Experiments were made by comparing the faulted response 
of machine system with 0.5 milli-second amd 3.0 
milli-second step lengths amd no noticeable differences 
were found between the two responses.

Communication between the various parts of the 
simulation was implemented using the communications 
network described in Chapter 3. The structure of this
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communications system enables the software to be 
portable between processor nodes as no information is 
retained or necessary about the physical processor that 
is executing the task. This will become very important 
when error correction and redundancy techniques are 
implemented into the real time system. When a 
processing system or node no longer produces data or 
valid data it can be shut down amd another processing 
node cam be loaded with identical software which will 
then continue execution.

The communication between nodes is structured by 
process numbers. These process numbers are associated 
with the transmitting amd receiving tasks amd not the 
physical communications link or processor system. 
Process numbers were arbitrarily assigned, all numbers 
below 64 are for tasks that are directly involved in 
the simulation of the various models whilst numbers 64 
or above are for the two way communication between the 
simulation tasks amd the monitor task.

The tasks were structured as shown in Figure 5.18 
with four process tasks effectively installed in the 
communications network. When running a multi-processor 
task such as this simulation, a decision has to be made 
whether to run the software synchronously or
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asynchronously. Synchronous software has the advantage 
of guaranteeing the data to be for the current time 
sample when being transferred from other processor 
systems. However, this approach can lead to 
complication of the software since arrangements have to 
be made in the software to ensure all processors are 
synchronized. This approach will increase the 
complexity of the software, decrease the reliability 
and add additional timing overheads to the response 
time of the system. The alternative is to run all 
processors completely asynchronously with each other. 
This can result in late data to other tasks in that the 
other tasks will have already started calculating for 
the current time step before the latest data has 
arrived via the communications link. This problem can 
be reduced by each task transmitting data as soon as it 
is available to allow maximum data availability to 
other tasks. In practice, this late data problem cam 
be virtually eliminated by careful construction of the 
software.

When using the real time simulation, the software 
is driven via asynchronous requests from timing 
interrupts and, to avoid stack overflow problems if 
timing overruns occur, all these asynchronous requests 
do is increment a integrate requested count. The main
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loop of the software inspects this value amd, if 
non-zero, will initiate another simulation run which 
will then decrement this request count. This will 
allow the user to stop execution of the software to 
inspect program memory and then, when the simulation is 
continued, it will execute at maximum speed until the 
software has caught up on the lost time.

The implementation of a single machine simulation 
has been very successful with the real time response 
requirement being reached on a minimal number of
processors. The results from the simulation are
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6.

5.8 Monitor tasks

A computational system that is involved in solving
problems of the complexity of generation systems in
real time will generate enormous amounts of data. A 
typical single machine system is transferring 32 pieces 
of data between nodes every three milli-seconds just 
for maintaining the simulation data.

The use of simple, or inadequate software for 
monitoring and handling of this data cam maüce the real 
time response of the simulation virtually useless. If
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the user cannot monitor the status and data of the 
simulation system at least at comparable speeds there 
is not any real point in producing the high speed 
simulation software. This immediately has the result 
of disposing of the transmission of data to a remote 
monitor computer (PDF 11/34) via RS232 links as a 
viable candidate for direct analysis of the simulation 
data. This method can, however, be used for long term 
backup purposes.

The only viable solution was to produce a 
monitoring system that ran in parallel with the 
simulation and captured simulation data from the 
communications network. With this software, there was 
only one priority, this being the capture and storage 
of the data from the real time simulation. This 
operation had to take precedence over auiy other 
operation active on the processor node or monitor task 
to guarantee zero data loss. Fortunately, these 
operations do no take significant amounts of processing 
power. A typical data capture cuid storage time is 100 
micro-seconds per node or 200 micro-seconds for a full 
single machine simulation. This allows virtually the 
whole processing power of a single processing unit to 
be dedicated to operating the monitoring tasks.
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The requirements for facilities from a monitoring 
task are in a constant state of flux. Every new study 
and, sometimes, during a study, different operations 
will be required to be performed. Obviously some of 
these operations will be common between different 
studies but not all. To enable ease of expansion of 
the monitoring software the code has to be modular amd 
interruptable amd if necessary asynchronous.

The main loop of the monitor software is very 
small for this reason. All the main code does is set 
up the data log amd capture tasks amd then prompt the 
user for a commamd from the terminal. On receipt of a 
command word the program will then scam a table of 
commamds for a match. The commamd table is structured 
as four bytes of ASCII text that represents the commamd 
word followed by a long word address of am action 
routine for this commamd with termination of the table 
indicated by -1 value. If a match is found against the 
users entered commamd, then a call to the action 
routine is made. On return from this, or, if no match 
was found, the user will be reprompted for input amd 
the cycle is repeated.

Due to the large amount of data available in the 
communications link, the monitor software maintains
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some very large data buffers. Two sets of six by
16,384 byte data buffers are maintained for storage of 
link data. Current storage consists of field voltage, 
speed, load cingle, terminal voltage and the direct and 
quadrature axes currents. The two sets of buffers are 
the foreground amd the background buffer. The 
foreground buffer is used for all current data storage 
and for the plotting routines, whilst the background 
buffers are used to store data that is being 
transmitted to a remote host computer for long term 
data storage. This double buffering enables analysis 
of data to run concurrently with data backup 
operations.

The currently implemented commamds consist of:

1. Plot; plot amy of the data buffers on the
graphics terminal. Each data buffer is colour 
coded amd may be superimposed on top of
previous plots. The colour coding enables the 
user to more readily identify traces when 
large amounts of data are present on the 
screen. The user has the option of the number 
of points to plot with the data being 
autoscaled to give a best fit on the screen.
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2. Status; give the status of the
multi-processor system. The status command 
will give the user information about various 
items of interest in the simulation. The 
state of fill of the data buffers is given and 
each simulation task overrun count which
indicates whether that task is running in real
time are displayed on the users terminal. 
Also given is information on the number of 
integration cyoles/transmissions that have 
been detected on each processor node, together 
with the internal error status flags of each 
processor node. The error status flags give 
information whether the communications link of 
that node is operating correctly or not.

3. Save; save the data buffers. The save
commamd copies the foreground data buffers to 
the background and then initializes a tramsmit 
of this data to the remote computer for long 
term data backup.

4. Fault; fault the system. The fault commamd
allows the user to apply a fault of variable
length to the simulation system by chamging 
transmission line amd busbar parameters
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dynamically.

5. Change; chamge parameters. The chamge
commamd allows the user to chamge the monitor 
program's database that is used to produce 
data for the fault commamd. The user cam 
modify transmission line parameters,
accelleration feedback gains, control loop 
references amd busbar voltages.

6. Fast; enter fast calculation mode. The fast 
commamd chamges all floating point 
calculations from the normal TRAP 12 routines 
to the SUPERFAST system discussed in Chapter
3. This allows quicker production of the 
graphical output at the expense of error 
checking.

7. Slow; enter normal calculation mode. The 
slow command will chamge the floating point 
calculation mode back to the normal TRAP 12 
routines.

8. Reset; reset the simulation. The reset 
command forces the simulation back to am 
initial starting point. This is essential
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when conditions have been applied to the 
simulation that have caused an unstable 
response. There has to be a simple method of 
recovery from this situation to avoid the time 
delays that would be caused by reloading the 
simulation software every time the simulation 
went unstable.
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CHAPTER 6

Single machine study

6.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the response of a single 
machine, fast governor and A.V.R. configuration 
connected to cui infinite busbar through a transmission 
line. An investigation of the coordinated control 
studies using a single extra feedback signal is made. 
The model used is the real time Z transformed model 
discussed in Chapter 5, running on a three processor 
system. These studies represent a preliminary study, 
designed to show the inherent reliability, speed and 
accuracy of using Z transform methods in real time 
modelling of complex systems. The studies were also 
limited by the absence of optimization and amalytical 
techniques which at present, have not been applied to 
the real time study. The time step length for the real 
time model was placed at three milli-seconds for two 
reasons. The first that this allowed the number of
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processors needed to be reduced from four to three. 
The second reason was to test the numerical stability
of the Z transform, as it was felt that the Z transform
gave a better numerical stability over large timesteps 
thaui did comparable integration techniques.

6.2 Single machine responses

The machine used to base the initial single 
machine studies upon was a model of a single 500 MW 
generator set based on data for Pembroke power station. 
The schematic for this system is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The components of the system are modelled, as discussed 
in Chapter 5, with Z transforms, and the representation 
of the synchronous machine is the fifth order model. 
The excitation system has both input and output limits 
applied cind with both position cuid velocity limits 
being applied to the governing system. Each of these 
control loops has the facility for the injection of 
auxilary signals. When using the integration methods, 
limits were applied to both sides of the exciter, 
whenever the exciter entered limit on the output. This 
technique does not have any direct correspondence in 
the Z transform model as the application of this type 
of limit being applied makes no difference to the 
output of the model. However, due to the poor response
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of a Runge Kutta technique to non-linearities, this
application of the limits does have some appreciable 
effect on the response of the control loops as this 
limit application affects the differential equations
modelling the system.

It was, however, felt that some investigation of 
input limits should be made as the physical
implementation would have limits inherent in the
control loop. For the purpose of the study of these
limits, the model of the generation system had a
3-phase short-circuit applied to the high voltage
terminals of the generator transformer with a fault 
duration of 220 milli-seconds. All the plotted
responses show this fault applied after 0.5 seconds of 
a steady operating condition. In order to make these 
limit applications more general, two sets of limits 
were applied to the control loop. The first limited 
the terminal voltage error and auxilary input signal, 
whilst the second limit limited the rate feedback term 
Vs.

The first response had both input and output
limits applied all the time with values that were used 
in the off-line studies. Figure 6.2 shows the response 
for these limits. As expected, the severe input limits
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do not allow a rapid response from the A.V.R. to the 
fault. The field voltage rises rapidly until the rate 
feedback term takes effect and the loop then rises at a 
steady rate, which does not allow the field voltage to 
reach limit at all. This constant application of these 
very severe input limits is obviously unrealistic, as 
they distort the response of the control loop so badly 
that no recognizable response is produced.

To give a more acceptable response, investigations 
were made on the effect of limiting only the rate 
feedback term Vs, whilst removing all input limits. 
This should have the effect of chauiging the damping of 
the A.V.R. loop during large transient disturbances 
and leaving the dynaunic response of the system 
unaffected. Figure 6.3 shows a set of responses with 
the limits applied to Vs only. The black curve has a 
limit of 0.05 p.u. applied to Vs, the blue curve has a 
limit of 0.1 p.u. on Vs and the green curve has a 
limit of 0.2 p.u. to Vs. These limits appear to be 
small until the nature of the control loops is taken 
into account, especially the effect of the high forward 
loop gain of the exciter which caui cause saturation 
levels to rapidly be reached. The application of this 
limit dramatically affects the large disturbance 
transient response of the excitation system. The rate
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feedback term has the effect of slowing down the 
response of the excitation loop. This is necessary to 
stabilize the dynaimic response of the loop whilst 
maintaining very high degrees of voltage regulation. 
It does, however, slow down the transient response of 
the A.V.R. loop aswell as the dynamic response. This 
effect is highlighted by the curves of Figure 6.3, 
where the smaller the limit to Vs applied, the faster 
the transient response to the disturbance. The larger 
the limit applied, the greater the effect Vs has upon 
the response of the A.V.R. auid when the conventional 
situation is reached a very overdamped response from 
the loop is obtained. The application of this limit 
cam be directly compared with variable structure 
switching where the switching action is made, in this 
case, by the reaching or leaving of a limiting 
condition. When the limit is applied, there is
effectively no rate control on the excitation loop amd
only a very high forward loop gain which will give a
fast underdamped response. On leaving limiting 
conditions, the A.V.R. loop drops back to an
overdaunped response.

The application of limiting values to the rate 
feedback has shown that, if there is amy significant 
limitation to this term, it will have noticable effects
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on the response of the loop to a large scale 
disturbance. It has also been shown that introducing 
limiting values into this part of the excitation 
control loop will improve the speed of response of the 
loop under large signal conditions, whilst maintaining 
the small disturbance dynaunic response of the loop. 
All of the coordinated control studies improved the 
response of the system by forcing the A.V.R. away from 
ceiling more rapidly. This limit application does not 
force the A.V.R. away from limit amy quicker but does 
allow the excitation control loop to bring the field 
voltage away from limit more rapidly.

After application of the limit to Vs, it was a 
logical step to investigate the action of am input 
limit to the voltage error amd auxilary input signal.
This limit should affect the response especially when
used in conjunction with the rate feedback limit. 
Figure 6.4 shows the response for a set of mixed 
limits. The black curve has am input limit of 0.25 
p.u. with Vs limited to 0.05 p.u., the blue curve has 
the input limited to 0.125 p.u. with Vs limited to 
0.05 p.u., the green curve has the input limited to
0.125 p.u. with Vs limited at 0.1 p.u. amd the red
curve has the input limited to 0.25 p.u. amd the 
signal Vs limited to 0.1 p.u..
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These curves show the expected change in the 
maximum rates of rise of output field voltage, with the 
field voltage ramping rapidly to maximum at the 
inception of the fault instead of stepping to a maximum 
in the manner shown by the unlimited response shows. 
The post fault recovery is only slightly affected by 
the input limits used above, as the input signals 
rapidly fall within these limits. There is however a 
clear interaction between the two limits on the input 
and on the rate feedback. This is most clearly shown 
on the green curve of Figure 6.4 where the input signal 
is swamped by the rate feedback and gives a very slow 
response to the fault.

These preliminary investigations have shown that 
the values of limits can chauige the response of the 
control loop significantly. It is the author's opinion 
that it may not be valid to simulate the response of 
the excitation system under large signal transient 
conditions without some form of limitation being 
applied to these signals. It is especially necessary 
to simulate the maximum rates of rise and fall that 
these control loops are capable of maintaining. This 
becomes more important when the auxilary signals are 
applied, as they are intended to move the system 
rapidly in order to compensate for the large transients
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in the system. If the limits are being applied to the 
input, then some form of limit should also be applied 
to the rate feedback in order to maintain correct 
simulation of the excitation system. The application 
of this limit has been noted to improve the transient 
response speed of the excitation control loops and, as 
such, may have an application in improving the large 
disturbcuice recovery of the system. More importantly 
these limits may offer an explanation for the 
previously recorded differences between the theoretical 
coordinated control studies (where negative , field 
forcing was predicted) and the laboratory micro-machine 
studies which did not show this expected response.

In order to investigate this effect more 
thoroughly two sets of limits were chosen. The first 
set had a limit of 0.25 p.u. on the input and 0.05 
p.u. on the rate feedback term, whilst the second had 
no limits at all. These curves are plotted for 
reference on Figure 6.5 in black and blue respectively. 
Whilst, in the case of the limited system, the limits 
may be severe on Vs, they should function as a 
reference to show whether limiting action in excitation 
loops has any significant effect.
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6.3 Coordinated control studies

This section applies the studies by Lu smd Hazell 
to the real time model to show the reliability and 
speed of using this form of system. These studies used 
a coordinated control algorithm between the A.V.R. and 
governing systems. The signal applied was acceleration 
which, when injected into both of these control loops, 
has the effect of reducing the first swing and damping 
out the subsequent oscillations in the load auigle, in 
response to a short circuit at the high voltage 
terminals of the generator transformer.
Simplistically, the acceleration signal can be regarded 
as attempting to redress the energy imbalance during 
the fault, of which the excess energy goes into 
accellerating the rotor of the machine.

The studies presented here are not rigorous, as 
they are designed to show the similarity between these 
high speed simulations amd those of the previous 
off-line studies. There are two reasons for the 
limited nature of this section. The first is the 
present lack of objective amalysis and the second the 
non-existence of sensitivity studies for the controls 
investigated. Objective ainalysis normally consists of 
a performance index which gives a numerical indication
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of the response of the system subsequent to faults 
imposed on the system. This numerical value is 
normally used by optimization routines to produce the 
best possible sub-optimal control algorithm for the 
system. Subsequent to this optimization, the normal 
technique is to use sensitivity analysis to determine 
whether this control is sensitive or not to parameter 
variation and differing fault lengths. These
procedures are in the process of being developed as a 
follow on from the initial real time studies and will 
then allow full scale system investigations to be made.

The major advantage accrued from these preliminary 
studies was the ability to take very large numbers of 
responses at an extremely high rate, under differing 
conditions with differing control parameters. With a 
system producing data in real time, a ten second fault 
response takes ten seconds to produce. Allowing
approximately 20 seconds between faults for the system 
to completely settle to a steady state, responses can 
be taken at a maxmimum rate of two per minute.
Obviously, this rate is never achieved in practice
since much more time is spent by the user subjectively 
analyzing the data euid deciding what the next test 
response should be. In practice, the maximum rate 
achieved was closer to one fault per two minutes when
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taking a series of results. This response speed and 
ease of data output monitoring compares very favourably 
with both off-line simulation studies and with the use 
of micro-machines, where there is a maximum rate of 5 
faults per hour due to rotor heating limitations.

It can be seen that this enormous data rate can 
very rapidly swamp the user with data. It is for such 
reasons that optimization and sensitivity studies, made 
automatically by the real time simulation system, are 
regarded as being essential for efficient and realistic 
use of the real time simulation equipment on off-line 
studies.

Tat>le 6.1 shows the series of tests that were 
included in this report. These are believed to be a 
typical cross section of the results from the large 
number of responses that were taken. All the studies 
are based on data for the Pembroke 500 MW sets running 
at full load with unity power factor. The fault is 
applied at the high voltage side of the generator 
transformer.

This series of tests were aimed at investigating 
the action of the rate feedback term Vs on the 
transient response of the generator whilst using
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acceleration feedback to provide supplementary signals. 
For all sets of plotted responses black will denote 
series 0, blue series 1, green series 2 and red 
sequence number 3. Figure 6.6 shows a set of results 
for the A0-A2 set of results. These responses are for 
the sub-optimal control as predicted by Hazell with 
limits not applied (Al) and limits applied to the input 
cuid Vs (A2) with a reference plot of the normal 
response of the machine system (AO). The results shown 
are interesting in that they show significant 
differences from previous results produced by Hazell 
and Lu. The response curves for load angle for both 
controls AO aind Al have more severe swings associated 
with them amd, in the coordinated control case, there 
is an underswing which was not present in Hazell*s 
results. The explanation for this is very simple auid 
is due to the lack of a transient model for the 
transmission line. As the line currents caui change 
instantaneously in this model (which they could not do 
in previous studies), the transient disturbance seen at 
the machine terminals will be greater than with a 
transient line model. This results in the larger 
swings of the machine rotor, giving a more oscillatory 
response. The terminal voltage responses again show 
the effect of the line model, where terminal voltage 
overshoot is increased over the normal expectations.
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However, if anything, the improvement in the rise of 
the terminal voltage and the decrease in overshoot 
obtained using sub-optimal coordinated control has been 
shown more clearly thsui those obtained in previous 
studies.

The most interesting effect was the response of 
the system due to input limits and the severe limits on 
the rate feedback term in the A.V.R. control loop. It 
was stated previously that the rate limitation should 
improve the speed of response of the A.V.R. loop under 
transient conditions. The curve A2 has shown that 
significant improvement in response speed may be 
obtained. A.V.R. action alone cauinot change the 
magnitude of the first peak of the load angle response 
but it Ccui affect response subsequent to this swing. 
The limited response has shown significant reductions 
in the magnitude of the second swing, although there is 
a third swing due to the auxilary control signals no 
longer being sub-optimal, causing a long slow overshoot 
of angle response and a long undershoot on the terminal 
voltage response.

Figure 6.7 shows the curve set for the B0-B2 
series of tests where identical controls to the tests 
A0-A2 were used but with a shorter fault duration.
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This was designed to investigate the sensitivity of the 
sub-optimal controls to fault duration. The curves of 
Figure 6.7 show that there is not any serious 
sensitivity problems associated with fault duration. 
The trends of the responses are identical to those of 
Figure 6.6 but with smaller maximum deviations. The 
improvement of response speed of the A.V.R., due to 
rate feedback limits, again causes the A.V.R. to 
almost enter a bang-bang mode of control at the 
inception of the fault, with only a slight second 
undershoot on the terminal voltage response.

The subsequent investigations are curves C0-C2, 
D0-D2 auid E0,E1 where the coordinated acceleration 
gains are progressively stepped up auid down to show the 
effect of gain variation on the system responses. 
Figure 6.8 shows the system response to controls C0-C2 
where the acceleration gains have been halved from the 
predicted sub-optimal values. The response is more 
oscillatory and has a larger swing magnitude on the 
load angle response. The A.V.R. has not been able to 
enter a bang-bang mode, even with rate feedback 
limiting. The terminal voltage overshoots are worse. 
The overall obvious effect of lowering the feedback 
gains has, in this case, been a degradation of the 
response of the system.
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Figure 6.9 shows the series of controls D0-D2 
where the coordinated control gains have been doubled 
from the original sub-optimal gains. Whilst there has 
not been any significant improvement of the peak of the 
first swing, there has been substantial improvement to 
the subsequent response of the unlimited A.V.R. 
system. The second swing on the load angle response 
has been virtually eliminated. This improvement with 
high auxilary feedback gains was expected, as the more 
severe nature of the fault due to the use of a limited 
transmission line model would obviously require a more 
severe correction from the auxilary controls. However, 
the response of the system with rate feedback 
limitations has resulted in a degradation of the 
response of the system with a much larger final 
overshoot in the load angle response, together with a 
consequent terminal voltage undershoot. Obviously, the 
interaction between the accelleration based control 
signals and the limit on the Vs signal caui be critical 
and needs further investigation.

The curve set of E0,E1 investigates whether cuiy 

further increase in auxilary feedback gains improves 
the response of the system with no extra limits applied 
to the A.V.R. loop. These curves are shown in Figure 
6.10 where EG is double the original sub-optimal
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control cind El is quadruple these gains. There is very 
little difference between these curves, with the curve 
El being slightly slower to return to steady state and 
having a higher overshoot on the terminal voltage 
response. This has indicated that the ideal control 
values are close to those predicted by Hazell and Lu 
but may need to be slightly higher to give a 
sub-optimal control for this system, which has a more 
severe transient response applied to it.

The final set of curves for this single machine 
was to investigate the action of coordinated control 
using a system with less severe limits to Vs, these are 
the tests F0-F3 of Figure 6.11. These responses have 
not shown any sign of the large slow overshoot that the 
curves of Vs limited to 0.05 p.u. displayed. The 
action of the rate feedback limit does not have as
large an effect as • previously, with the action of
coordinated control improving the response of the 
system by reducing the first peaJc of the load angle 
swing and the overshoot in the terminal voltage
response. The action of the limits is most noticable
in the A.V.R. response where, when the A.V.R. enters 
a bang-bang type of control, the A.V.R. does not 
'bang* as quickly mainly due to the input limits.
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6.4 Summary

This chapter has shown some studies using a real 
time model. Some important conclusions have been drawn 
from these studies. Use of a real time simulation 
system has enabled the analysis of the transient 
response of a power system to be made at exceptionally 
rapid rates. This high rate of producing data can 
leave the user swaunped with output. For this reason, 
to efficiently use the real time response ability, 
numerical optimization is regarded as essential to any 
serious off-line study.

The use of a simple transmission line model 
resulted in larger transient disturbances to the system 
thcui was predicted with transient models of a power 
transmission line. However, this more severe 
disturbance cam be regarded as a bonus when considering 
controls that attempt recovery of thô system during 
large scale transient operation.

These studies are the first serious attempt by the 
off-line simulations to accurately model phasing auid 
resolution errors in the accelleration signals. The 
only conclusion that cam be drawn so far is that the 
trend of the control algorithm is the same as predicted
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via the off-line simulation studies.

It has been interesting to note the action of the 
A.V.R. under transient conditions whilst the rate 
feedback term Vs has been limited. There appears to be 
a possibility that correct application of this limit or 
even application of switched mode control algorithms to 
the Vs signal may improve the transient operation of 
the excitation loop.



Test
Series

Fault
Duration

Accelleration feedback gain
Vin 
Lirait 
p.a.

Vs
Lirait 
p.a.A.V.R. Govenor

A0 220 0.0 0.0
Al 220 0.02 0.05 - -
kl 220 0.02 0.05 0.25 0.05

B0 140 0.0 0.0
B1 140 0.02 0.05 - -
B2 140 0.02 0.05 0.25 0.05

C0 220 0.0 0.0 - -

Cl 220 0.01 0.025 - -
C2 220 0.01 0.025 0.25 0.05

D0 220 0.0 0.0 • _

D1 220 0.04 0.1 - -
D2 220 0.04 0.1 0.25 0.05

E0 220 0.04 0.01 - _

El 220 0.08 0.2

P0 220 0.0 0.0 0.25 0.1
FI 220 0.01 0.025 0.25 0.1
F2 220 0.02 0.05 0.25 0.1
F3 220 0.04 0.1 0.25 0.1

TABLE 6.1
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CHAPTER 7

Multi-machine studies

7.1 Introduction

The main aim of this dissertation has been the 
development of both hardware and software facilities 
for the real time simulation of a single synchronous 
generator, its associated excitation and governing 
control loops and the transmission network connecting 
the machine to an infinite busbar. It was, however, 
considered desirable to perform one further function, 
that of extending the computing facilities to a 
preliminary study of a multi-machine power system, in 
order to assess both the extended capabilities of the 
computing system and the manner in which additional 
computing blocks could be added to the original 
computing system. For these reasons, a multi-machine 
real time simulation package has been developed cuid the 
results presented in this chapter represent typical 
sets of responses from a two machine/infinite busbar
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configuration. No attempt has been made to optimize 
the performance of such a system, which does involve a 
large number of degrees of freedom when, for example 
accelleration feedback into both governing and 
excitation control systems is included. Such a study 
would involve a five dimensional model in the 
optimization algorithms which is difficult to envisage. 
It was, therefor, concluded that any attempt to improve 
the performance of such a system model using the real 
time model without incorporating multi-variable 
optimization algorithms was unrealistic. In these 
circumstances only typical results obtained from the 
two machine/infinite busbar real time model will be 
descr ibed.

7.2 Implementation

A schematic diagram representing a two 
machine/infinite busbar configuration is shown in 
Figure 7.1. This system is, for example, 
representative of a power station where the machines 
are connected together at the high voltage sides of 
their transformers, and then connected to the infinite 
busbar through a single transmission network. The 
investigation was confined to a system model with two 
identical generators with the same excitation control
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scheme but with different governing systems. One 
governing system, that of machine one had the 
parameters of the fast acting system described in 
chapter 4, while the other machine, machine 2, was 
considered to be fitted with a more conventional 
governing system.

Such a system is obviously of great interest since 
the close proximity of the two machines can result in a 
great deal of interaction between them, particularly 
when their governing characteristics are different. In 
these circumstances, the presence of a large system 
disturbance will result in an attempt by the faster 
response machine to improve the response of the slower 
machine to the probable detrement of the total system 
performance. All the reported transient studies 
correspond to a 220 milli-second duration symmetrical 
3-phase short circuit at the commoned high voltage 
terminals of the generator transformer with the pre 
fault impedance assumed to be equal to the post fault 
impedance. The parameters of machine 1 are identical 
to those listed in Appendix K. Machine 2 is identical 
to machine 1 with the exception of its governing 
system, whose parameters are, according to the legend 
of Figure 5.1 :- ta = 0.2s, tb * 0.5s and valve limits 
Vp = 0.935 p.u., Vc = 2.0 p.u. per second and Vo = 1.0
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p.u. per second. Both machines have identical 
auxiliary inputs available in the form of additional 
acceleration feedback into both their excitation and 
governing control circuits. The implementation of this 
power system model required the operation of a six 
processor system. This comprised of two processors 
simulating the dynamics of the two machines, two 
processors calculating the line currents of each 
machine, one processor simulating the common 
transmission line and one processor monitoring the data 
on the communications link and displaying the captured 
data. This configuration gives a processing system 
whose total throughput can be in excess of six million 
instructions per sedond which gives the user an 
enormous ammount of processing power. The integration 
period was maintained at three milli-seconds amd again 
there was not any numerical stability problems 
encountered in operation of the system. Figure 7.2 
shows the task and process interconnect structure of 
the system.

This simulation makes extensive use of the 
communications link where large ammounts of data are 
being transferred. The typical transmission rate 
averages 200,000 bytes per second although this traffic 
is burst transmissions. The activity on the link peaks
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at an average transmission rate of 300,000 bytes per 
second when the monitor software is also involved in 
transmitting commands and data. Although the data rate 
is high, it is nowhere near the physical limits of the 
comunications link of eight mega-bytes per second. 
This spare capacity means that the expansion of the six 
processor system to simulate even larger dynamic 
systems will not be limited by the communication link 
data rates.

7.3 Multi-machine results

Table 7.1 gives a listing of the results that are 
included in this chapter. This table gives the gains 
of the auxilary feedbacks into the governing and A.V.R. 
loops, together with their associated figure numbers. 
In Figures 7.3 to 7.5, the response curves are drawn in 
black for machine one auid in blue for machine two. In 
the cases of Figures 7.5 to 7.10 the base responses are 
plotted in black and blue for machines one and two 
respectively, whilst the additionally controlled curves 
are plotted in green and red for machines one amd two 
respectively.

Figure 7.3 shows the set of responses for the base 
case of both machines with no additional feedback
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signals in the presence of a 220 milli-second fault at 
the high voltage side of the generator transformers. 
The results show a typical response with the slower 
machine having a larger first swing in load angle and 
subsequent oscillations. The terminal voltage 
responses show a large undershoot for machine number 
two and a large voltage overshoot for machine number 
one, which is indicative of considerable power transfer 
between the two machines as they attempt to recover 
from the fault. This is expected as the machines are 
very tightly coupled resulting in one machine 
attempting to stabilize the other as they oscillate 
subsequent to the initial disturbance.

Although the treuismission system is different from 
that studied by Hazell the parameters for the two 
machines are identical and for this reason, one of the 
sub-optimal controls predicted by Hazell was 
implemented. Figure 7.4 shows the response using 
control Ml as predicted by Hazell. The results of this 
is very interesting and show that, even with similar 
machines, the action of the transmission line is 
critical in producing the sub-optimal controller. The 
predicted accelleration gains appear to be too high and 
have forced machine two, the slow machine to pole slip. 
This then causes machine one to loose synchronism.
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although machine two subsequently manages to regain 
synchronism. However, with machine one pole slipping, 
machine two only remains in synchronism for a further 
ten seconds before it again looses synchronism with the 
infinite bus.

A new set of results were then taken with the 
accelleration gains reduced on machine one and no 
additional signals applied to machine two. This 
resulted in the response of Figure 7.5. These curves 
indicate that it is not sufficient to provide control 
on just one machine. The coordinated control to 
machine one has stabilized the load angle response by 
significant ammounts. The additional controls achieve 
this by transferring the excess power from machine one 
to machine two with the result that machine two looses 
synchronism. However, the coordinated control holds 
machine one stable for long enough to enable machine 
two to regain synchronous operation after three pole 
slips.

The previous response indicated that coordinated 
control should be applied to both machines. The curves 
of Figure 7.6 show the response using accelleration 
gains that gave the best responses in chapter 6. These 
curves show a significant improvement in the responses
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of both machines. The first swings of both machines 
one and two have been reduced, with a significant 
reduction in the case of machine one. The first peak 
of machine two has been reduced marginally and this 
result was expected as the slow governing response of 
machine two precludes any dramatic chcinge in first 
swing response of that machine. The control used has 
overdamped the response of the machines which is 
clearly shown in the terminal voltage response where 
machine two takes a long time to recover although the 
first under swing is reduced.

In cin attempt to improve this response, the 
accelleration gains into machine two were reduced by a 
factor of two. Figure 7.7 shows the curves for this 
response. The load angle and terminal voltage curves 
show a much more satisfactory response, with the 
voltage recovering quicker and the load angle curves 
returning to near steady state points much sooner. The 
only degradation has been the introduction of a small 
oscillation to the load angle response curves.

The curves of Figure 7.9 apply cui identical 
control to each machine of 50% of the values predicted 
for the single machine case. The curves again show a 
good response for the load angle with both machines
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reducing the peak of their first swing and returning to 
a near steady state operation rapidly with only a small 
ammount of subsequent oscillation.

The curves of Figure 7.10 have the accelleration 
feedback gains increased from the previous case by a 
factor of four on machine one. This has had the effect 
of overdamping the response with subsequent long 
overshoots and undershoots on the angle responses 
together with a long undershoot for the terminal 
voltage of machine one.

7.4 Summary

The results presented in this chapter have shown 
that the multi-processor configuration has the 
capability to run very complex simulation tasks that 
require a large number of processors operating in 
parallel. The capacity of this equipment to maintain 
both short and long term real time response ability is 
of the utmost importance.

The simulation of a two machine system has shown 
that the application of accelleration feedback can be 
beneficial to the large scale transient response of the 
system. The ability of the system to produce large
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ammounts of data very quickly causes problems in the 
analysis of the data. For this reason, the results 
presented must only be regarded as typical responses 
and numerical analysis techniques must be applied to 
this system. This has been shown to be even more 
necessary them for a single machine system due to the 
doubling of presented data together with the doubling 
of the number of auxilary control inputs.



Figure Number

MACHINE NO.l 
Feedback Gain

MACHINE NO. 2 
Feedback Gain

A.V.R. Govenor A.V.R. Govenor

7.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7.4 0.125 0.019 0.0 0.0

7.5 0.04 0.1 0.0 0.0

7.6 0.04 0.1 0.04 0.1

7.7 0.04 0.1 0.02 0.05

7.8 0.04 0.1 0.01 0.025

7.9 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05

7.10 0.08 0.2 0.02 0.05

TABLE 7.1
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CHAPTER 8

Conclus ions

8.1 General

The modelling of large complex systems in real 
time requires a very powerful computational facility 
and the application of distributed processing 
techniques to modern microprocessors has led to the 
development of a new, powerful computational facility 
that is easy to use. This has led to the development 
of multi-processor computational techniques suitable 
for the real time study of both a single and a 
multi-machine power system.

The ability to obtain real time responses allows 
the user to make theoretical studies at much higher 
rates than those previously possible with the important 
advantage of the removal in cost, time eind memory space 
limitations present on most mainframe computers. The 
addition of graphic devices and a high speed dedicated
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monitoring task makes efficient use of the ditributed 
computing system and also allows the user to rapidly 
investigate the effects of additional feedbacks into 
the control loops of the system under study.

8. 2 Multi-processor system

A multi-processor system, based on the Motorola 
MC68000 microprocessor has been developed which is
capable of expansion to a sixteen processor system.
This configuration is structured as a set of individual 
stand alone processor units, which each include all of 
the components necessary for indépendant operation, as 
well as monitor software. Peripheral boards, such as a 
D.M.A. controller, smd disc controllers, allows the 
interchange between individual stamd alone systems and 
the large distributed computing system to be made
rapidly and efficiently.

The data handling capability of the MC68000 has 
been upgraded by the addition of four arithmetic
processors which allow the system software to 
simultaneously execute four different mathematical 
functions.

An additional important feature of the total
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simulation package is the provision of high resolution 
graphics which allows the user to interrogate the 
simulation and have this data rapidly displayed in 
graphical form.

One of the most important features of a real time 
distributed computing system is the necessary high 
speed communications link between the individual units. 
The link developed for this study consists of a byte 
wide data path running at 8 MHz giving giving an 
effective data rate of 8 mega-bytes per second which 
corresponds to 64 mega-baud. This communications link 
is structured by process numbers which are defined at 
run time, thereby allowing dynaunic allocation and 
relocation of tasks around the communication link.

A set of software packages to ease the 
implementation of software tasks has been developed 
and, of these packages, the most important one is the 
asynchronous fully queued input/output sub system, 
which drives all the commonly used peripherals.

8.3 Integration techniques

The major technique used by system modellers, is 
the formation of simultaneous first order differential
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equations. These differential equations, which 
completely define the action of the system under study, 
are then integrated by some integration technique to 
produce the time response of the system.

The most popular integration techniques are Runge 
Kutta or predictor corrector. This study has 
implemented the Runge Kutta technique to provide 
initial models for the system. The studies have shown 
that the Runge Kutta technique is very expensive on 
computational time and is an inefficient method of 
using the computational resources available. The 
integration times for the model were reduced by 
applying integer calculation methods, to values that 
would give a real time response from the system. 
However, the use of Runge Kutta techniques would 
require a large number of processors to be involved in 
the simulation to maintain the calculation speed 
required. This was regarded as an inefficient and 
unecessary use of resources.

The Z transform has been shown to be extremely 
fast and efficient method of producing the time 
response of a system. The Z transform is effectively a 
time series response of the operation of the system 
under study. As the Z transform contains implicit
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information on the operation of the system, the 
integration time steps may be longer than with a 
conventional technique. The Z transform has been shown 
to be between four and ten times faster than the 
conventional modelling techniques. This has provided a 
large improvement in calculation time for solving the 
equations for another timestep, whereby allowing a 
reduction in the number of processing systems needed to 
solve the problem and increasing the efficiency of use 
of those processing devices.

The use of the Z transform has some disadvantages. 
Most of those are associated with the derivation of the 
Z transform mode] and engineers traditional approach to 
system models. A Z transform model will give a model 
that, unlike differential equations, does not contain 
values that an engineer can immediately recognize and 
associate with stability or non-stability of the model. 
For this reason, the derivation of the Z transform 
model can also cause problems as errors introduced in 
the course of deriving the Z transformed mode] can be 
difficult to detect. Care must also be taken to insure 
the correct implementation of the model to avoid 
numerical rounding or truncation errors.
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8.4 Real time simualtion

The central aim of this thesis was the development 
of a simulation of the transient response of a power 
system in faster than real time. This aim has been 
achieved very successfully amd with a smaller number of 
processing systems than was first envisioned. The 
speed of execution of the simulation was found to be so 
high that the initial assumptions have proven to be 
unecessary. The assumptions were those which reduced 
the order of the transient model from the seventh order 
Park's model to the fifth order model. This reduction 
was made in order to reduce computational time in the 
simulation. This reduction has proven to be unecessary 
with spare capacity being available in the processing
systems.

The real time simulation consists of a fifth order 
Park's transformation model of a synchronous machine, 
together with its associated control loops for both the 
excitation and governing system. A simple model for 
the action of the transmission line was used as it was
felt that a transient model was unecessary in view of
the long term aims and applications of the real time
8 imulation.
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The studies have shown that the predicted 
coordinated control values for accelleration feedback 
do produce am improved machine response under large 
scale transient operation. There have been shown to be 
minor differences between the model used be Hazell and 
those in this study, but these have been accounted for 
in the differences in the transmission line model used 
in the two studies.

The high speed of data production has shown that 
the production of theoretical control laws would be 
best produced by automatic rather than by manual means. 
Since the user can become swaonped with data that the 
real time simulation can produce. For the off line 
type of study, the user cannot efficiently use the 
calculation capability of the processing systems, since 
he will spend more time analyzing the produced data 
than the simulation will spend producing the data. 
However, the major use of such a real time system is 
not for off line studies but for on line operation of 
the real time system. For on line operation, the real 
time simulation has proven ideal, being fast, accurate 
and reliable. The speed of response, together with 
spare processing capacity in the system, makes this 
system ideal for on line computational work.
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A very successful expansion of the single machine 
model was made. This produced a model of a two machine 
system connected through a single transmission line to 
an infinite bus. This simulation required a total of 
six processing systems to produce this model in real 
time and has shown the power and ability of the 
multi-processing system together with its
expandab ility.

The order of the control problem has meant that a 
serious attempt at producing sub-optimal controllers 
was not regarded as being feasable by manual means. 
For this reason, the results presented were of a 
limited nature and await the application of 
multi-variable optimization techniques.



CHAPTER 9

Suggestions for future work

The future of this system CcUi be divided into 
three catagories, those of hardware, software and 
applications.

9.1 Hardware suggestions

Although hardware development of the MC68000 is 
vitrually complete, there are still some areas of 
interest that may yet be investigated.

The application of some form of local area network 
scheme may prove useful to produce a very loosely 
coupled distributed system. This network should be one 
of the currently available L.A.N.s. Implementation of 
Ethernet should be carried out epecially as there are 
now VLSI chip sets becoming available for this system. 
Additionally, the addition of a Higher Data Link 
Controller will allow the implementation of X25 which
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gives the capability to communicate with some of the 
large networking systems.

Experience of use of the arithemtic processors 
have indicated that the means of access to the 
processors should be made compatable with the MOVEM 
instruction to speed data entry into the devices.

The processing power of the system may be 
increased by various means. Two of the most obvious 
are using bit slice slave processors or using the 
intelligent peripheral controller, MC58121. The later 
has already been used in the cluster terminal 
controller and should find applications in intelligent 
disk controllers and intelligent communication 
controllers. The use of bit slice components could 
produce a very flexible system. A bit slice with its 
micro code store in high speed RAM that is directly 
loadable by the MC68000 to produce a very flexible 
programmable state machine. If this bit slice was then 
provided with its own DMA facilities a very flexible 
machine would result. This can be used for 
applications ranging from database manipulation through 
to high speed mathematical processors.
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9.2 Software Suggestions

The development of the distributed system has most 
of the major requirements that are still outstanding in 
the area of software support. The development of means 
of loading, controlling auid debugging software via an 
operating system communicating with the communications 
link is the major outstanding task for the present 
system. Development of multi-processing tasks is 
necessarily complex amd requires as many tools to aid 
this development as possible.

The present system of loading and debugging ceui 
cuid should be improved. The eventual development 
should allow the programmer to control the operation of 
his multiple processor task from a single terminal 
connected to a disk operating system. This should 
allow development time to be reduced by significant 
ammounts.

9.3 Applications

There are obviously a number of applications of 
such a high speed computational system. The most
obvious is the appication of the real time power system 
model to on line studies in the fields of the
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application of model reference controllers and the use 
of the real time model for system identification.

Mode] reference control could result in the real 
time model running on line in parallel with the 
generating plant, taking inputs from this plauit. The 
processing system will measure deviations between the 
model cUid the plant and attempt to produce a corrective 
control to make the model and the plant act in a 
similar manner.

The application of the real time model to produce 
machine parameters by running in parallel with the 
plant and adapting the model to fit the machine is an 
important area for investigation. As the system is a 
dedicated on 3 ine system the computing time constraints 
are unimportant. The system cam be left for days or 
weeks running in parallel with the plant, adapting the 
model to the running plant.
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APPENDIX B MEMORY MAPS

ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

0
7

RESET VECTOR FROM EPROM

40000 RAM CARD 1

80000 RAM card 2

œooo

RESERVED FOR RAM

200000 COMMUNICATIONS LINK FAST BUFFER(RECEIVE)

200400 COMMUNICATIONS LINK FAST BUFFER( TRANSMIT)
201000 COMMUNICATION CONTROL MEMORY (RECEIVE)

201400 COMMUNICATION CONTROL MEMORY (TRANSMIT)

201800 TRANSMIT QUEUE

201801 STATUS PORT/CONTROL PORT

201802 INTERRUPT QUEUE

204000 SPARE

400000 UNIBUS

500000
RESERVED FOR RAM

800000 EPROM CARD 1

808000 EPROM card 2

80C000 RESERVED FOR EPROM CARDS

83F800 6800 I/O PAGE

840000 I/O PAGE

841000
FFFFFF

SPARE FOR FUTURE USE 
TOP OF MEMORY

TABLE B-1 SYSTEM MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

83FF01 ACIA 1 CSR

83FF03 ACIA 1 DATA REG

83FF21 ACIA 2 CSR

83FF23 ACIA 2 DATA REG

83FFA1 PTM CONTROL REG i/3

83FFA3 PTM CONTROL REG 2/STATUS

83FFA5 PTM MSB BUFFER %  1

83FFA7 PTM LSB BUFFER ^  ^

83FFA9 PTM MSB BUFFER +  2

83FFAB PTM LSB BUFFER =|= 2

83FFAD PTM MSB BUFFER =)(= 3

83FFAF PTM LSB BUFFER  ̂ 3

TABLE B-2 MEMORY MAP 6800 PAGE



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

840000 DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

840001 DISPLAY DIGIT 0

840002 DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

840003 DISPLAY DIGIT 1

840004 DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

840005 DISPLAY DIGIT 2

840006 DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

840007 DISPLAY DIGIT 3

840008 DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

840009 DISPLAY DIGIT 4

84000A DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

84000B DISPLAY DIGIT 5

84000C DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

84000D DISPLAY DIGIT 6

84000E DISPLAY MODE CONTROL

84000F DISPLAY DIGIT 7

840011 F.P.P. (1) C.S.R.

840013 P.P.P. (1) DATA REG

840015 F.P.P. (2) C.S.R.

840017 F.P.P. (2) data REG

840019 F.P.P. (3) C.S.R.

8400IB F.P.P. (3) data REG

84001D F.P.P. (4) C.S.R.

84001F F.P.P. (4) data REG

840020 GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

840021 GRAPHICS STATUS/CMD REG

TABLE B-3 (A) I/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

840022 GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

840023 GRAPHICS CRTLl REG

840024 GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

840025 , GRAPHICS CTRL2 REG

840026 GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

840027 GRAPHICS C SIZE REG

840028 GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

840029 GRAPHICS RESERVED

84002A GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

84002B GRAPHICS DELTAX REG

84002C GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

84002D . GRAPHICS RESERVED

84002E GRAPHICS COLOUR REG

84002F GRAPHICS DELTAY REG

840030 GRAPHICS AUX LPEN REG

840031 GRAPHICS X MSB REG

840032 GRAPHICS AUX LPEN REG HIGH

840033 GRAPHICS XLSB REG

840034 GRAPHICS AUX LPEN REG LOW

840035 GRAPHICS Y MSB REG

840036 GRAPHICS AUX LPEN REG

840037 GRAPHICS Y LSB REG

840038 GRAPHICS PALLETTE REG

840039 GRAPHICS XLP REG

84003A GRAPHICS PALLETTE REG

84003b GRAPHICS YLP REG

TABLE Br3 (B) l/O MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

84003C GRAPHICS PALLETTE REG

84003D GRAPHICS RESERVED

84003E GRAPHICS PALLETTE REG

84003F ' GRAPHICS RESERVED

840041 MARKSMAN COMMAND/STATUS

840043 MARKSMAN DRIVE NO./COMPLETION CODE

840045 MARKSMAN CYL MSB/SYNC

840047 MARKSMAN CYL LSB/HEAD-CYL MSB

840049 MARKSMAN HEAD/CYL LSB

84004B MARKSMAN SECTOR/SECTOR

84004D MARKSMAN USER BYTE/USER BYTE

84004F MARKSMAN RETRYS/lD CHECKSUM

840051 MARKSMAN MULTIPLE COUNT/TRANSFERRED

840053 MARKSMAN PRIORITY/TAPE STATUS 0

840055 MARKSMAN TAPE STATUS 1

840057 MARKSMAN TAPE STATUS 2

840059 MARKSMAN TAPE STATUS 3

84005B MARKSMAN TAPE COMMAND/STATUS 4

84005D MARKSMAN TAPE SELECT/STATUS 5

84005F marksman FIFO

840060 SPARE

8400FF SPARE

840101 F.D.C. STATUS/COMMAND REG

840103 F.D.C. TRACK REG

840105 F.D.C. SECTOR REG

840107 F.D.C. DATA REG

TABLE B-3 (C) I/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

84010D F.D.C. INITIALIZATION REG

840110 SPARE

8401FF SPARE

840217 , C.T.C. LOCK REG

840218 C.T.C. PARAMETER QUAL REG

840219 C.T.C. SERVICE REQUIRED REG

84021A C.T.C. INTERRUPT MIRROR REG
840280
8402FF

C.T.C. DUAL PORT RAM

840301 C.T.C. SPEED SEL 0

840303 C.T.C. SPEED SEL 1

840305 C.T.C. SPEED SEL 2

840307 C.T.C. SPEED SEL 3

840309 C.T.C. SPEED SEL 4

84030B C.T.C. SPEED SEL 5

84030D C.T.C. SPEED SEL 6

84030F C.T.C. SPEED SEL 7

840310 SPARE

84037F SPARE

840380 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 0

840382 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE_1
fTTSFP D A T A )

840384 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 2
(USER PROGRAM)

840386 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 3

840388 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 4

84038A MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 5( SUPERVISOR DATA)
84038C MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 6

(SUPERVISOR PROGRAM)
84038E MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 7(INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE)

TABLE B-3 (D) I/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

840390 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 8

840392 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 9

840394 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 10

840396 ' MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 11

840398 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 12

84039A MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 13

84039C MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 14

84039E MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE TABLE 15

8403A0 MMU 1 LOGICAL BASE ADDRESS (MSB)

8403A1 MMU 1 LOGICAL BASE ADDRESS (LSB)

8403A2 MMU 1 LOGICAL ADDRESS MASK (MSB)

8403A3 MMU 1 LOGICAL ADDRESS MASK (LSB)

8403A4 MMU 1 PHYSICAL BASE ADDRESS (MSB)

840 3A5 MMUl PHYSICAL BASE ADDRESS (LSB)

8403A6 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE NUMBER

8403A7 MMUl STATUS REGISTER

8403A8 MMU 1 ADDRESS SPACE MASK

8403A9 MMU 1 DESCRIPTOR POINTER

8403AB MMU 1 INTERRUPT VECTOR RESISTOR

8403AD : MMU 1 GLOBAL STATUS

8403AF MMU 1 LOCAL STATUS

8403B1 MMU 1 SEGMENT STATUS REGISTER

8403B9 MMU 1 INTERRUPT DESCRIPTION POINTER

8403BB ^  1 RESULT DESCRIPTOR POINTER

8403BD ^  1 DIRECT TRANSLATOR OPERATION

8403BF ^  1 LOAD DESCRIPTOR OPERATION

TABLE B-3 (E) l/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

84O3C0 MMU 2 AST 0

8403C2 MMU 2 AST 1 (USER DATA)

8403C4 MMU 2 AST 2 (USER PROGRAM)

8403C6 , MMU 2 AST 3

8403C8 MMU 2 AST 4

8403CA MMU 2 AST 5 (SUPERVISOR DATA)

8403CC MMU 2 AST 6 (SUPERVISOR PROGRAM)

8403CE MMU 2 AST 7 (INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE)

8403D0 MMU 2 AST 8

8403D2 MMU 2 AST 9

8403D4 MMU 2 AST 10

8403D6 MMU 2 AST 11

8403D8 MMU 2 AST 12

8403DA MMU 2 AST 13

8403DC MMU 2 AST 14

8403DE MMU 2 AST 15

84O3E0 MMU 2 AC0

8403E1 MMU 2 ACl

8403E2 MMU 2 AC2

8403E3 MMU 2 AC3

8403E4 MMU 2 AC4

8403E5 MMU 2 AC5

8403E6 MMU 2 AC6

8403E7 MMU 2 AC7

8403E8 MMU 2 AC8

8403E9 MMU 2 DP

TABLE B-3 (F) I/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

8403EB MMU 2 IVR

8A03ED MMU 2 GSR

8403EF MMU 2 LSR

8403F1 MMU 2 SSR

8403 F9 MMU 2 IDP

8403FB MMU 2 RDP

8403 FD MMU 2 DIRECT TRANSLATION OPERATION

8403FF MMU 2 LOAD DESCRIPTOR OPERATION

840400 UNIBUS CSR

840410 SPARE

84063F SPARE

840640 DMA0 ADDRESS 0

840 641 DMA0 COUNT 0

840642 DMA0 ADDRESS 1

840 643 DMA0 COUNT 1

840644 DMA0 ADDRESS 2 ;

840 645 DMA0 COUNT 2

840 646 DMA0 ADDRESS 3

840 647 DMA0 COUNT 3

840 648 DMA0 CSR

840649 DMA0 REQUEST REG

84064A DMA0 MASK REG

840 64B DMA0 MODE REG

840 64C DMA0 CLEAR F/F POINTER

840 64D DMA0 RESET/TEMP REG

840 64E DMA0 RESERVED



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

84064F DMA0 WRITE ALL MASKS

840650 DMA0 TOP ADDRESS 0

840651 DMA0 TOP ADDRESS 1

840652 , DMA0 TOP ADDRESS 2

840653 DMA0 TOP ADDRESS 3

840654 DMA0 RESERVED
840655
84065F RESERVED DMAC

840660 DMAl ADDRESS 0

840661 DMAl COUNT 0

830662 DMAl ADDRESS 1

840663 DMAl COUNT 1

840664 DMAl ADDRESS 2

840665 DMAl COUNT 2

840666 DMAl ADDRESS 3

840667 DMAl COUNT 3

840668 DMAl CSR

840669 DMAl REQUEST REG

840 66A DMAl MASK REG

84066B DMAl MODE REG

84066C DMAl CLEAR F/F POINTER

84066D DMAl RESET/TEMP REG

84066E DMAl RESERVED

84066F DMAl WRITE ALL MASKS

840670 DMAl TOP ADDRESS 0

840671 DMAl TOP ADDRESS 1

840672 DMAl TOP ADDRESS 2

TABLE B-3 (G) l/O PAGE MEMORY MAP



ADDRESS DESCRIPTION

840673 DMA2 TOP ADDRESS 3

840674 DMAC RESERVED
840677

840678 SPARE
840 F7 F

840 F81 RAM CARD I STATUS/CONTROL PORT

840F83 RAM CARD 2 STATUS/CONTROL PORT

840F85

RESERVED FOR RAM CARDS

840FFF

TABLE B-3 (1) I/O page MEMORY MAP



VECTOR NUMBER DESCRIPTION

0 RESET SSP I

1 RESET PC

2 BUS ERROR

3 ADDRESS ERROR

4 ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION

5 ZERO DIVIDE

6 CHK

7 TRApV

8 PRIVILEGE VIOLATION

9 TRACE

A LINE 1010 emulator

B LINE 1111 EMULATOR

C
17 UNASSIGNED/RESERVED

18 SPURIOUS INTERRUPT

19 LEVEL 1 auto vector

lA ACIA 1/2 LEVEL 2 AUT0 VECTOR

IB LEVEL 3 AUTO VECTOR

1C LEVEL 4 AUTO VECTOR

ID LEVEL 5 AUTO VECTOR

IE P.T.M.LEVEL 6 AUTO VECTOR

IF ABORT SWITCH LEVEL 7 AUTO VECTOR

20 TRAP 0

21 TRAP 1

22 TRAP 2

23 TRAP 3

TABLE B-4 (A) VECTOR ASSIGNMENT



VECTOR NUMBER DESCRIPTION

24 TRAP 4
25 TRAP 5
26 TRAP 6
27 TRAP 7
28 TRAP 8
29 TRAP 9
2A TRAP 10
2B TRAP 11
2C TRAP 12
2D TRAP 13
2E TRAP 14
2F TRAP 15
30

RESERVED3F
40 F.P. (1)
41 F.P. (2)
42 F.P. (3)
43 F.P. (4)
44 SPARE
4F
50 GRAPHICS
51 SPARE
7D
7E DMAC ERROR
7F DMAC
80 F.D.C.
80 COMMS
81 SPARE
8F
90 UNIBUS RK05
91 C.T.C.
92 SPARE
9F
AO MARKSMAN
A1 SPARE
FF

-  .. ____________

TABLE B-4 (b) VECTOR ASSIGNMENT



APPENDIX C

System software application 

C.l M68SYSTEM

The MC68000 I/O system is an interrupt driven, 
fully queued input output system that controls the 
operation of both ACIAs, mathematical processors auid 
programable timer. It is completely transparent to the 
user. Functions are initialized by I/O packets that 
contain control information for the required function 
to be performed. All registers are preserved.

The I/O system is entered via a call to Trap 12 
with address register A6 containing the address of the 
I/O packet. The I/O packet is a block of contiguous 
memory 10 words long of the form:- 
PACKET: DC.W PAFÜNC

DC.W PASFUN
DC.W PAERR 
DC.W PACNT
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DC.L PABUFF
DC.W PABYTE
DC.W PASPAR
DC.L PAAST

To enter this packet into the I/O system the 
format in the user program would be :-

LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get packet address to
A6

TRAP 12 ;Enter I/O system
BCS ERROR ; If CS am error was

detected
; in the setup

The I/O system sets the carry on return from a 
TRAP 12 if an error was detected in initialisation of 
the required function. Further information is returned 
in the error return of the packet about the error.

Returning from TRAP 12 with the carry clear does 
not mean that the function has been completed, the 
function has merely been queued into the I/O system. 
To check for completion of the function the user 
program should wait until the busy flag is no longer 
present in the error return of the packet.

Definition of terms used in the I/O packet.
PAFUNC -> Word containing function code, valid function
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codes are:-
0-> Communicate with ACIA 0.
1-> Communicate with ACIA 1.
2-> Request an operation from the AMD 9511's.
3-> Request timer 3 mode from the P.T.M..
4-> Request timer 1 or 2 to provide a timing 
function.
5-> Request drawing with the Efcis graphics display. 
PASFÜN -> Word containing sub-function code, valid 
sub-function codes are:-
For functions 0 and 1
Greater than zero write to ACIA
Less than or equal to zero read from ACIA
For function 2 the low order byte contains the command
word for the processor.
For functions 3 and 4
-2 -> 16 bit counting mode continuous 
-1 -> 8 bit dual counting mode continuous
0 -> Illegal
1 -> 16 bit counting mode single shot
2 -> 8 bit dual counting mode single shot 
Sub function 5 is discussed below
PAERR -> Word containing error or status returns
PACNT -> Word containing nos of bytes actually
transferred
PABUFF -> Long word containing address of data buffer
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PABYTE -> Word containing byte count for transfer, in 
the FPP(function 2) this word contains the nos of bytes 
in a data type
PASPAR -> Full/Half duplex bit, 0=full, t=0 half for 
functions 0 cuid 1. Spare for function 2 and 4. >0/8
counting mode <= 0 normal counting mode for function 3. 
PAAST -> Long word containing address of AST routine, 
this routine will be called on completion of I/O , if 
zero not used.

The error returns 
SUSUC EQU 1
SUBSY EQU 0
being processed)
ERILL EQU -1
ERQOVR EQU -2
ERF RAM EQU -3
EROVER EQU -4
ERPRTY EQU -5
ERZRDV EQU -6
ERNGSQ EQU -7
negative number error 
ERINAG EQU -8
ERUNDE EQU -9
EROVFL EQU -10
ERILSF EQU -11

for the I/O system are
; Function succeeded
;Function incomplete (still

; Illegal function code
;Queue overflow error
;Fr5uning error
;Reciever overrun error
; Parity error
;FPP zero divide error
;Attempt to log or sgrt a

; Invalid argument error 
;Underflow error 
;Overflow error
; Illegal sub-function code value
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error
ERNAST EQU -12 ;No AST address specified
error(Continuous timer mode)
ERSIZE EQU -13 ; Illegal data size error
ERILCH EQU -14 ; Illegal character error

C.1.1 Device details

Specific details of how the I/O system functions 
for functions 0 and 1 follow:-

Unsolicited I/O will be not be accepted if UNSACP 
offset in unsolicited UNSnSAV packet is not zero and 
only special I/O control chars will do anything to the 
I/O strecun. Unsolicited I/O is user transparent and as 
such may be ignored if not required.

The I/O system will echo any typed char if the 
char is printable else it will process special chars as 
following :-
del -> deletes prev char in buffer if possible. 
tG to <cr> does not do any conversion just echoes.
<cr>, tZ, <esc> takes as a special terminating chars. 
tR reproduces buffer to screen, 
fQ turns on previously stopped output. 
tS stops output.
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tu erases whole buffer echoes tU<crXlf>.

If raw output is required set bit $80 in the data 
as the ACIA will ignore this bit.

Specific information on use of function 2 the AMD 
9511 operation. The I/O system places the result of 
the operation in (PABUFF)+2*PABYTE whether an error was 
detected or not, places SUSUC as error return if no 
errors detected , if errors detected an error code is 
placed in the error return

Specific information on the use of sub-function 5 
the graphics driver routines. These routines should 
control the EF9366 as per the other terminals to enable 
display of alpha-numeric data and graphic data 
including colour changes and attach to the interrupt 
vector.

Assigned sub-function codes so far are:-
1 ->> Talk to scrolling region of screen and write 
PABYTE chars on the screen at cursor position, 
scrolling if necessary.
2 ->> Set screen scrolling positions and character 
sizes and character colour and cursor colour and erase 
scrolling area to a background colour and character and
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tilt.
3 ->> Redisplay scrolling area by forcing a scroll.
4 ->> Erase screen to a background colour.
5 ->> Plot a set of X,Y vectors on the screen in a
selected colour.
5 ->> Plot a defined character on the screen in a
selected colour.
7 ->> Erase non-scrolling area to a background colour.
8 ->> Reconnect interrupt vector to task.
9 ->> Disconnect interrupt vector from the task.
10 ->> Place PABYTE characters at colour,size,position 
on screen.
11 ->> Get scrolling region current colour and writing 
mode.
12 ->> Get a light pen hit from the screen.
13 ->> Cancel a light pen hit request.

Note, sub-functions 12 and 13 have not been 
implemented yet and if requested will return ERILSF 
error code in the status return.

PASPAR bit definitions
0 ->> not defined
1 ->> not defined
2 ->> not defined
3 ->> not defined
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4 ->> not defined
5 ->> not defined
6 ->> not defined
7 ->> wait for vertical blanking to execute command

C.1.1.1 Graphic sub-functions specifics -

Sub-function one displays PABYTE chars on the 
screen in the scrolling area from PABUFF scrolling if 
necessary.

Sub-function two set scrolling parameters cind 
character colour,cursor colour, scroll region 
background colour and character sizes. Format of user 
buffer :-
DC.B SCROLL HIGH ->> Scrolling region highest X value 
DC.B SCROLL LOW ->> Scrolling region lowest X value 
DC.B BACK COLOUR ->> Scrolling region background 
colour
DC.B CHAR SIZE ->> Character size information (copy 
of the CSIZE register)
DC.B CHAR COLOUR ->> Character colour 
DC.B CUR COLOUR ->> Cursor colour
DC.B CHAR TYP ->> Character tilt and orientation(copy 
of the CTRL2 register)
DC.B CHAR ATT ->> Character attributes
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Assigned bits in character attributes so far are

0 ->> 0=Fast scroll, l=Smooth slow scroll
1 ->> 0=Hold page on scrolling, l=Swap between pages 
on scrolling

It should be noted that no checking whether the 
scrolling region contains the character sizes is made 
or whether the write protects have been made on the 
display memory by the colour selection bits.

Sub-function three will redisplay the scrolling 
area on either the current plane or on the other plane 
jf swapping is allowed.

Sub-function four erase screen to a background 
colour. User buffer contains the colour.

Sub-function five start of X, Y vector drawing. 
The buffer is defined as a table of bytes PABYTE long 
containing two words containing the absolute start 
position X, Y of the drawing followed by a start colour 
cmd line drawing mode (a copy of CTRL2) cUid followed by 
a continuous set of X, Y vectors (bytes) with a final 
byte containing the final colour to allow page 
swapping.
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Sub-function six start of defined character 
drawing. The buffer is defined as a table of bytes 
PABYTE long containing two words containing the
absolute start position X, Y of the drawing followed by 
a start colour and line drawing mode and followed by a 
continuous set of X, Y relative offsets(word) with X, Y 
vectors(bytes) with a final byte containing the final 
colour to allow page swapping.

Sub-function seven erases the non-scrolling region 
to a background colour. The background colour is 
stored in the user buffer.

Sub-function eight connect the interrupt vector to 
the users task (very dangerous)!I! only to be used in 
desperation. User buffer contains the address of the 
service routine.

Sub-function nine disconnect the interrupt vector 
from the users task.

Sub-function ten draw a set of characters on the 
screen.PABUFF is PABYTES long and contains:-
2 words ->> X, Y absolute cordinates
3 bytes ->> Colour, Character orientation(CTRL2), 
Character size(CSIZE).
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Remaining bytes are the data to be displayed.

Sub-function eleven will get the current scrolling 
region parameters, the result is returned to the user 
buffer and the result being a byte with the read and 
write page bits set according to the current scrolling 
region display.

All references to colour in the graphics display 
driver refer to a byte whose bits are assigned as 
folllows :-
0 ->> If 0 write true colour to RED plsiné, if 1 erase 
red plane bit.
1 ->> If 0 write true colour to GREEN plcuie, if 1
erase red plane bit.
2 ->> If 0 write true colour to BLUE plauie, if 1 erase 
BLUE plane.
3 ->> If 0 display RGB plane 0, if 1 display RGB plane 
1.
4 ->> If 0 enable writes to RED plane, if 1 write
protect RED plane.
5 ->> If 0 enable writes to GREEN plane, if 1 write
protect GREEN plauie.
6 ->> If 0 enable writes to BLUE plane, if 1 write
protect BLUE plame.
7 ->> If 0 write to RGB plane 0, if 1 write to RGB
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plane 1.

C.2 Remote Host transfer

To send raw data from the MC68000 to the PDP 11/34 
the TRAP 10 I/O routines are used. The routines are 
entered via TRAP 10 with A6 containing the address of 
the packet to execute. Packet definition:- 
TRINBUF ->> Long word containing address of buffer 
containing data to send. This address must be on an 
even boundary.
TROUBUF ->> Long word containing the address of a 1024 
byte buffer that the TRAP ]0 routines will use as work 
space.
TRWORD ->> Word that contains the number of WORDS to 
transmit to the PDP 11/34.
TRERR ->> Word that will contain error or status 
returns.
TRAST ->> Long word containing the address of an AST 
routine that will be executed on completion of the 
packet.

The routines are executed in the S cu n e  way as TRAP 
12 routines i.e.

LEA.L TRPACK,A6 ;Get address of packet
TRAP 10 ; Queue the packet in
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BCS ERROR ; If CS am error was detected

The routines will cause TRAP 12s to request I/O 
from ACIA 1, and the user program should not use ACIA 
1 at the saune time as TRAP 10 routines. Entry of a 

packet amd a return without a carry does not mean that 
the packet has completed, just accepted into the queue. 
Completion of the packet will occur when TRERR is 
positive (Success) or negative (Error detected). The 
error code will be the saune as defined for TRAP 12 
routines.

C.3 Conversion routines

System support routines , convert decimal, hex, 
floating point, output to display ports. Entered via 
TRAP 13 with A6 containing the address of the function 
packet, carry will be set on return if am error is 
detected. Definition of function packet 
CVFUNC -> Word containing function code
CVBYTE -> Word containing data size in bytes
CVINBF -> Long word containing address of input buffer
CVOUBF -> Long word containing address of output buffer
CVERR -> Word containg error return information,same 
error codes as I/O system are used
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Assigned function codes are :-
0 -> Convert input buffer to Hex chars at output
buffer.
1 -> Convert input buffer to Decimal chars at output
buffer.
2 -> Place input buffer value on display port 0.
3 -> Place input buffer value on display port 1.
4 -> Convert input buffer from floating point to 
decimal at output buffer.
5 -> Convert input buffer from chars to floating point 
nos at output buffer.
6 -> Convert input buffer from chars to decimal nos at 
output buffer.
7 -> Convert input buffer from chars to Hex nos at 
output buffer.

To use the functions above TRAP 13 is used in the 
same way as TRAP 12 is used for I/O operations i.e.

LEA.L PACKET,A6 ;Get packet address to
A6

TRAP 13 ;Go do it
BCS ERROR ; If CS error detected

The packet is defined as :- 
PACKET: DC.W CVFUNC

DC.W CVBYTE
DC L CVINBF
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DC.L CVOUBF 
DC.W CVERR

Note:- The input conversion routines take the 
following chars as terminators:
<esc>
<cr>
tz

The input conversion routines will also change 
CVINBF in the packet to point to the end of the string 
just parsed, thus allowing multiple values on a single 
line seperated by commas to be decoded with a minimum 
of programming effort.

C.4 Debug commands

The 68000 debug tool to examine/modify memory is 
entered by giving the commamd:- 
DEBUG<cr>

The routine will then prompt with :- 
DEBUG)

The user is then able to open ainy required memory
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location by:- 
LOCN,<open commandXcr>

Where LOCN is a hexadecimal number specifying the 
address of the location to be opened, (open commsmd) is 
a single character open command that specifys the mode 
of opening for this location.

The display will be of the form :- 
VALl VAL2

Where VALl is the current address amd VAL2 is the 
value contained at that address.

The user cam then modify this location if desired 
by typing NEWVAL<terminator)

Where NEWVAL is the value to place at this 
location or to leave the contents of the current 
location unchanged by typing

Where terminator is one of the following :- 
<cr) -) Go to next highest location 
(esc) -) Go to next lowest location
tz -) Close current location and go back to DEBUG 
prompt level
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The mode of opening may also be chainged by typing 
(open commandXcr)

This will cause the current open location to be 
reopened with the new mode

DEBUG may be exited by typing tZ at DEBUG prompt 
level.

C.4.1 Debug commands

The memory opening commsuids for DEBUG are 
-) Open address as a Hexadecimal byte.
/ -> Open address as a Hexadecimal word.
1 -> Open address as a Hexadecimal long word.
} -> Open address as a Decimal byte.
] -> Open address as a Decimal word.
) -) Open address as a Decimal long word.
1 Open address as an Ascii byte.
1 Open address as an Ascii word.
" — ) Open address as an Ascii long word.
*= — ) Open address as a floating point number.
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C.P.Ü. card detailed description

The central processor card of Figure D.1 contains 
all the bus drivers and controls to enable the MC68000 
to communicate and control operations on the backplane. 
The card can be partitioned into a set of logical 
sub-functions :-

1. Address and data control.

2. Control line generation.

3. Halt, reset cuid interrupt acknowledge state 
machines.

4. Function code and interrupt request 
decoding/encoding.

5. Memory map decodes.
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6. Clock, bus timeout and timing strobes 
generation.

7. Buffer control and interrupt acknowledge 
traps.

8. Power up reset and halt.

The address control is made by two MC68451s, 
Memory Management Units (MMUs). These are directly 
connected to the 16 most significant address bits of 
the MC68000. The two MMUs via their GOb ANYb and ALLb 
arbitrate all memory management operations and when an 
address is presented by the MC68000 one of the MMUs 
will present a translated address on the protected 
address and data (PAD) bus. This address is latched by 
two 74LS373s by the HADb signal from the MMU and is 
then driven onto the backplane by two octal buffers, 
74LS244S. The PAD bus is a multiplexed bus along which 
addresses from the MMUs and bidirectional data to and 
from the MMUs can be placed. Multiplexing of the data 
is controlled by the EDb control signal from the MMUs, 
when this signal is low the bidirectional data buffers 
are enabled to connect the MC68000 data bus to the PAD 
bus with the signal R/Wb controlling data trauisfer 
direction. Data is taken directly to the backplane
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from the MC68000 via two bidirectional octal buffers 
whose direction is again controlled by the R/Wb line. 
The seven least significant address lines bypass the 
MMUs and are directly driven onto the backplane by a 
74LS244 octal buffer.

The control lines are derived from the MMU and CPU 
signals. PASb on the backplane is derived from MASb 
and ASb both being present or via lACKb and ASb being 
presented by the CPU amd MMUs. The data strobes LDSb 
and UDSb are derived directly from the CPU but are 
enabled and disabled by the MMUs. The strobes will 
fall on the backplame if MASb is active and write 
inhibit (WINb) is inactive. Interrupt acknowledge 
(lACKb) will force LDSb to fall on the backplane. R/Wb 
is derived directly from the MC68000 and is driven onto 
the backplane by a line driver as are LDSb, UDSb and 
ASb.

The CPU card has three seperate synchronous state 
machines on board. The interrupt acknowledge state 
machine enables daisy chaining of interrupting devices. 
lACKb to the backplane will only be released by the 
state machine if an interrupt request from the on board 
MMUs is not present or has happened since lACKb was 
passed to the backplane. lACKb will also be passed to
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the backplane if the acknowledge level is not the saune 
as the interrputing priority of the MMUs. The reset 
and halt state machines are contained on a single chip
set of PROM and octal latch. They allow both the
RESETb and HALTb to be bidirectional and sink large 
cunmounts of current which the MC68000 cannnot do. All 
of the state machines are synchronous to the CPU clock 
and consist of a 256 by 8 prom, 82S129 amd an octal 
latch synchronized to the CPU clock.

The MC68000 produces the prograun space codes 
(function codes) encoded in 3 lines FCO-2. A 3 to 8 
line decoder, 74LS138, decodes these lines into the
respective function codes amd passes them to the
backplane via am octal buffer. Similarly the MC68000 
requires the interrupt request lines IRQ7b to IRQlb to 
be encoded onto the IPLOb to IPL2b lines, an eight to 
three line encoder, 74LS148, performs this function. 
These lines do not have to be synchronized or
deglitched as the MC68000 will not acknowledge am 
interrupt until two cycles with stable levels on IPLOb 
to IPL2b have occurred.

The memory map decodes are obtained via two PROMs, 
82S129s in combination with a 5 input or gate, 74S260, 
which produces lOPAGEb, 6800b, DMACb amd MMUl/2b
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signals. The signal MMUl/2b is further qualified by
address bit A6 to produce MMU lb cuid MMU2b control
signals. MMU2b is passed directly to CSb of MMU2, 
whilst MMUlb is 'ANDED* with RESETb to produce CSb for 
MMUl. This CSb for MMUl on reset informs MMUl to 
produce the reset memory map for the system.

The system clock is derived from a 16 MHz crystal 
exciting a 74S124 whose output is in turn divided down 
to 8 MHz to produce both the CPU amd backplane clock. 
This clock is in turn further divided down to 125 KHz 
to clock an 8 bit shift register, 74LS164, which is 
enabled by ASb active on the backplane. If ASb remains 
active for 8 clocks at 125 KHz or 64 micro-seconds 
BERRb is pulled on the backplane to indicate an 
unterminated cycle. The 8 MHz clock is also fed to a 
74LS164 which is enabled by the presence of LDSb and
UDSb on the backplane to produce the DLYl to DLY8 
timing signals on the backplane.

The backplane buffers are controlled by the ADENb 
signal which when active enables all backplane buffers. 
The bus will be released either when BGACKb is detected 
on the backplane or when HALTb is active amd ASb is
inactive on the CPU. The MMUs require a trap on ASb 
when lACKb is present, this is done via am OR gate to
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produce the required ASb signal on the MMUs.

System power up is produced on the system via a 
555 timer which detects the rise in power supply on 
power up cuid produces RESETb and HALTb to the 
backplane.
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APPENDIX E

Quarter mega-byte memory card detailed description

The quarter mega-byte RAM card of Figure E.l, with 
its associated timing diagram of Figure E.2, consists 
of two banks of 15 by 64 kilo-bit DRAM chips. Each 
bank having an associated bank of 6 by 64 kilo-bit DRAM 
chips that function as syndrome bits to the main
memory.

The card has on board refresh which is generated 
via the 16 micro-second period of the refresh clock, 
which is produced by the 555 timer chip at location 20. 
This clock is fed into the MC3480, dynamic memory 
controller, at location 21. The memory controller 
produces a refresh request on every rising edge of the 
refresh clock. The request is arbitrated by a 
synchronous arbitrator consisting of a 74S74 at 
location 3 clocked by the processor clock. This
ensures that there will never be a race condition with
a backplane access request. The clocking of the
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request which is held off until BDSELb is inactive 
causes a refresh grant to be given to the memory 
controller, this then starts a memory cycle for refresh 
using the refresh address in the address multiplexer, 
MC3242, chip 40.

The memory cycle is divided into two parts. The 
first is a read access cmd error detect and correct on 
the data presented, the second is a substitution of 
data on a write or rewrite of data and check bits to 
memory. Responsibility for the control amd timing of 
the on board cycle is held by two delay lines with 30 
nano-second outputs at chip locations 5 amd 7 . The 
delay lines are started by either RGb or BDSELb 
becoming active firing a resistor capacitor delay amd 

memory clock MC of the memory controller. 
Approximately 64 nano-seconds later the delay circuit 
causes am inverter to cross threshold and fire T1 
timing control, which will force RASb on one or both 
memory banks to be pulled, depending whether the cycle 
is a refresh or a memory access. This signal will also 
start the delay lines as soon as the delay lines have 
been cleared to 260 nano-seconds from the previous 
cycle. Thirty nano-seconds later the delay line fires 
the signal T2 which causes the address multiplexer to 
change its addresses from the row to column addresses.
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After a further 90 nano-seconds to allow for address 
stabilization T3 and T4 are pulled amd CASb is
presented to the memory blocks. Data will then be
presented by the memory chips and after allowing access 
amd stabilizing time for the data GENb on the error 
detection amd correction (EDC) chip, AM2960 at location 
26, is raised. This causes the EDC to start a detect 
amd correct cycle on the data that has just been
presented on the ED bus. This data is derived via the
tri-directional buffers, AM2961s, at locations 27, 28, 
29 amd 30. This data is latched by the EDC, which 
allows the tri-directional buffers to be switched from 
the internal memory bus to the external backplane bus 
if a write cycle is active 30 nano-seconds later.

At 290 nano-seconds the EDC has detected amd

corrected the internal data. If the cycle is a write
the ED bus will now contain the data from the
backplane. This data will be latched into the EDC 
depending on the data strobes on the backplane via
OEBOb, OEBlb amd LEIN. If the cycle is a read the EDC 
will relatch its own internal corrected data. The EDC 
will now enter a generate mode via GENb becoming 
active. This causes the EDC to produce the check bits 
for the syndrome memory. At 320 nano-seconds the check 
bits have been produced by the EDC and the output data
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is now enabled to the MQ bus and, to the backplane if 
the cycle is a read. DTACKb will be pulled on the 
backplane at this time. At 350 nano-seconds the write 
line on the memory chips will be pulled and the data is 
written back to the memory and the syndrome bits.

Address decoding of the card is made via aui 
AMZ8121, chip 25, which matches the switch address 
versus the backplane address. This comparator will 
only be enabled if the refresh is not active. The card 
will also contain a decode for addresses 0 to 7 to 
disable the card responding to the SSP and PC fetch. 
This decode is switch selectable.

The card has several different modes of operation 
which are controlled by the mode register. The mode 
register is decoded in the lOPAGE as base address 
$840F81 on write cycles. The address can be calculated 
as $840F81+ (Card Base/$20000). The definition of the 
bits in the mode register are:-

DO Enable bus error on all errors.
D1 Disable error detection and

correction.
D2 Enable bus error on double errors.
D3 Not used.
D4 Not used.
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D5 Not used.
D6 Not used.
D7 Not used.

The status register is at the same address as the 
mode register but decodes on a read cycle. Every write 
to the mode register will clear this register. The 
register latches the syndrome bits and error status on 
all detection of errors by the EDC. The register bits 
are defined as:-

DO Error detected.
D1 Multiple error detected.
D2 Syndrome bit 0.
D3 Syndrome bit 1.
D4 Syndrome bit 2.
D5 Syndrome bit 3.
D6 Syndrome bit 4.
D7 Syndrome bit 5.

The switch pack at RN3 is defined as:- 
Switch 1 A21b.
Switch 2 A20b.
Switch 3 A22b.
Switch 4 A23b.
Switch 5 A19b.
Switch 6 A18b.
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Switch 7 
Switch 8 
Switch 9 
Switch 0

Disable on zero 
A17b.
Full/Halfb.
Not used.
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APPENDIX F

EPROM card detailed description

The EPROM card can contain upto 16 EPROMs from Ik 
by 8 to 8k by 8, Any of the industry standard EPROMs 
may be used in this card. The circuit diagraun of this 
card is shown in Figure F.l.

The card is fully relocatable within the memory 
map of the MC68000 on a boundary dictated by the size 
of the card. The 10 switch d.i.l. pack at A2 contains 
the switch encoding of the base address for the card. 
Switch 1 controls A23 through to switch 10 which 
controls A14. The switches act as a reference input to 
the exclusive OR gates of B3, B4 auid B5 and, hence the 
switch is on for an active high decode or off for an 
active low decode for the relevant address bit.

Switches 1 suid 2 of the 4 switch d.i.l. pack at 
A1 controls the size selection of the EPROM card. The 
switches function as follows:-
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2 off 1 off 8k by 8 EPROMs
2 off 1 on 4k by 8 EPROMs
2 on 1 off 2k by 8 EPROMs
2 on 1 on Ik by 8 EPROMs

These switches control the signals A and B which 
in turn control the which address bits decode to don't 
care in the base address decode via the OR gates at C6 
and, control the multiplexing of the low order 
addresses into the decoder chip at D6 via the 
multiplexers at B6 amd C8. The decoder at D6 selects 1 
bank from 8 to control the CSb of the EPROMs.

The control signals, relavent address bits and the 
various supplies are brought to the header sockets at 
G1 through G8 together with pins 18, 19, 20 auid 21 of 
each EPROM bsuik (1 bank is 2 EPROMs or 16 bits of data) 
and all relavent signals caui be linked on the header 
sockets.

Switch 3 of the switch pack at A1 controls the bus 
error action of the card. If switch 3 is on the NOR 
gate at D5 and the inverter at D4 will pull the BERRb 
line on the backplane when a decode of the card is made 
whilst R/Wb is low. If this switch is off the card 
will decode and acknowledge data transfer.
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Switch 4 of the same switch pack controls the zero 
decode. If this switch is on the first eight bytes of 
the card will decode at addresses 0-7 via the NOR gates 
C3, C4 to provide the reset SSP and PC. If this switch 
is off then the card will not recognize these 
addresses.

Data transfer is acknowledged via a decode of the 
board and the selection of the required delay line via 
the patch connection at the edge connector J2. This 
allows the delaying of DTACKb until the required access 
time of the EPROMs has been met.
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APPENDIX G

Arithmetic processor card detailed description

Figure G.l shows the circuit diagram of the 
arithmetic processor card. The card can contain upto 
four AM9511/9512 processors. The combination of chips 
A6, B6 provide the address decode for the card. The 
presence of the correct address pattern together with 
lOPAGEb, ASb, LDSb being active gives a buffer enable 
to A7 and base address decode to the 74LS138 at D6. 
The 74LS138 decodes the address to select one of four 
CSb for the arithmetic processors. RDb or WRb will 
fall 20 nano-seconds later via D5 and D3 to give the 
required setup time to the arithmetic processors. The 
data buffer at A7 is enabled to give bidirectional 
communication with the MC68000 bus. DTACKb is 
generated when PAUSEb of the selected chip goes 
inactive.

Interrupts are arbitrated by a priority encoder 
74278 at C5. This encodes the highest priority
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interrupt available on board the card. An lACKb locks 
the priority encoder amd enables the relavent vector 
switches onto the data bus if the required acknowledge 
level and LDSb and ASb are present. The action of 
lACKb being decoded causes a clock to a latch located 
at either A5 or B5 to give a SVACKb to the interrupting 
arithmetic processor, which clears the interrupt 
request. The interrupt vectors are produced by the 
switches at B2, C2, D2 and E2 each pack associated with 
an aritmetic processor. The switches on these packs 
produce the vector in the form:- 

SWITCH 1 IVOb
SWITCH 2 IVlb
SWITCH 3 IV2b
SWITCH 4 IV3b
SWITCH 5 IV4b
SWITCH 6 IV5b
SWITCH 7 IV6b
SWITCH 8 IV7b

The swith pack at A3 has the following functions 
SWITCH 1 Enable IRQlb
SWITCH 2 Enable IRQ4b
SWITCH 3 Enable IRQSb
SWITCH 4 Match level A2b
SWITCH 5 Match level A3b
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SWITCH 6 Match level Alb
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APPENDIX H

Graphics card detailed description

The graphics card of Figure H.l is based around 
the EF9365/5 graphics controller chip. The registers 
of the EF9365/6 are accessed on the low byte of the 
data bus whilst, the alternate registers are accessed 
on the high byte of the data bus. Address decoding is 
made by lOPAGEb enôd)ling an eight bit comparator, 
25LS2521, to compare address bits All to A5 against 
switch 7 to switch 1 of the address encoding switch 
pack. The comparator output gives the block decode for 
the graphics card SELb. This signal is then further 
decoded to give the the EF9355/6 CSb when BLSb is 
active, select colour register when BA4 is low and BUSb 
is active and to select the colour palette registers 
and light pen registers when BA4 is high and BUSb is 
active. When SELGb is active an octal bidirectional 
buffer on the low data byte of the backplane is enabled 
and its direction controlled by BWTb, commcuids and data 
will then be transferred to and from the graphics
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controller. The address bits BA4 to BAl select which 
register of the graphics controller is being currently- 
selected.

The display memory is organized as 3 banks of 8 by 
64 kbit dynamic RAM chips. The graphics controller
publishes the 14 least significant pixel address bits 
on a multiplexed bus of seven bits. These addresses
are passed directly to the RAM banks via a buffer to
give the required drive for MOS memory. Individual 
selection of a pixel on a write access is made by a one 
of eight decode from MSO to MSI by a 25LS2538, which
produces a RASb to the required one of eight memory 
chips. Data will then be written or erased by the 
EF9365/6 as long as the colour select register bits 
have enabled data writing and non-erasure for each 
colour plane. Display (read) accesses to the pixel 
store force the 25LS2538 to pull RASb on all eight of 
the memory chips in a colour bank. The 8 bits of data 
from each bank is loaded into a shift register and each 
bit is shifted out by the 14 MHz pixel clock. The 
three bit outputs of the shift registers together with 
video blanking are passed through a multiplexer 
controlled by the colour palette register select. If 
the colour palette register is not selected by the 
MC68000 then the RGB and DVBb signals address 3 high
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speed RAM chips which have four outputs each, giving a 
total of 4096 different colours of which 8 are 
simultaneously displayable. Memory control is derived 
from a divide by 8 counter clocked by the pixel clock 
driving a prom to give the relavent timings for RASb, 
CASb and STROBE relavent to the EF9365/6 clock CK.

When the colour palette is selected by the MC68000 
the multiplexer is enabled to pass BD8 to BDll to the 
high speed RAM addresses whilst BD12 to BD15 encode the 
intensity level for this colour selection. Thus the 
colour palette registers for each of the three primary 
colours are:-

D8 TAO corresponding to red pixel output
D9 TAl corresponding to green pixel output
DIO TA2 corresponding to blue pixel output
Dll TA3 corresponding to DVBb
D12 Intensity bit 0 
D13 Intensity bit 1 
D14 Intensity bit 2 
D15 Intensity bit 3

The interrupt circuit contains the stauidard 
interrupt acknowledge daisy chain with a switch encoded 
vector. The colour select register consists of two 
readable four bit latches, 25LS2518, which encodes the
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mode of operation for read cuid write operations to the 
pixel memory. The register controls the action of 
whether data from the EF9365/6 or erase values are 
placed in pixel stores and, whether the write lines are 
pulled on the pixel memory banks. The registers will 
also control which page of memroy will be accessed for 
writes cUid which for display cycles. The bits in the 
colour register are defined as:-

D8 0= write true data, 1= write erase data, 
red plane

D9 0= write true data, 1= write erase data, 
green plane

DIO 0= write true data, 1= write erase data, 
blue plane

Dll 0= display page 0, 1= display page 1
D12 0= enable write, 1= write protect, red plane
D13 0= enable write, 1= write protect, green

plane
D14 0= enable write, 1= write protect, blue plane
D15 0= write page 0, 1= write page 1

The page operations utilize the spare address pin 
on the 64 kbit DRAMs, DAD7. A multiplexer selects MS3b 
and WRSELb on data write operations by the graphics 
controller and MS3b cuid DSEL on read operations. The 
values are multiplexed by the RASLb signal to multiplex
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the two values into the memory chips on the multiplexed 
address line DAD7.

The EF9355/5 contains X and Y light pen hit 
registers. However the X register caui only resolve the 
hit to 8 pixel boundaries due the the manner in which 
the EF9365/6 functions. To increase resolution of the 
light pen hits a counter chain that starts from DVBb 
and counts the pixel clocks across the screen to be 
used. A latch captures this value when a LACH signal 
is received from the light pen hit circuitry. This 
latch caui then be subsequently read by the MC68000 to 
give full resolution X light pen hit information.
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APPENDIX I

DMA controller card detailed description

The DMAC card of Figure I.1 is a byte wide direct 
memory access controller for both peripheral devices 
and memory to memory transfers. It contains eight DMA 
chcuinels of which upto two can be used for memory to 
memory transfers. The card is based around the AM9517 
of which there are two on this card.

The card is decoded in the IOPAGE as a relocatable 
card whose base address is determined by switches 5 to 
0 controlling cm eight bit comparator, AMZ8121. This 
decode enables a 74LS138 to select either DMACOb, 
DMAClb or one of the two sets of address mapping 
register files. The selects DMACOb cmd DMAClb are 
passed directly to the AM9517s. The lORb or lOWb 
signals become active on DLY2 becoming active and are 
controlled by the R/Wb on the backplane. lOWb will 
become inactive on receipt of DLY5 from the backplane.
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The card contains six register files whose
function is to hold the base addresses for DMA 
transfers and the operation mode of each DMA channel. 
The base address register files are selected by the 
decode ADFILOb or ADFILlb. These signals pass through 
a multiplexer, whose function is to switch the register 
file selects and addresses between the MC68000
addresses and the on board DMA chcuinel selects. These 
register files will be written from the MC68000 
backplane when R/Wb is low. The remaining two register 
files capture up/down and the auto-initialize modes 
that has been programmed into the AM9517s for each 
channel. This is for on board mode control during DMA 
accesses.

The DMAC card will interrupt the MC68000 on 
completion of DMA (EOPb) or on receipt of BERRb signal 
during a DMA transfer. The interrupt acknowledge 
sequence is handled by the standard interrupt 
acknowledge state machine.

The DMA controller card interfaces with the 
MC68000 bus arbitration standard. A synchronous state 
machine controls all arbitration for the ownership of
the MC68000 backplane. The signal HREQ from the 
AM9517s request ownership of the backplane. This
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signal is passed via the state machine to produce BRb 
to the MC68000. On receipt of BGb the DMAC will take 
the backplane when the current bus master releases the 
bus. To simplify arbitration for the backplane the 
state machine supports a daisy chain protocol for the 
signal BGb. This allows duplication of this state 
machine further down the backplane without the need for 
complex parallel arbitration schemes.

During a DMA cycle the AM9517s will publish the 
signals lORb, lOWb, MEMRD and MEMWRb. These signals 
are converted into ASb, UDSb, LDSb and R/Wb by a 
synchronous finite state machine. If the cycle is a 
memory to memory cycle, the bus cycle will be 
terminated by DTACKb being received from the memory. 
However if the cycle is a peripheral trauisfer then the 
access to the bus is more complex.

The DMA cycle for peripherals is started by a 
peripheral pulling its DREQb line to request an access 
by its associated channel. The DMA controller will 
then request ownership of the backplane. As soon as 
the DMAC has control of the backplane it pulls the 
signal DACKb to inform the peripheral that DMA has been 
started. The signal PRDYb is the handshake signal 
between the DMAC and the peripherals. This signal
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acknowledges that the peripheral part of the DMA cycle 
is complete and that data transfer by the peripheral to 
or from the backplane is now over. This signal can be 
regarded as being functionally identical to DTACKb. 
Thus during a peripheral write to memory cycle PRDYb 
becomes active when the peripheral has presented data 
to the backplane. On receipt of this signal the DMAC 
will start a memory cycle on the backplane. If the DMA 
cycle is a read from memory, the DMAC will start a 
memory access as soon as it pulls DACKb. The 
peripheral device waits for DTACKb to become active on 
the backplane. As soon as this happens the peripheral 
reads the data lines and pulls PRDYb to indicate that 
the cycle is complete. The DMAC will now terminate the 
cycle on the backplane and release bus ownership. The 
timing diagrams for peripheral cycles is shown in 
Figure 1.2.

The register files provide the most significant 
addresses during a DMA transfer. If the channel mode 
is not auto-initialize and the address from the AM9517s 
passes through $FFFF on upward transfers or, $0000 on 
downward transfers, gin eight bit counter will increment 
or decrement the base address at the end of the current 
memory cycle. This new address is then reloaded into 
the register files. This technique of incrementing or
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decrementing the base address allows the crossing of 64 
kilo-byte address boundaries by the DMACs.

The switch packs SWl aind SW2 are arranged as 
follows:- 

SWl:-

SW2 : -

SWITCH 1 I VO
SWITCH 2 IVI
SWITCH 3 IV2
SWITCH 4 IV3
SWITCH 5 IV4
SWITCH 6 I VS
SWITCH 7 IV6
SWITCH 8 IV7

SWITCH 1 BAllb
SWITCH 2 BAlOb
SWITCH 3 BA9b
SWITCH 4 BA8b
SWITCH 5 BA7b
SWITCH 6 BA6b
SWITCH 7 BDACK02
SWITCH 8 BDREQ02
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APPENDIX J

Bus display and peripherals card detailed description

The bus display and peripherals card of Figure J.l 
contains all the commonly used devices and front panel 
controls amd displays. The front panel l.e.d. status 
displays are driven by octal buffers sinking 17 
milli-amperes via 220 ohm resistors connected in series 
with a l.e.d. tied to Vcc. Chips A4, A5, B5, B6, B7, 
C5, C6, C7 cuid E5 drive these l.e.d.s. Also driven 
from the front panel are the RESETb and HALTb lines. 
They are driven by two switches which are *debounced' 
by the NAND gates at Fl(b) and then driven onto the 
backplane by open collector buffers at Fl(a).

The front panel digit displays are driven via an 
ICM7218E display controller. This device gives a 
multiplexed drive to the eight seperate seven segment 
displays. The card is decoded at base address $840000 
for 16 bytes. Every alternate byte is the mode 
register and the eight individual digits appear on the
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low byte of the backplane. The mode register contains 
the code selection to be displayed, if D15 is written 
high the mode is Code B, if D15 is written low then the 
mode is Hexa code. The individual digits will display 
the following under these codes

Binary input Hexa code Code B
0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9
10 A -
11 b E
12 C H
13 d L
14 E P
15 F (blank)

The card contains two ACIAs, MC5850s, which 
communicate via RS232 lines to two terminals. The baud 
rate clock is generated by chip E6 and is then switched
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via the switch packs at E2 onto the ACIAs. The devices 
directly drive IRQ2b via an open collector buffer and 
the acknowledgement is handled via sm autovector using 
chips B2 and D4 to pull VPAb on receipt of a valid 
interrupt acknowledge to levels two or six.

The decode for the ACIAs and the MC6840, 
programmable timer module, is made via the synchronous 
access cycle. A decode of any of thes devices is made 
via chip C4 which pull VPAb to the processor. These 
devices are then individually decoded on receipt of 
VMAb from the processor.
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APPENDIX K

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Base MVA 2352

Direct axis synchronous reactance 2.8 pu

Xq Quadrature axis synchronous reactance 2.72 pu

xj' Direct axis transient reactance 0.362 pu

Xj" Direct axis subtransient reactance 0.23 pu

Xq" Quadrature axis subtransient reactance 0.22 pu

Tjg' Direct axis transient open circuit
time constant 7.3s

Td' Direct axis transient short circuit
time constant 0.945s

Tdo" Direct axis subtransient open circuit
time constant 0.0314s

Td" Direct axis subtransient short circuit
time constant 0.02s

Tq̂ ii Quadrature axis subtransient open
circuit time constant 0.116s

Tq" Quadrature axis subtransient short
circuit time constant 0.00936s

H Inertia constant 4.4 pu
Table K-1 Normalized Generator Parameters

BASE MVA 2352

Rt Resistance 0.0049 pu

Reactance 0.157 pu

Table K-2 Normalized Generator Transformer 
Parameters



Base MVA 2352

R,t Resistance 0.00794 pu

Xt Reactance 0.109 pu

Susceptance

Table K-3 Normalized Total line parameters

Kg Forward loop gain 200

Te Exciter time constant 0.5s

Ks Stabilizing feedback gain 0.0035

Ts Stabilizer loop time constant 0.5s

Table K-4 A.V.R. Parameters

Ta Govenor and turbine time constant 0.205106 s

Tb Govenor and turbine time constant 0.564899 s

Vo Valve maximum opening rate 4.0 pu s

Vc Valve maximum closing rate 6,6 pu s

Vp Govenor maximum torque 0.965 pu

Vt Slip speed gain 25.0

-1

-1

Table K-4 Govenor and Turbine parameters
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